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Executive Summary

1. Preventing money laundering or terrorist financing (ML/TF) is more effective in protecting communities from harm than pursuing prosecution of the activity after it happens. AML/CFT supervisors\(^1\) play an essential role in protecting the financial system and other sectors from misuse by criminals and terrorists by: (1) increasing regulated entities\(^2\) awareness and understanding of the ML/TF risks and setting regulatory obligations and facilitating and encouraging good practices, (2) enforcing and monitoring compliance with AML/CFT obligations, and (3) taking appropriate measures where deficiencies are identified. In order to perform this function effectively and efficiently, supervisors must implement a risk-based approach.

2. A risk-based approach involves tailoring the supervisory response to fit the assessed risks. This approach allows supervisors to allocate finite resources to effectively mitigate the ML/TF risks they have identified and that are aligned with national priorities. Tailoring supervision to address the relevant ML/TF risks will reduce the opportunities for criminals to launder their illicit proceeds and terrorists to finance their operations and improve the quality of information available to law enforcement authorities. It will also ensure that supervisory activities do not place an unwarranted burden on lower risk sectors, entities, and activities. This is critical for maintaining or increasing financial inclusion which could reduce overall ML/TF risks by increasing transparency. A robust risk-based approach includes appropriate strategies to address the full spectrum of risks, from higher to lower risk sectors and entities. Implemented properly, a risk-based approach is more responsive, less burdensome, and delegates more decisions to the people best-placed to make them.

3. Mutual evaluations reveal that making the transition to risk-based supervision is a challenging task. Supervisors need a good understanding of risks, a strong legal basis (mandate and powers) as well as political and organisational support and adequate capacity and resources to succeed in implementing a robust risk-based supervisory approach. The transition from a rule-based to a risk-based approach takes time. It requires a change in the supervisory culture, and investment in capacity building and training of staff, in addition to the development and implementation of a comprehensive supervisory toolkit. To assist in this exercise, the FATF sets out high-level guidance in Part One of this document, practical advice to address common implementation challenges in Part Two and country examples in Part Three, including strategies and examples of supervision of Designated Non-Financial Business and Professions (DNFBPs) and Virtual Asset Service Providers (VASPs). This Guidance should be read alongside forthcoming guidance on proliferation financing (PF) that explains new requirements introduced in October 2020 for countries and regulated entities to assess proliferation financing (PF) risks and implement risk-based measures.

---

\(^1\) For the purposes of this Guidance, the term ‘supervisors’ refers to the designated competent authorities or non-public bodies with responsibilities aimed at ensuring compliance by regulated entities of AML/CFT requirements and includes Self-Regulating Bodies (SRBs) designated to perform this function.

\(^2\) Under the FATF Standards this includes: financial institutions (FIs); Virtual Asset Service Providers (VASPs); and Designated Non-Financial Businesses and Professions (DNFBPs) which are casinos; real estate agents; dealers in precious metals and stones; lawyers, notaries and other legal professionals and accountants; and, trust and company service providers. It can also include any other businesses and professions a country decides to include in this category based on risk.
1. Introduction

1.1. Objectives and scope

4. The objective of this non-binding Guidance is to clarify and explain how supervisors should apply a risk-based approach to their activities in line with the FATF Standards. In addition to explaining common expectations, the Guidance is also forward looking and identifies innovative practices that can help improve the effectiveness of AML/CFT supervision and thus the overall AML/CFT system.

5. This Guidance focuses on the general process by which a supervisor, according to its understanding of risks, should allocate its resources and adopt risk-appropriate tools to achieve effective AML/CFT supervision. While the Guidance identifies some of the specificities in supervising the financial sector vis-à-vis other sectors, it does not seek to identify or address sectoral risks. This guidance complements the sector-specific guidance in the FATF’s sector specific risk-based approach guidance documents.3

6. This Guidance does not advocate any specific institutional framework for supervision. The institutional measures and other means that jurisdictions use to apply risk-based supervision and enforcement should be tailored to each jurisdiction’s context. This can include the existing institutional and regulatory framework (such as the prudential regulation of relevant sectors), the size and complexity of the regulated sectors and the degree of ML/TF risks (including threats and vulnerabilities) to which they are exposed. In this Guidance, any reference to practices applied in a particular jurisdiction are provided by way of example only and is not to be considered FATF-approval or endorsement of the effectiveness of that system.

1.2. Overview of relevant FATF recommendations and assessment methodology

7. The requirements in relation to risk-based supervision are set out in the FATF Recommendations and FATF assesses the effectiveness of AML/CFT supervision under Immediate Outcome 3 of the FATF Methodology.

8. Recommendation 1 (R.1) and its interpretative note (INR.1) explain the risk-based approach (RBA) and Recommendation 2 (R.2) highlights the importance of national co-ordination, including with and among AML/CFT supervisors. R.1 and INR.1 require jurisdictions to identify, assess and understand the ML/TF risks and to apply a RBA to mitigate the risks accordingly – this applies to supervisory activities. INR.1 requires supervisors to review and consider risk profiles and assessments developed by financial institutions and DNFBPs in applying the RBA. The RBA set out in R.1 is a foundation for allocating resources and implementing measures to combat ML/TF. The RBA applies in relation to:
   - which entities should be subject to a jurisdiction’s AML/CFT regime and to what extent they are subject to its obligations
   - how those entities should comply with the AML/CFT requirements, and
   - how those entities should be supervised (including the scope, frequency and intensity of the supervisory activities).

9. In October 2020, the FATF amended R.1 and INR.1 to include a requirement for countries, financial institutions and DNFBPs to assess proliferation financing (PF) risks as defined under the Standards. This means that supervisors are now required to consider how the entities they supervise or monitor are exposed to PF risks and ensuring the effective implementation of targeted financial sanctions (TFS). FATF is developing a Guidance on PF risk assessment and mitigation and supervisors should take that into account while developing their supervisory/monitoring approach on those issues noting that supervisors and entities are able to use existing AML/CFT and TFS frameworks to address the new PF requirements instead of creating new risk assessment or compliance frameworks.

10. Recommendation 26 (R.26) requires risk-based supervision of financial institutions, Recommendation 28 (R.28) requires the risk-based supervision or monitoring of DNFBPs and Recommendation 15 (R.15) requires the risk-based supervision of or monitoring of VASPs. INR 15, 26 and 28 recommend that supervisors should allocate their supervisory resources based on risk. This requires supervisors understand the ML/TF risk in their jurisdiction, sector, and entities and have onsite and off-site access to all information relevant to those risks.

11. Additionally, R.15, 27 and 28 require supervisors to have powers to impose a range of effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions (in line with Recommendation 35 (R.35)) to address failures to comply with AML/CFT requirements.

12. The FATF Standards refer to both the ‘supervision’ and ‘systems for monitoring’ of regulated entities (see R.14, R.15, R.26 and R.28).
Financial institutions subject to the Core Principles should be subject to licensing and supervision in line with the applicable Core Principles and R.26. All other financial institutions (including MVTS or money or currency changing providers) and VASPS must be licenced or registered and must be supervised or monitored depending on the ML/TF risks present in line with R.14, R.15 and R.26.

Casinos should be licenced, regulated and supervised in line with R.28. DNFBPs other than casinos should be subject to effective systems for monitoring and ensuring compliance with AML/CFT requirements on a risk sensitive basis in line with R.28.

13. The concepts of ‘supervision’ and ‘systems for monitoring’ involve a spectrum of activities and tools available to supervisors that should be applied in a risk-based manner. For the purposes of this Guidance, having in place a ‘system for monitoring’ implies a difference in the approach and focus of supervisors rather a fundamental difference in tools available and activities undertaken:

- Under a ‘system for monitoring’ the ongoing observation of the activities of regulated entities is generally less intrusive than traditional supervision regime. For example, entities may not usually be subject to regular inspection cycles. Nonetheless, under a system for monitoring, supervisors should be able to use a range of interventions, including intrusive measures, where risks are identified and should not be limited to off-site activities.

- Under a ‘system for monitoring’ interventions are more reactive to specific (or materialised) risks than in a traditional supervision regime. That said, effective monitoring requires a range of proactive measures to detect and respond to significant changes in risks (e.g., periodic data returns, periodic updates of risk assessments to identify changing risk profiles, and ongoing monitoring of relevant data or events such as suspicious transaction filings or significant risk events and active interventions with entities as necessary). For example, the system of monitoring helps to detect entities that are consistently failing to undertake CDD or report STRs or having potentially facilitated illicit financial flows which is the basis for triggering more intrusive supervisory intervention.

14. In deciding whether systems for monitoring are appropriate, supervisors need to take into account the ML/TF risks in the sector. For example, while the Standards allow most DNFBPs to be subject to ‘systems for monitoring’, in many countries higher-risk DNFBP sectors are subject to a level of oversight which the FATF would categorise as ‘supervision’. Under a system for monitoring, supervisors are also required to provide adequate guidance and feedback and ensure that entities are complying with the AML/CFT requirements and be able to apply effective, proportionate, and dissuasive sanctions in line with R.35.

15. The term ‘monitoring’ is used broadly by supervisors to cover a range of activities, including activities or processes to observe changes in risk profiles or detect atypical behaviour. It is difficult to draw a clear line between ‘supervision’ and ‘monitoring’ as both concepts involve activities that are on a spectrum of tools available to supervisors. The discussion of ‘monitoring’ or ‘systems for monitoring’ requirements in the Standards. For example, when a casino exchanges funds in virtual assets (partially or exclusively), these activities should be subject to any additional requirements in R.15 and INR.15.
set out in this Guidance refers to their use in the aforementioned FATF Recommendations rather than the common-use of the term. Also this guidance does not apply in the context of monitoring of relevant non-profit organisations (NPOs) under R.8.

16. The two core issues most relevant for this Guidance under the effectiveness methodology in Immediate Outcome 3 (IO.3) of the FATF Methodology are:

- Core Issue 3.2: How well do the supervisors identify and maintain an understanding of the ML/TF risks in the financial and other sectors as a whole, between different sectors and types of institution, and of individual institutions?
- Core Issue 3.3: With a view to mitigating the risks, how well do supervisors, on a risk-sensitive basis, supervise or monitor the extent to which financial institutions, DNFBPs and VASPs are complying with their AML/CFT requirements?

17. Other aspects of the FATF Standards and Methodology are also critical for the risk-based approach but are not the focus of this guidance. For example:

- R.34 and Core Issue 3.6 highlight the importance of guidance and feedback and the need for supervisors to promote a clear understanding of AML/CFT obligations and ML/TF risks. Supervisory inspections will only ever reach a percentage of the regulated entity population. Clear guidance, education and innovative outreach strategies to regulated entities regarding their ML/TF risks and AML/CFT obligations are also an important part of an overall supervisory programme. These initiatives, while not necessarily utilising regulatory powers, enable supervisors to promote the application of risk-based AML/CFT obligations as broadly as possible to a large number of regulated entities.
- R.15, 26 and 28 and Core issue 3.1 highlight market-entry requirements which should also apply in risk-based manner such that supervisors adjust their measures based on the potential risks (for example, different types of ownership of entities).
- Core Issue 3.4 on applying dissuasive, proportionate and effective sanctions is addressed briefly in section 3.7 of this guidance. Further guidance on this is provided in the FATF’s Guidance on Effective Supervision and Enforcement by AML/CFT Supervisors of the Financial Sector and Law Enforcement.
- Core Issue 3.5 on demonstrating supervisors’ effect on compliance by entities is briefly addressed in section 3.8.

1.3. Common supervisory frameworks

18. A variety of supervisory frameworks are available and utilised to take into account jurisdictional context and risks. The FATF focuses on outcomes rather than process—i.e., it does not prescribe a particular supervisory framework as long as the supervisory outcomes effectively addresses ML/TF risks. Effective communication and co-ordination between AML/CFT supervisors and, as relevant, other relevant supervisors, including prudential supervisors, self-regulatory bodies (SRBs), central banks, finance ministries and other relevant authorities such as Financial...
Intelligence Units (FIUs) and Law Enforcement Agencies (LEAs) is critical to ensuring that the jurisdiction is applying an effective risk-based approach overall.

19. Examples of common AML/CFT supervisory frameworks include arrangements where there is:

- A single AML/CFT supervisor responsible for AML/CFT supervision of all regulated entities (this task is usually exercised by the same authority which fulfils the task of the FIU or the prudential supervisor).
- Integration of some aspects of supervision, for example, integrated AML/CFT and prudential supervision of the financial sector and/or the FIU or tax or other authority is responsible for AML/CFT supervision of all or some non-financial sectors.
- A decentralised model for AML/CFT supervision with multiple agencies and/or SRBs responsible for AML/CFT supervision across and within different sectors. The FIU or another authority may also play a role in overseeing or coordinating supervision of all or some DNFBP sectors.

20. It is important to keep in mind the relevant supervisory framework in a jurisdiction when developing models for risk assessments and risk-based supervision. There are benefits and challenges associated with each model relative to resources, expertise and cost efficiencies, the availability of information for assessing risks and compliance, co-ordination of supervisory approaches at a national and international level and other factors. Different models can have intended or unintended consequences on the overall effectiveness and allocation of resources. For example, the level of attention given to DNFBP sectors may vary significantly between a jurisdiction with a single AML/CFT supervisor (which also covers a range of financial sectors) and a jurisdiction that has separate supervisor for DNFBPs and therefore has a different scale and perspective on how to assess risks. A comprehensive National Risk Assessment (NRA),\(^6\) and meaningful national cooperation, are critical to ensure that supervisors coordinate and adjust their assessments of risks and supervisory approaches as appropriate. Where relevant functions are performed by different authorities in accordance with their respective mandates (e.g. FIU + prudential + AML/CFT supervisor), countries need to be able to bring all the relevant information together to reach an overall view of the risks. It is important that the country ensures that there is a correlation between sectoral risk and resources available to the supervisor responsible for that sector. See sections 2.1.2 and 3.9 for more detail.

1.4. Characteristics of an effective risk-based supervisory framework

21. Under an effective risk-based supervisory framework, the supervisor identifies, assesses and understands ML/TF risks within the sector(s) and entities under its purview and mitigates them effectively on an ongoing basis. This involves implementation of a sound risk assessment system that enables the identification, measurement, control and monitoring of ML/TF risks, as well as a risk-based supervisory approach that enables timely supervisory intervention to address any significant changes or elevation in risks. More specifically, the supervisor:

\(^6\) Or other forms of nationally coordinated ML/TF risk assessments.
• Develops and maintains a good understanding of ML/TF risks at the sectorial as well as entity level based on sound risk assessment of inherent risks and quality of mitigation measures and informed by national ML/TF risk assessment (see section 2. and note the new requirements to assess PF risk and refer to FATF’s forthcoming PF Guidance);

• Develops and implements a supervisory strategy that effectively directs supervisory focus to higher or emerging ML/TF risks while ensuring that there are appropriate, risk-based strategies in place to address lower risks effectively and efficiently without impacting unnecessarily on access to and usage of financial services (see section 3.);

• Positively influences entities’ behaviour by ensuring they have effective AML/CFT policies in place and where issues are identified, providing targeted guidance and feedback, directing and/or overseeing remedial actions and exercising enforcement powers in a dissuasive and proportionate manner taking risk, context and materiality into account;

• Monitors the evolving risk environment and stays agile to identify emerging risks and respond promptly (for example, see section 2.4);

• Is equipped with the expertise, powers, discretion, and tools needed and adequately resourced to perform its functions; and

• Coordinates with other competent authorities when relevant, including the FIU, law enforcement agencies and other supervisory agencies, as well as its foreign counterparts by sharing information, prioritising risks and carrying out joint supervisory activities as appropriate (see sections 3.9 and 3.10).

1.5. Overview of the risk-based supervision process

22. The risk-based supervision process consists of two main components illustrated below and further explained in this Guidance: (1) identifying and understanding risks, and (2) mitigating those risks.
Figure 1.1. Overview of a risk-based supervision process
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2. Supervisors’ risk understanding

2.1. What is the scope and purpose of supervisory risk assessments?

23. To apply risk-based supervision, supervisors first need to understand the ML/TF risk exposure of the sectors and entities they regulate. Supervisors should develop, document and update their ML/TF risk understanding by undertaking a supervisory risk assessment (SRA). The purpose of undertaking a SRA is to help supervisors plan their activities in a risk-sensitive manner by determining how much attention to give relevant sectors and entities within those sectors, and to identify which risks should be prioritised. The scope of the SRA should cover: threat, vulnerability and consequence, which are explained in detail in previous FATF Guidance.\(^7\)

24. As set out in paragraph 9, in October 2020 the FATF introduced a requirement for countries and regulated entities to assess proliferation financing (PF) risks in addition to ML/TF risks. This means that supervisors are now required to assess how the entities they supervise or monitor are exposed to PF risks and take this into account in applying risk-based measures. This Guidance should be read alongside forthcoming guidance by the FATF on PF risk assessment and mitigation.

2.1.1. Sectoral and entity-level risk assessment

25. Understanding inherent risks and common weaknesses in AML/CFT controls at the sectoral level is the starting point for understanding risks at a more granular, i.e., entity-level. In order to achieve a comprehensive risk understanding, supervisors should establish and maintain ongoing risk assessments of sectors\(^8\) and individual entities and/or groups.

26. The different risk assessment approaches adopted by AML/CFT supervisors may depend on the jurisdiction’s supervisory framework (see section 1.3), the number of sectors under their supervision and the number of individual entities within each sector. For example, AML/CFT supervisors of banks may choose to risk assess each entity under their supervision or group together banks with similar characteristics, including size, structure and ML/TF risk exposure. As a result, the intensity of supervisory activities would be different for these subgroups.

27. Where appropriate considering their risk and materiality, DNFBP supervisors may determine risks at the entity level bases on risk assessments at the sector level where classes of entities can be clearly identified and defined based on specific characteristics (e.g. class of activities, business model or structure, profile of customers and geographic risks). Where supervisors rely on sectoral risk assessments to understand risks of particular entities, the risk assessment should be sufficiently nuanced to consider each class of entities identified, and their ML/TF risks. For example, in the trust company service providers (TCSPs) sector, TCSPs that are in the business of acting as a formation agent of legal persons may be identified to be of greater risks when compared to other TCSPs.


\(^8\) In some cases, sectoral risk assessment may be part of the national risk assessment process.
28. **Identifying risks particular to different sectors is essential for prioritising supervisory activities within the sector.** In order to determine the risk of a sector as a whole, it is necessary to take into account the nature of the business models within the sector, as well as the business and risk profiles (e.g. volume of business, customer profiles) of the entities in the sector. It may also be useful to categorise entities in sub-sectors as a way to group together different types of risks (for example, within the banking sector, sub-sectoral risks may be identified for those providing mainly retail services, private banking or investment banking because of similar types of customers, distribution channels, types of products and services etc. provided). In this context, when deciding whether to carry out a sub-sectoral risk assessment, supervisors should also take into account the number of entities in a sector, their specific business volume and the extent of compliance by each type of entity. They should also consider the size or other characteristics of the sector vis-à-vis other sectors. In developing a risk assessment methodology, supervisors should consider the jurisdiction’s AML/CFT supervisory framework for financial, VASP and DNFBP sectors as this may affect risk mitigation (e.g., certain sectors may not be supervised adequately and may therefore introduce additional risks to other related sectors).

29. Sectoral level ML/TF risk understanding is also important to prioritise supervisory activities among the different sectors, particularly where there are multiple supervisors. An effective risk-based supervisory framework requires a supervisor to understand the risk of the sector(s) that they supervise, relative to others. Otherwise, they may spend a disproportionate amount of time and effort dealing with a risk that is important to them, but not to the jurisdiction overall.

30. Entity-level risk assessments help to identify entities’ standalone ML/TF risk levels to guide the level and focus of supervisory engagement required. The inherent risks facing a specific entity may vary, for example, based on the type of business it conducts, its size, the profile of its customers and its exposure resulting from doing business with high-risk jurisdictions. What constitutes adequate mitigation measures will also vary from entity to entity.

- At the entity-level, risk assessments may involve obtaining information on transaction data and other information pertaining to the entity’s activities relative to products, services, customers, delivery channels and geographic locations, and assessing how this information affects the entity’s ML/TF risk exposure. This could involve comparing volumes and types of activities against peer entities to determine which entities are higher risk compared to the “average” in their sector. It could also involve analysing broader data on entities, including studying the entity’s operating models, policies and procedures, suspicious transaction reports filed by the entity etc. to arrive at an understanding of the entity’s risks and controls. In some cases, a preliminary entity-level risk assessment can be determined based on a combination of criteria.

- Supervisors often rate the quality of an institution’s mitigation measures, using ratings weighted and tailored to the sectoral risks and entity-level inherent risks, i.e., not every deficiency is equal.

31. A common approach to rating the residual risk presented by each sector or entity is to develop an ongoing and iterative risk matrix with ratings for the inherent ML/TF risks on one axis and the vulnerabilities or quality of AML/CFT-mitigation, on
another. The probability of ML/TF taking place should also be considered. The risk indicators used to assess inherent risks should be tailored to each sector. Some indicators are applicable to most sectors, while others are specific to some sectors or sub-sectors.

32. Aggregating ML/TF risk assessments of individual entities is not the same as a sectoral risk assessment but can help supervisors identify common ML/TF risks. At a sectoral level, entity-level risk assessments provide competent authorities with important information on deficiencies in sector and national regimes, allowing authorities to develop appropriate responses that may include publishing new regulations or amending existing ones, applying enhanced measures, and issuing supervisory guidance.

2.1.2. Supervisory risk assessments and the National Risk Assessment

33. **The interplay between supervisory risk assessment and the NRA process is two-way.** On the one hand, supervisors’ understanding of their sectors and entities under their purview should feed into the NRA. On the other hand, the understanding of risks by supervisors should be informed by, and be consistent with, the NRA that includes input from a range of AML/CFT stakeholders. This will provide the information and insights on risks from other authorities and entities (such as other supervisors, law enforcement, judicial, customs, FIU, or intelligence authorities). In addition, the exchange of the relevant risk information could also be provided by working groups that include different national authorities with responsibilities in AML/CFT as well as through meetings with the private sector. It is crucial that supervisors develop their own understanding of risks that feeds into the NRA. If supervisors base their sectoral risk understanding on the NRA, supervisors should assess whether the NRA analysis meets their information needs (including whether it is sufficiently up-to-date and granular) and complement it as necessary.

34. Some of the specific examples of the interplay between supervisory risk assessments and the NRA include:

- Higher or lower risk activities identified by the competent authorities through the NRA process should align with the approach taken by supervisors in overseeing the risk-based approach to compliance with AML/CFT requirements implemented by entities.
- Revision of inherent risk modelling or controls assessment based on identified risks in the NRA.
- Continuing supervision of entities that contribute to and/or challenge or confirm identification of risk in the NRA.
- Understanding financial inclusion products and services, including risks associated with financial exclusion and the risk assessment needed to justify exemptions or an appropriate level of due diligence measures.

---

9 See for example: [www.fca.org.uk/publication/opbas/opbas-sourcebook.pdf](http://www.fca.org.uk/publication/opbas/opbas-sourcebook.pdf), section 4.9
2.2. What does the supervisory risk assessment process involve?

2.2.1. Assessing inherent risks

35. **Inherent risks** are ML/TF risks intrinsic to a sector or an entity’s business activities before any AML/CFT controls are applied. Inherent risks are associated with features of a business (including their nature, scale and complexity) or characteristics of their business activities with respect to customers, products and services, geographic regions and delivery channels. Certain features or characteristics pose higher or lower risks than others. INR.10 provides some examples of possible higher- and lower-risk factors (see paragraphs 15–17) and the FATF’s range of sectoral RBA Guidance and typologies reports can help guide supervisors’ assessment of inherent risks of a certain sector or entity.

36. Supervisors should allocate adequate resources to ensure a good understanding of the inherent risks of the regulated entities, leveraging their own knowledge of the business activities of the sector or through engagement with experts in those fields.

37. As set out in R.1, regulated entities must assess the ML/TF risks facing their businesses. **Regulated entities’ risk assessments may help to inform supervisors’ view of risk** and enable them to obtain information on specific risk categories (e.g., products, services, customers, delivery channels and geographic locations) relevant to the entity. They also help to inform supervisors’ understanding of risks within a sector and at the entity level. Supervisors should provide guidance and clarify the supervisory expectations for entity risk assessments. This will help supervisors receive more organised and informative entity-level risk assessments to support their understanding of the entity-level risks.

38. In addition to risk categories referenced in R.1, AML/CFT supervisors in developing their risk assessment should also take into account other supervisory information available to them (see Box 2.1 below), including entity type risks such as the systemic importance of the entity to the sector in which it operates from the AML/CFT angle and its key financial indicators. When considering these factors, supervisors should take into account characteristics of the sector(s) as well as contextual factors and use judgement to determine their implications for ML/TF risks. For example:

- An institution that aggressively expands its market share or changes its business model may be more willing to take risks, compared to an institution with an established, lower risk client base and operating model.

- For entities which are part of a larger group of entities, supervisors may also need to consider the risks posed by the other aspects of the group’s business, including the complexity of the business operations, geographic risks associated with the different countries in which the group operates and the AML/CFT standards applied therein, etc.\(^\text{11}\)

- Supervisors may become aware of beneficial owners or directors of entities whose fitness and propriety are questionable and raise concerns about the

---

\(^{10}\) See Section 6.12 for a list of additional resources.

\(^{11}\) See Basel Committee on Banking Supervision Guidelines on Sound Management of risks related to money laundering and terrorist financing (revised in July 2020) paras 63 – 83 for discussion of AML/CFT risks to entities in a group-wide and cross-border context and paras 89 and 90 for discussion of supervisory considerations related to such risks.
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ability and/or willingness of the entity or group to establish and implement a sound AML/CFT framework and “tone at the top”.

- AML/CFT and prudential problems often form a mutually reinforcing spiral in seriously troubled institutions. In some cases, banks have weakened or abandoned their AML/CFT controls in an attempt to attract illicit funds to solve problems of liquidity or solvency. Equally, the loss of business as a result of supervisors’ findings of AML/CFT violations can seriously affect the nature and volume of business, causing liquidity or solvency problems – particularly for a small or specialised bank.

- The entity or sector largely services financially excluded individuals or organisations and has adequate mitigation measures to limit the risks associated with their products and services. Without these services, the risks might be transferred to the unregulated economy where risks are left unmitigated.

**Box 2.1. Categories for assessing inherent risks presented by regulated entities**

Supervisors may consider:

- **Entity type risk:** the industry in which it operates, the entity’s materiality in the sector it operates and/or its market share, complexity of its operations and its business structure or model and strategy (including planned expansions into new business segments or regions, merges and acquisitions), its shareholding/beneficial ownership information which may elevate ML/TF risks, key financial indicators (e.g., asset and deposit growth, liquidity and cross-border flows).

- **Customer risk:** additional factors such as demographics and specialized product/service offering for select client groups, including on the basis of whether the customers are natural or legal persons or persons representing legal arrangements, types of businesses serviced, whether customers are domestic or foreign and whether there are specific categories of customers involved (e.g., Politically Exposed Persons).

- **Geographic risk:** geographic footprint of the entity's operations both domestic and international (including where funds are received from/sent to and where clients are based and residency of beneficial owners), markets served, etc.; robustness of the foreign AML/CFT legal framework under which it operates, contextual factors (e.g., levels of corruption, crime or terrorism) and how that might influence the entity’s approach particularly in relation to online service providers or financial or other groups.

- **Products and services risk:** types and features of the products and services (e.g. anonymity, volume and speed of transactions, duration of the contracts, etc.). The revenues generated from
these also play an important role in understanding the entity's risk profile.

- **Delivery channel risk**: the features of delivery channels used which may include: the ability to reliably identify/verify customers through remote or digital onboarding,\(^\text{12}\) products or services delivered exclusively by post, telephone, internet etc., or the use of introducers or intermediaries (and the nature of their relationship with the entity).\

- **Transactional risk**: types of transactions, financial flows, information and analysis received from the FIU of the transactional reporting from the entity may provide additional insights and independently verified information.

Note: This is not a comprehensive list – for more information see the FATF’s range of sectoral risk-based approach guidance and the list of useful resources at the end of this Guidance. Also see the FATF’s forthcoming PF Guidance for further detail on how these categories may be relevant for PF risk.

### 2.2.2. Assessing mitigation efforts

39. **AML/CFT systems or controls** are the measures in place within an entity/s to mitigate ML/TF risks. There are different approaches to assessing the adequacy of controls\(^\text{13}\) but supervisors should look beyond the specific controls and processes (e.g., CDD, record keeping, transaction monitoring, etc.) to also assess the overall effectiveness and soundness of the AML/CFT framework, including whether the broader corporate governance environment and compliance culture enables sound and effective AML/CFT internal controls.

40. Supervisors should use a range of tools to enable the proactive monitoring of entities in order to assess the adequacy of their AML/CFT systems or controls. Such mechanisms could include the periodic collection of information on the key AML/CFT controls across the sector to proactively identify entities with major deficiencies in controls and/or common or thematic control weaknesses among entities. Another mechanism could be the use of data analytics to analyse suspicious transaction reports filed by supervised entities to identify potential control weaknesses in specific entities. Taken together, such pro-active approaches can augment supervisors’ ability to identify at-risk entities for targeted supervisory scrutiny or point to a need to provide more broad-based supervisory guidance to improve certain control practices across the sector.

41. **Supervisors should develop a holistic assessment of the AML/CFT systems or controls within an entity** (for examples Box 2.2 below). In determining if the entity has the necessary conditions to apply AML/CFT mitigation measures effectively, it is important to pay attention to the level of oversight exercised by the boards and management of entities (who are ultimately responsible for the entity's AML/CFT controls). Many of the large-scale AML/CFT compliance failures in recent years occurred either with the will or knowledge of top management, board and

---

\(^{12}\) See [FATF's Digital ID Guidance](#).

\(^{13}\) Some jurisdictions may have a framework to objectively assess an entity's AML/CFT risk management processes and controls through a scoring methodology while others may do so more subjectively, or using a combination of both.
sometimes owners of these institutions, or due to a lack of adequate oversight. It is therefore critical that AML/CFT supervisors understand the risk appetite of the owners, board, and management of the regulated entity. Supervisors may be able to obtain this information in the board minutes, policy documents and exchanges with other supervisors (including prudential and conduct supervisors where applicable) but supervisors will need to have a more holistic understanding of the actual control dynamics and the risk appetite of an institution (and its beneficial owners). It is important to meet with and assess the competency of senior management, board, owners and non-executive directors as relevant. Monitoring of open source information and risk-appetite data indicators (such as aggressive expansion) may also assist in assessing the entity risk appetite. Developing risk indicators (refer examples provided in Box 2.1) may assist supervisors in identifying wilful or reckless defiance of AML/CFT obligations. Group-level supervision has an important role to play in understanding the group-level dynamics and risk tolerance.

Box 2.2. Assessing entities’ AML/CFT systems and controls

To assess entities’ AML systems and controls in a holistic manner, supervisors should consider the adequacy of the:

- oversight by board and senior management
- number of qualified/experienced staff with appropriate authority and resources
- AML/CFT policies and procedures and conflicts with other policies and procedures, e.g., remuneration based on turnover
- risk management function
- compliance function
- internal controls (e.g., CDD, record keeping, transaction monitoring, etc.)
- management of information systems
- independent testing (internal and external audit), and
- training provided to staff on AML/CFT.

The above list is both non-exhaustive (there may be other factors to consider) and not always applicable considering the size and characteristics of the entity. For example, the factors will need to be adapted to small businesses who may not have a board or separate compliance function.

42. When identifying and assessing the mitigation of inherent risk factors, supervisors should consider risks specific to their jurisdiction and sectors they oversee as well as the size and characteristics of supervised entities. For example, Singapore’s NRA identified trade-based money laundering, abuse of legal persons and corruption to be key risk faced by financial institutions. Singapore’s financial sector supervisor, the Monetary Authority of Singapore, has considered these risks in developing a list of inherent risk indicators that it uses to collect the relevant information from FIs and to assess FIs’ controls in mitigating these key identified threats and risks. In
Germany, supervisors assess the appropriateness of an institution’s transaction monitoring system depending on criteria such as the entity’s business model and transaction volume.

43. A supervisor’s assessment of an entity’s mitigation efforts should be based on its interactions and knowledge of the entity, but it can be supplemented by the results of work completed by third parties where available. Supervisors should only place reliance on such third-party work to the extent that it is comfortable with the robustness of the work performed, and it does not contradict its own understanding of the entity’s AML/CFT systems and controls. See section 4.3 on the use of third-parties for more information. Examples of third-party work could be:

- Reports produced by the entity’s external auditors, the FIU, foreign supervisors for entities with foreign operations, and home supervisors of foreign entities operating in the jurisdiction. If permitted by law, a supervisor might hire a third party to conduct targeted AML/CFT reviews or audits on their behalf.

- AML/CFT supervisors for the financial sector with access to the prudential or conduct supervisory work may take into account broader risk management factors that have an impact on the overall state of the entity’s AML/CFT program. For example, these additional elements include the quality of governance and oversight across the ‘three lines of defence’, state of the operational controls and data quality and availability across the organisation. Information from prudential or conduct supervision work is particularly useful when it reveals inconsistent views of the prudential/conduct and AML/CFT supervisors on an entity’s general governance and suggests the need to revisit the issue.

2.2.3. Assessing residual risks

44. Residual risks are ML/TF risks that remain after AML/CFT systems and controls are applied to address inherent risks. For example, an entity with weak AML/CFT controls may not be high-risk if the inherent risks arising from its businesses are low (although over time, the weaker controls may be exploited by criminals causing a change to the entity’s inherent risk exposure). An entity with high inherent risks may not necessarily be high-risk if strong AML/CFT controls are applied so that the residual risks are lowered. The residual risk assessment should not be a purely quantitative approach based solely on numerical risk scores. Where supervisors have significant concerns about the potential ML/TF risk impact to the system posed by an entity, supervisors should have the ability to reflect such concerns in the residual risk assessment.

45. Supervisors should acknowledge that no matter how robust AML/CFT controls are, inherent risks cannot be entirely mitigated. Therefore, residual risks will always remain that require management by the regulated entities in line with the risk appetite of the institution.

46. Supervisory risk models usually consider both inherent and residual risks. For example, a high inherent risk rating would generally indicate the need for closer supervisory attention, so that supervisors can assess and intervene where

---

14 See the Glossary and the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s Guidelines for the Sound Management of Risks relating to Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism at page 5.
necessary to strengthen the entity’s risk mitigation. The residual risk may influence
the intensity/scope, and where necessary be used to prioritise between entities (see
example 7.1.4).

47. When determining the level of tolerable residual risk, supervisors can consider a
range of factors including the potential impact on the jurisdiction and its
supervisory population if a residual risk is high, the possible unintended
consequences of over-applying mitigation measures (e.g., increased overall ML/TF
risks due to financial exclusion) and the entities’ ability to manage their own
residual risk i.e. appropriate governance, staff training and competence.

48. See Part Three for further examples of supervisory risk models.

2.3. What information does a supervisor need to identify and understand the risks?

49. Supervisors’ understanding of ML/TF risks should be formed based on the analysis
of all relevant qualitative and quantitative information. This may include prudential
and conduct information already held by the supervisors including regulatory and
supervisory records, information gathered through surveys or periodic off-site
reporting records of past supervisory activities, AML/CFT supervisory returns,
information shared by other domestic or foreign competent authorities including
the FIU and LEAs on the usefulness of the entity’s AML/CFT outputs, and open
source information. See Box 2.3 for a list of possible information sources.

50. In their efforts to assess and understand ML/TF risks, supervisors may take into
account risk assessments conducted by the supervised/monitored entities
themselves but supervisors should always maintain an independent view
instead of unduly relying on the entity’s own risk assessments.

51. Supervisors should take into account the jurisdiction’s privacy laws\(^\text{15}\) and inter-
agency information exchange abilities. Supervisors should protect privacy interests,
but privacy should not serve as an undue impediment to sharing to combat ML, TF,
and other illicit financial activities. The ability to obtain various AML/CFT-related
data will have a direct influence on the granularity of the assessment under each of
the inherent risk categories/factors considered in the risk assessment methodology
and the supervisor’s ability to maintain an up-to-date risk assessment. As set out
under R.2 of the FATF Standards, AML/CFT authorities (including supervisors) and
authorities responsible for data protection and privacy should co-operate and
coordinate to ensure the compatibility of AML/CFT requirements with Data
Protection and Privacy rules and other similar provisions.

\(^\text{15}\) Note also that FATF Recommendation 2 requires cooperation and coordination between relevant authorities to ensure the
compatibility of AML/CFT requirements with Data Protection and Privacy rules.
Box 2.3. Sources of information for risk identification and understanding

- **National risk assessment**, including inputs from other stakeholders
- Findings of past **supervisory activity** (either entity-level or horizontal/thematic reviews)
- Input from **other supervisors** (domestic and international) for example, prudential supervisors' findings on the broader corporate governance environment in an entity. Information from the **regulated entities on**
  - Entity's risk assessment and risk appetite
  - Data returns / responses to questionnaires, e.g., annual compliance reports that consist of questions relating to the implementation of AML/CFT systems and controls the entities implemented to meet legislative obligations. See section 7.1.1 for further examples.
  - Financial and operational data that is being shared with the supervisory agencies as a part of routine off-site reporting (including prudential data).
  - Risk input from public/private partnerships or other consultation mechanisms
  - Results of independent testing/audit that is provided to supervisory agencies.
- Feedback from the **FIU** on suspicious transaction reports filed by entities, for instance, on their timeliness and quality of filing, under or over-reporting compared to peers and their responsiveness to the FIU’s request for information. Those elements should be analysed in regard to the overall number of operations recorded in the entity’s sector and taking into account the concentration level of this sector. The FIU may also be able to identify situations where a suspicious transaction report (STR) should have been filed but was not, which may be an indicator of the effectiveness of the entity’s internal control system. Recurring typologies identified in STRs may suggest specific risk exposures or deficiencies of the mitigation measures in place at an entity. Regular exchanges between the supervisor and the FIU on their assessment on the governance, functioning and overall risk culture of the entity’s AML-CFT teams. Additionally, information may be shared by the FIU before inspections or as result of other events such as reports by whistle-blowers.
- Input from other **competent authorities** (police, prosecutors, intelligence agencies, tax, customs, anticorruption authorities and agencies dealing with targeted financial sanctions, for example). This includes ML/TF typologies and their observations and risk perceptions about the sector and, where available, the
effectiveness/usefulness of the outputs of a financial institution's AML program. See section 5.6 for examples.

- Findings from public sources (media, adverse reporting, etc.). At the French financial sector supervisor (ACPR), there is a dedicated division in charge of press reviews that feed the offsite supervision teams with regular press reviews, upon request. Regular press reviews can be dedicated to specific issues (for instance on tax havens) or specific FIs (providing inputs on a FI's litigations in other jurisdictions, negative information on FI's shareholders, etc.). Apart from news outlets, common third-party reports include Transparency International and the Organized Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP).
- Findings from matters reported by whistle-blowers and complaints.
- Data on financially excluded populations.
- Input from international counterparts, groups and organisations (FATF and FSRB Reports; ESAs Risk Factor Guidelines etc.)

2.4. How do supervisors keep their risk understanding updated?

52. Effective supervision depends on supervisors’ ability to identify and prioritise on a timely basis, areas and institutions for greater supervisory attention. Supervisors typically review and update their risk assessments according to a fixed cycle and in response to trigger events (especially in relation to entity-level risk assessments, and this is further explained below). In addition to such updates, there are opportunities to leverage available information and data to move towards more dynamic and timely assessment of risks (see section 4.1).

53. Supervisors should ensure that their ML/TF risk assessments remain up to date and relevant, by doing the following:

- **Set out the frequency and triggers for updates to sectoral and entity risk assessments** under the supervisory risk assessment methodology.
- **Identifying and assessing emerging risks and trends** within their supervised population, then revising the risk assessment on an ongoing basis. It should be reviewed and updated on an ongoing so that they can perform their risk assessment against a backdrop of observations by law enforcement agencies on emerging ML/TF threats and typologies, and consider how these factors would affect the risks of the sector or entity that is being supervised. See examples 7.1.4 and 7.5.4.
- **Regular dialogue and information sharing with the public and private sector** to understand latest trends and risks (see sections 3.9 and 4.2 for further information).

---

16 In some jurisdictions, e.g., Australia, this is a legal requirement. See www.austrac.gov.au/compliance-report-2019.
17 Emerging risks and trends can be identified from different sources including through analysis of information from FIUs, LEAs, inspection teams, interactions with prudential or other AML/CFT supervisors, or typology papers by the FATF, or FSRBs etc.
3. Risk-based approach to supervision

54. The risk-based approach to supervision enables supervisory authorities to allocate their resources and attention based on identified risks. Supervisory authorities should develop and implement supervisory strategies that are risk-based and graduated using the information obtained as part of the risk assessment process. The strategy should provide a clear nexus between the ML/TF risks (the risks specific to the jurisdiction or sector) and indicate how the proposed strategy and the use of supervisory tools (covered in Annex A of this Guidance) addresses these risks. A risk-based supervisory strategy ensures the risks determine the nature, frequency, intensity, and focus of supervision, setting expectations for engagement with entities across the risk spectrum including higher risk and lower risk entities.

3.1. What is a supervisory strategy?

55. A supervisory strategy sets clear objectives for AML/CFT supervision, explains how supervisors will address the ML/TF risks they have identified across their sector(s) and how they will respond to emerging risks. The strategy should not only focus on the highest risk entities or sectors, but should also set out adequate supervisory coverage (including monitoring where relevant) of all entities or sectors, including those associated with lower ML/TF risks. The supervisory strategy sets out the approach the supervisor will take in applying its tools to address the risks identified. The strategy and the output of the risk assessment are used to plan supervisory activity (commonly including 12 or 24 month supervision or inspection plans). In some cases, supervisors may include inspection plans in their strategy, however a supervision strategy should set out how the supervisor will address each category of risk, including how other non-inspection supervisory tools will be employed to address risks. Importantly, the strategy should also address the information, support and guidance the supervisor plans to provide regulated entities to address identified risks. The supervisory strategy is developed in line with the supervisory risk assessment and should be revised as needed.

56. Where relevant, supervisors should refer to the relevant supervisory principles when choosing appropriate types of supervisory interventions, including the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s Core Principles for Effective Supervision. In developing an AML/CFT supervisory strategy, supervisory authorities should ensure that there is an understanding of broader supervisory considerations. For example, authorities should share information and communicate with prudential or other relevant supervisors regularly to ensure that any areas of concern are raised and incorporated into the supervisory plan (as required) and that there is a shared awareness of the respective supervisory programs (planned inspections, desk-based reviews, etc.).

---

18 In developing such strategies, supervisory authorities should ensure that there is an understanding of broader supervisory considerations. For example, authorities should share information and communicate with prudential or other relevant supervisors regularly to ensure that any areas of concern are raised and incorporated into the supervisory plan (as required) and that there is a shared awareness of the respective supervisory programs (planned inspections, desk-based reviews, etc.).
3.2. How can supervisory strategies address the risks identified?

57. Supervisory strategies should include an approach for the application of the supervisory tools on a graduated basis across the spectrum of supervised entities/sectors, with the nature, frequency, intensity and focus being determined in accordance with the level of ML/TF risk (see Sections 3.3, 3.4 and Annex A. Overview of supervisory tools).

58. The supervisory strategy should articulate the rationale for the approaches to the application of each of the specific supervisory tools in accordance with the ML/TF risk ratings assigned to the sector or specific entity (i.e., details of the purpose of the tools in terms of the outcome to be achieved and also the reasons for the regularity of their application). As the FATF standards focus on outcomes rather than process, it is important for supervisors to consider whether their activities contribute to supervisory outcomes (i.e. AML/CFT risk identification / risk mitigation) rather just the form or quantity of those interventions.

59. The application of these tools should be determined by the supervisors’ understanding of the level and nature of ML/TF risk at both the sectoral and entity-levels. Supervisors should consider developing additional tailored/bespoke strategies for engaging with entities presenting the highest ML/TF risk within the supervisory population, which may be above the level of activity defined for other entities in the cohort. Strategies should be tailored to target risks specific to the jurisdiction or sector that includes not only identifying and targeting entities more exposed to these risks but also the potential for carrying out thematic supervisory reviews across a selection of entities in response to any risk-trigger events, or identified priority ML/TF risk areas (see Box 3.1).

60. Supervisors should actively consider how to improve or augment the fixed cycle-based approaches with more timely interventions to address significant changes or escalation of risks levels of regulated entities. Given the fast-evolving nature of ML/TF risks, supervisors should recognise the limitations of relying solely on cycle-based supervisory inspections where the length of the cycle is determined periodically (e.g. annually) using a point-in-time assessment of entity risk levels (see section 2.4 on keeping an up-to-date understanding of risks).

Box 3.1. The use of thematic assessments to address risks across a range of entities

Supervisors are increasingly focused on addressing priority ML/TF risks using thematic inspections and supervisory engagements. This could be conducted on-site, off-site, or a combination of both, and serves to facilitate a holistic assessment of the industry’s awareness and mitigation of risks identified from the national (and sectoral) risk assessments. In this regard, a thematic inspection or supervisory engagement typically prioritises entities that supervisors assessed to have heightened exposure to the planned thematic risk focus area based on their entity-level risk assessments and ongoing monitoring, and could include entities that might otherwise have a lower overall ML/TF risk profile. Through these thematic-focused supervisory efforts, supervisors are able to raise awareness among supervised entities of...
ML/TF risks that are most pertinent to the financial system, so that they can focus minds on effectively mitigating these risks.

For instance, based on the Monetary Authority of Singapore’s (MAS) supervisory observations and information obtained through its national risk assessment and co-ordination mechanisms, MAS has in recent years identified and conducted targeted thematic inspections on FIs’ effectiveness in areas such as combating proliferation financing, transaction monitoring, and detecting the abuse of legal persons.

These inspections have offered good opportunities for deeper dialogue with financial institutions on the priority risk areas to generate deeper risk understanding and identify consequential enhancements to strengthen risk mitigation efforts. To ensure that the broader industry is also kept apprised of these risks, MAS has published guidance papers on its findings and good practices observed from these thematic inspections.

Source: Singapore

3.3. How can supervisors adjust their approach to vary the nature, frequency, intensity and focus of supervision?

61. Supervisors should keep in mind the following four principles in deciding the tools to adopt for supervision. The first three principles should guide supervisors in the selection of tools to use based on their risk assessment of the regulated entity, as well as how the various tools interact with each other. The fourth principle is important given the fast-changing risk environment and need for supervisors to identify key risk areas and to adapt their supervisory approach/plan to target those risks.

1. **Outcome-focused:** Supervisors should be clear about the intended objective of supervision for the sector and for individual entities. These objectives help inform the supervisor’s approach in selection of tools to adopt.

2. **Risk appropriateness:** The type and intensity of tools applied to an entity should be aligned with the supervisor’s understanding of the nature and level of risks of the entity as well as the supervisory strategy in place.

3. **Efficiency:** In selecting the most suitable tool, supervisors should consider the type of resources that are available. Supervisors should ensure that the tool chosen is the most efficient means of achieving the supervisor’s objective.\(^{19}\)

4. **Dynamism and responsiveness:** Supervisors should be prepared to respond to identified emerging risks in a timely and agile manner, amending their supervisory strategy and plans to address such risks.

62. Examples of ways in which supervisors can adjust their approach based on identified risks include:

\(^{19}\) For example, shorter, more targeted inspections/meetings could be appropriate. In addition, resources should be used as efficiently as possible, for example: the reduction in administrative elements (where possible); using smaller teams to carry out inspections to gain greater coverage; outsourcing certain activities etc.
• Adjusting the supervisory **approach**, for example, by adjusting the ratio between off-site and on-site supervision.

• Adjusting the **focus** of supervision, for example by focusing on the management of higher risks associated with particular products or services, or on specific aspects of the AML/CFT processes such as customer identification, risk assessment, ongoing monitoring and reporting activities. It could include adjusting the range of interviews, and premises to be visited (i.e. headquarters vs branches).

• Adjusting the **frequency and duration** of supervisory engagement.

• Adjusting the **intensity and level of supervisory scrutiny**, for example by determining, according to risk, the scope, coverage and depth of transaction testing.

• Adjusting the **resources** to ensure the needed experience and skillsets are allocated to assess the identified risk.

63. Supervisors are using increasingly diverse supervisory tools. As each supervisory tool has a different and specific objective, supervisors could consider adopting one or more or combinations of these tools, and to calibrate their supervisory approaches to their objective and risks of the entities. For example, thematic inspections could be carried out to better address material risk concerns that are assessed to be of a systemic nature. For entity-specific risk concerns, supervisors may initiate a targeted inspection on that entity or employ appropriate monitoring tools, depending on the assessed risk impact. The maturity of the AML/CFT regulatory and supervisory framework should also be factored in when considering the most appropriate model to implement. For example, supervisors may need to balance resources dedicated to training/awareness raising, inspections and setting expectations when implementing a newly established regulatory framework. Consideration of such a balance is also necessary when a supervisor is newly designated as the AML/CFT supervisor of a sector and decisions are required regarding dedicating resources to cover a larger percentage of entities in shorter/targeted inspections rather than carrying out full scope AML/CFT inspections. See example 13 in the FATF Guidance on Effective Supervision and Enforcement which describes Canada’s compliance continuum and the application of a range of “low intensity, high coverage” activities to “high intensity, low coverage” activities.

64. The most intensive supervisory tools are those that comprehensively test the AML/CFT controls that the supervised entity has in place. Entities associated with higher ML/TF risks should be subject to more frequent and more intense scrutiny than entities associated with lower levels of ML/TF risk. For example, in the US, many of the largest financial institutions have resident inspection staff that conduct continuous AML inspections (referred to as examinations in the US) of the various components of the large financial institution. The box below sets out how supervisors should take into account ML/TF risk when developing inspection plans. See examples 7.1.6 and 7.1.2 for how inspections are planned on a risk-sensitive basis.
Box 3.2. Planning inspections and associated resources in line with the supervisory strategy

An important part of implementing supervisory strategy when it comes to inspections is developing an inspection plan.

Inspection plans should list:

- the entities that will be subject to planned AML/CFT inspections or reviews during a specified period (i.e., inspections to be conducted over one year or a number of years and may also include follow-up on previous inspections)
- the type and scope of those inspections or reviews, taking into account the level of risk associated with each entity
- where relevant, the focus of each inspection or review, taking into account specific risks that have been identified or specific objectives that have been agreed (e.g. fact-finding to inform an ongoing risk assessment), and
- the supervisory resources required for each inspection or review, as well as a timeline for each inspection or review.

Inspection plans should:

- include the approach to be taken on entities with different levels of risk exposure, in line with the supervisory strategy
- leave sufficient flexibility to accommodate or address unplanned inspections triggered by risk events or new information that could not have been foreseen when the plan was agreed
- be adequately documented and amended where the risk exposure of an entity included in the plan has changed or if a new risk is identified in the course of on-site or off-site supervision, and
- be governed by an internal policy that sets out at what level the plan should be agreed/approved within the supervisory unit, how progress against the plan can be reviewed, the approval process for changes to the plan, and the extent to which an overview of the plan can be published (e.g. number of inspections per risk rating).

Source: Adapted from guidance from the European Banking Authority & IMF

3.4. How can supervisors use a combination of off-site and on-site tools to strengthen their risk-based approach?

65. As set out above, there is a range of supervisory tools that supervisors can use individually or in combination to achieve the intended supervisory outcomes. These tools when used in combination could have mutually reinforcing effects in strengthening supervisory effectiveness.
66. Off-site monitoring helps keep supervisors up-to-date on the ML/TF risk landscape, inherent risk profiles of regulated entities, and potential control weaknesses in these entities. The insights gained from performing off-site monitoring would thus guide the approach and focus of supervisors’ on-site reviews. For example, the results of preliminary evaluations\(^\text{20}\) can be used to tailor the nature, frequency, intensity and focus of supervision, as well as guide the supervisory authority to how to pivot attention to higher-risk areas. Effective off-site monitoring entails collecting and analysing data and information to enable ongoing monitoring of an entire sector, instead of a snapshot of one or several entities. As an example, risk surveillance (a supervisor’s monitoring of relevant data and information including STR/CTR information where available) could help detect emerging risk areas in the sector being supervised, as well as indications of significant AML/CFT control issues in regulated entities.

67. Where off-site monitoring activities point to material risk concerns in a regulated entity, it might warrant supervisors adjusting existing on-site inspection plans in order to trigger an immediate for-cause inspection on the entity. Consistent with a risk-based approach, such for-cause inspections should take precedence over any routine inspections, given that a material risk trigger event has materialised.

68. In general, on-site inspections offer supervisors an opportunity to conduct a more thorough review of the entities’ controls through the performance of sampling tests and complement off-site work. Similarly, it also helps validate the risk profile of the entity so that it can be adjusted as needed. Relatedly, there can also be an off-site process (pre-engagement) where the regulated entities’ risk assessment is revalidated prior to an on-site inspection. The interactions with entities’ board, management and staff during the inspection process would help inform supervisors’ assessments of the entities’ risk culture.

69. Some or all elements of supervisory inspections, including sample testing may also be very effectively carried out off-site, by obtaining the information from the entity and the application of SupTech tools. Where live testing is not possible off-site, the prior standard sample testing can augment additional, more targeted live testing during the on-site – e.g. when carrying out a walkthrough of a CDD system, select customers (random selection/based on level of risk etc.) and in a “live” assessment, request the member of the entity to produce the customer risk assessment, CDD documentation etc.

70. As their access to and use of technology improves, supervisors may be able to perform a significant amount of their activity off-site (see section 4.1). As regulated entities transform their business and AML/CFT compliance functions with technology, the boundaries between off-site and on-site interventions are increasingly blurred as their data is kept electronically and supervisory technology is a necessary to perform effective supervision. As off-site monitoring capabilities mature, there may be supplementary or alternative approaches that enable supervisors to more effectively identify, monitor and target risks. Where appropriate, supervisors should assess and consider adapting their supervisory frameworks, taking into account the pros and cons of the various approaches.

\(^{20}\) The relied-upon risk assessments and independent audits should properly consider and test all risk areas, including products, services, customers, delivery channels and the geographic locations in which the financial institution or DNFBP operates and conducts business, used in determining review procedures and any testing that should be performed.
3.5. How should supervisors treat lower risk sectors and entities?

71. While most supervisory resources should be dedicated to the higher ML/TF risk areas, supervisory strategies should also set out the supervisory approach for areas of lower ML/TF risk. Within a risk-based supervision framework, it is expected that there will be areas and segments of regulated entities that are assessed to be of lower ML/TF risk. As set out above in this Guidance, the sound assessment of risks at a sectoral or sub-sectoral level does not necessarily require an assessment of each entity in the sector (see section 2.1.1). Risk analysis can be undertaken with varying degrees of detail, depending on the type of risk and the purpose of the risk assessment, as well as based on the information, data and resources available\(^{21}\) (for example, keeping in mind the nature, scale and complexity of the relevant entities/sectors).

72. It should be clear that lower risk entities are still subject to supervisory attention commensurate with the level and nature of risk they present. The latter may entail the application of the supervisory tools by a combination of less frequent supervisory cycles, sample testing and/or reactive interventions. Supervisory authorities are not expected to cover all lower ML/TF risk entities under a fixed inspection cycle over time, particularly where there are large populations of lower ML/TF risk entities.\(^{22}\)

73. Monitoring of lower-risk entities may allow for limited application of on-site tools. For example, one possible supervisory approach for lower risk entities is to centre it on the detection of any material risk events or escalations in risk profiles among the lower risk entities, so that supervisors can intervene effectively to mitigate risks. In such scenarios, the nature of the materialised risks and desired supervisory outcomes should guide the application of an appropriate set of tools (either onsite, offsite or a combination). See section 3.4 for further information.

74. Supervisory authorities should regularly test their understanding and assumptions of the level of ML/TF risk and the adequacy of controls in the entity/sector (see section 2.4). Supervisors should also have the capacity to carry out supervisory activities on a responsive or reactive basis, where intelligence has been received that would merit supervisory intervention (e.g., intelligence from returns or questionnaires, from other supervisors, from media reports or whistle-blowers, or from law enforcement or the FIU/STRs).

75. Supervisors should also ensure that education and outreach extends to lower risk sectors to enable them to implement risk-based, proportionate measures and to help identify and report any ML/TF risks that may arise. With reference to national financial inclusion objectives, supervisors can also play a role in: a) reducing requirements on lower risk entities that do not mitigate risk sufficiently to justify the effort they consume; b) reassuring other regulated entities that provide

---

\(^{21}\) See FATF Financial Inclusion Guidance that sets out further detail on risk assessment for the application of simplified due diligence and justified exemptions.

\(^{22}\) Supervisors should, however, not put in place blanket exemptions that exempt all low-risk entities or a complete low risk sectors from possibly being subject to on-site inspections. From a preventive point of view, to foster compliance, even if normally only a small portion of regulated entities could receive an on-site inspection during any time period, any entity/sector could possibly be subject to an on-site inspection at some point. This could be achieved through a minimum number of (annual) random on-site inspections, and / or there should be a policy that dictates in what high risk circumstances (e.g., when certain risk indicators are present) an on-site inspection of an entity or sector would be warranted despite the otherwise low risk.
financial services to lower risk entities those lower risk entities are adequately supervised. See examples 7.6.1 and 7.6.3.

Box 3.3. Supervising lower risk sectors and entities and supporting financial inclusion

An important consideration in risk based supervision is the risk-proportionate distribution of resources across the different risk areas and sectors. In particular, there may be lower-risk sectors at the national level, lower-risk segments in a certain sector, or lower-risk institutions in a sector. Furthermore, within a reporting institution, there may be lower-risk products, services, delivery channels, clients or geographic areas. However, lower risk does not mean no risk and supervisors should ensure that they can effectively detect any new significant risk concerns within the lower risk sectors and entities. While supervisors may devote less resources to lower risk areas, they should still devote sufficient resources to verifying and monitoring risk understanding of those areas while also allowing greater supervisory resource allocation to higher risk sectors.

The regulatory requirements should also be commensurate with the level and nature of risk present in sectors and entities. Recommendation 1 and INR 1 allow jurisdictions to exempt particular types of regulated entities from compliance with some of the FATF Recommendations if there is a proven low risk and the exemption occurs in strictly limited and justified circumstances. Further, in a risk-based AML/CFT regime, the CDD, internal controls, compliance function, ongoing monitoring, STR and other reporting requirements should also correspond to the risk-level of the sector and the institutions.

Risk-based supervision of lower risk sectors is also important from a financial inclusion perspective. Disproportionate legal or regulatory obligations, supervisory expectations and lack of guidance from supervisors may result in the application of unnecessarily prohibitive CDD and other AML/CFT controls in lower risk sectors, increasing the cost of products and services, and eventually undermining financial inclusion objectives. From a holistic perspective, excessive AML/CFT obligations may increase overall ML/TF risks by:

- driving potential users to the unregulated sector as a result of their failure to gain access to available financial services, or
- Increasing the costs of compliance such that it becomes unprofitable to provide products and services to people or entities that do not generate substantial income (such as Non-Profit Organisations (NPOs) (see section 10.1)) and shifting these transactions to less transparent channels.

In the US, banking supervisors have reiterated the risk-based approach with respect to NPOs in which banking supervisors reminded banks that offer financial services to this sector should not view the charitable sector as a whole as presenting a uniform or unacceptably high risk for
Banking supervisors provided non-binding guidance of factors to consider in identifying the AML/CFT risk profile of NPOs.

**Box 3.4. The role of supervisors in identifying de-risking or in encouraging financial inclusive practices**

While a risk-based approach requires supervisors to focus their attention on higher risk areas, lower risk areas still require attention particularly if financial exclusion is a concern. Financial exclusion of customers holds serious ML/FT risks as customers may seek the unregulated cash economy or access services by providers who may not have robust risk control measures. Where supervisors identify that an institution is involved in large-scale and indiscriminate account closure or denial of services or does not implement simplified due diligence measures where risks are generally assessed as lower, supervisors should engage the institution to understand the reasons for its decisions.

As set out in the FATF Guidance on Money Value Transfer Services (2016) while the decision to introduce simplified due diligence measures or to accept or maintain a business relationship is ultimately a commercial one for the entity, supervisors need to scrutinise these decisions to understand whether these decisions may indicate a need for supervisory clarifications or reforms, or whether they indicate an area of changing risks, or some other dynamic such as profit concerns. Where decisions to restrict or terminate relationship with customers is due to a lack of understanding of the flexibility of the risk-based approach, supervisors will be able to provide appropriate guidance as to what the RBA entails.

Entities may be engaging in indiscriminate denials of service to entire classes of customer, without taking into account, seriously and comprehensively, their level of risk and risk mitigation measures for individual customers within a particular sector. This is contrary to the advice given by FATF.

### 3.6. How can supervisors develop a more robust risk-based approach over time?

**76. Supervisors should ensure that their supervisory strategies are kept under regular review.** In implementing the strategy, supervisors will develop a better understanding of the quality of the supervised entities' AML/CFT controls and the ML/TF risk profiles of the business models, as well as the effectiveness of various supervisory tools. This knowledge should be utilised to enhance the overall ML/TF risk understanding at both the sectoral and the individual entity levels along with

---
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consideration of any new/emerging ML/TF risks. Building and maintaining the institutional memory is key to achieve this.

77. Further, supervisory authorities should use the experience garnered from carrying out supervisory tasks to enhance the effectiveness of their supervisory strategies and to **continuously refine and enhance these methods**. In addition, on an ongoing basis, the risk assessment (along with supervisory planning process) should not be conducted in isolation, but in close co-ordination with prudential supervision and other relevant departments (or other supervisors). Any changes to the ML/TF risk understanding and/or proposals for refinement or enhancement of the mix of supervisory tools to be applied should be considered in the context of the review of the overall strategy with the aim of continuing to improve and strengthen the supervisory approach to ensure it remains effective.

78. Supervisors should implement mechanisms to ensure sound and consistent supervisory assessments and independence regarding decision-making in AML/CFT risk-based supervision. For example, when determining a risk rating for a sector and for individual entities the decision should be supported by a documented outline of the assessment (including findings from onsite and offsite activities etc.) and the rationale to explain the proposed risk rating.

79. Supervisors, particularly supervisors with larger, more complex supervisory populations, may apply additional measures to ensure consistency. For example, assigned risk ratings could be subject to peer review/challenge by other staff members within the AML/CFT supervisory unit who were not involved in the assessment. Other examples of methods to further enhance the integrity of the assessment (at both the sectoral and entity level), could include a supervisory panel to provide independent judgement and to promote consistency. Such panels could comprise management members/representatives/specialised staff from the supervisory body who are not involved in the direct supervision of entity/sector. Supervisors responsible for direct supervision of entities could present their findings and recommendations to the supervisory panel for a “horizontal” review to ensure consistency of supervisory judgement. The supervisory panel would over time develop a sense of how AML/CFT supervisory issues are dealt with in a range of contexts and will be able to usefully transmit this to supervisors/teams whose perspective is inevitably narrower based on the entities they directly supervise.

80. **Adequate training is required to support an effective AML/CFT risk-based supervisory framework.** Training is required at all levels, from front-line supervisors to managers and board members. The training should cover issues such as how to interact with entities and risk-based decision making. The visible and active engagement of senior staff in training sends a strong signal about their commitment to the process.

81. In some circumstances, **the transition from a rules-based to a risk-based approach takes time.** It can require a change in the supervisory culture and the management of supervisory bodies need to articulate their risk tolerance. There also needs to be recognition that AML/CFT related weaknesses in areas of lower ML/TF risk may go undetected by supervisors in the application of risk-based

---

26 It is preferable that this step is always carried out when there is a change to a sectoral risk rating. It is not intended for this step to be carried out for all entities, it could be based on a prescribed number of entities, on an annual basis, that are selected on a sample basis and should include entities across all risk ratings.
supervision and responses to these will be governed largely by whether they are within or outside the range of acceptable outcomes implied by the risk tolerance.

82. Supervisors of different sectors and supervisors in different jurisdictions should encourage collegiality and share best practices, for example, through facilitating “best practice” visits, especially for those authorities that have less mature frameworks to learn from more established/effective AML/CFT supervisors. In addition, more established supervisors should share good practices and facilitate “best practice” inspections. For examples of co-operation between supervisors, see Section 7.5.

3.7. How should remedial actions and available sanctions be applied in risk-based supervision?

83. R.35 requires jurisdictions to have a range of effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions, whether criminal, civil or administrative, available to deal with natural or legal persons that fail to comply with AML/CFT requirements. The FATF Guidance on Effective Supervision and Enforcement is a comprehensive guide on remedial actions and sanctions. This section focuses on links between taking a risk-based approach to supervision and applying remedial actions and sanctions.

84. Supervisory authorities should have access to a range of remedial actions and sanctions that can be applied based on the level and nature of identified deficiencies or gaps in the regulated entity’s AML/CFT controls and risk management system. This range could include warnings, action letters, orders, agreements, administrative sanctions, penalties and fines and other restrictions and conditions on an entity’s activities that may be progressive in severity, requiring entities to remedy AML/CFT deficiencies and any breach of AML/CFT obligations or failure to mitigate risks in a timely manner.

85. In assessing the appropriate remedial actions or sanctions to apply in a risk-based supervision approach, supervisors should consider the following:

- the nature of findings – deficiencies in relation to higher risk areas, including those identified in a national, sectoral or supervisory risk assessment, could be prioritised for remedial action or sanctions as appropriate

- the impact or harm that the identified deficiency or gap in terms of ML/TF risk exposure of the entity, sector and the public (e.g., whether it is a systemic breakdown, isolated incident or other egregious activity, such as failing to report large volumes of suspicious activity or other required reports and the length of time the identified deficiency or gap in the regulated entity’s risk management system remained outstanding or uncorrected. Supervisors may consider the scope of the deficiency in terms of the probability of the risks materialising given the entity’s size, nature, geographic reach, volume of business conduct)

- using the power to withdraw, restrict or suspend the entity’s license (or equivalent for those registered), where applicable, for example, in situations where the entity has been determined by legal process to have engaged in criminal activity related to ML or TF, a severe and systematic violation of AML/CFT measures, or similarly applicable sanctions or prohibition of directors and senior managers.
- publishing the results of the supervisory actions and providing information on the relevant entities’ deficiencies to help address risks across the sector as other entities take note of the consequences of similar failings.

86. Based on these considerations, effective remedial actions and sanctions application should seek not only to discourage past inappropriate actions and correct weaknesses in processes, procedures and systems or controls within regulated entities but also to **promote changes in behaviour to foster a corporate culture of compliance that covers the board, senior management, compliance teams and all other relevant staff of the relevant entity.** To this end, supervisors should be able to apply remedial actions and sanctions proportionately to greater or lesser breaches of supervisory requirements against board of directors and management, controlling owners and other employees of regulated entities, depending on their level of responsibility in committing the breach, especially in the case of intentional or serious breaches. Supervisors should also ensure that the compliance departments of regulated entities have sufficient stature, independence, staffing and resources commensurate with the risk profile of the entity. The confidence that a supervisor has in the demonstrated intent, commitment and capability of an institution to satisfactorily remedy identified deficiencies may influence the supervisor’s selection of formal or informal remediation tools or techniques. For example, if supervisors identify a large control deficiency, yet believe the institution has a satisfactory culture of compliance and a high capability of remediating the issue, the supervisors may opt to take a lighter approach in remediation techniques.

87. **Supervisors should also consider transparency, consistency and proportionality in applying remedial actions or sanctions** while taking into account the specifics of the particular entity, the nature and significance of the risk mitigation failures and the identified deficiency or gap. Consideration should be given to establishing policies/guidelines for determining which remedial action and/or sanctions are most appropriate to be applied in particular circumstances, and methodologies for calculating/determining amount of fines, severity of orders and administrative sanctions that are dissuasive and proportionate to the size of the regulated entity as well as the seriousness of the failure. Such transparent and consistent application could improve effective implementation of AML/CFT measures among regulated entities.

88. On the other hand, supervisors should avoid taking a “zero tolerance” or “zero failure” approach, or applying mandatory sanctions on entities where the risk impact is not material, or where the deficiencies are less relevant from a risk-mitigation perspective as this could give regulated entities the wrong message and create an incentive for entities to return to a rules-based approach. While sanctions may in some cases be appropriate for non-compliance in areas of lower risk (for example, to address repeated, knowing or wilful non-compliance with AML/CFT requirements), supervisors should consider the totality of the entity’s mitigation efforts and use the flexibility of the risk-based approach to supervision to avoid sanctioning entities for focusing their efforts on areas of higher risk.

3.8. How should supervisors measure the effectiveness of their risk-based approach?

89. **Supervisors should also properly record, monitor, and analyse their own supervision activities and outputs.** Supervisors, when developing their
supervision models, should ensure that they have a repository for recording supervisory engagements (ideally in digital form) with each entity including details of the issues identified, relevant action plans and the risk assessment for each entity. The supervisor should be able to extract data and management information (MI) in order to measure performance against key risk indicators and on issues identified and risk profiles of each individual entity and sector, and feed these in aggregate form back into the NRA process.

90. **Supervisors are encouraged to use data to determine and demonstrate the impact of their supervision.** For example, using a system to record supervisory engagements that enables the extraction of data to illustrate how supervision has impacted risk management and compliance, both at the firm and sectoral level. Data can help to identify changing patterns in terms of numbers, degree of seriousness of issues identified overtime and fluctuations in ratings of the effectiveness of the controls. This includes the analysis of the changes in the quality or risk management and risk profile of the individual institutions as well as overall trends in the sector, including de-risking and financial exclusion concerns.

91. This information should also be used to better target the application of supervisory resources and supervisory tools and to inform the approach on outreach initiatives. For example, analysis of the supervision data may indicate increasing problems resulting from potential deficiencies in the transaction monitoring capabilities of the regulated entities, leading the supervisor to issue new guidance or requirements to address this developing trend. Other the other hand, data can also indicate whether supervisory efforts are succeeding in terms of their impact on the improvement of AML/CFT measures in an entity or across a sector whereby findings identified during inspections move from the space of significant gaps being identified to overtime findings identified being of a less serious nature and being more in the space of refinements or enhancements. Improvements in the quality of risk assessments undertaken by entities may be another measure of effectiveness.

92. Another measure which can assist supervisors in determining the impact of their supervision on entities’ risk management effectiveness is to **consider the key outputs from AML/CFT frameworks**, e.g., the quality of suspicious transaction reports. Supervisors should seek feedback from FIUs as to the number, quality and timeliness of reports they have received from sectors and entities, as improvements in this area can also be an indicator of the successful results of supervisory activities. Some of the relevant factors supervisors could consider include:

- The number of ML/TF offences committed using the sector's infrastructure and any relevant changes in trends
- Changes in the number and quality of STRs submitted by entities in the sector and the timeliness of this reporting
- The number of breaches or deficiencies, including repeated failings, committed by entities and the severity of these deficiencies,
- Complaints received from stakeholders, and
- Evidence of entities going beyond a tick-box approach and demonstrating a commitment to risk-based AML/CFT objectives, including proportionate responses across the spectrum of risk (including higher and lower risk areas).

93. The measurement of the results of supervisory measures and feedback on the key outputs of AML/CFT frameworks can help safeguard against confirmation bias.
When this feedback does not align with supervisors’ understanding of risks, this should prompt supervisors to reconsider assumptions. Supervisors should apply measures to revisit their risk models or risk assessments based on engagement with law enforcement agencies, the FIU and international partners and ad hoc or sample testing or using whistle-blowers reports or adverse media reporting.

94. **There should be mechanisms in place to promote accountability and transparency**, of the effectiveness of the supervisor’s risk-based approach. This should include at least one of the following: (i) oversight by the supervisor's management board; (ii) oversight by the supervisor of SRBs (in a decentralised model); (iii) review by a State Audit Office or similar governmental body; and (iv) as appropriate, publication of information relating to the supervisory strategy and inspection plans and results of supervisory engagements. For example, without impinging on the operational independence of the supervisor:

- the supervisor’s board, State Audit Office or national co-ordination authority could set key performance indicators against which they periodically assess effectiveness of the supervisor
- industry surveys could be used to periodically assess performance of the supervisor, and/or
- supervisors and the FIU could periodically report on the number and quality of reports by sector, since this is often considered to be a good measure of the level of effective implementation of preventive measures by supervised entities.

**Box 3.5. UK’s Office for Professional Body Anti-Money Laundering Supervision (OPBAS) measures to test the effectiveness of DNFBP supervisors’ risk-based approach**

OPBAS supervises Self-Regulating Bodies (SRBs) that are designated DNFBP supervisors under the UK’s money laundering regulations. As part of their supervisory activity, a DNFBP supervisor which supervises a sector described as high risk in the UKNRA, identified their 103 highest risk entities. At the request of OPBAS, they conducted an on-site deep dive assessment of those entities and identified a high level of non-compliance and poor systems and controls. Their findings, and follow up discussions with OPBAS, influenced them to allocate appropriate resources to an on-going programme of more intensive supervision for these entities. They will also dip sample visit some entities identified as high, medium and low risk to assess if their wider supervisory strategy is fit for purpose or needs further evaluation and refinement.

Where DNFBP supervisors, particularly SRBs, have multiple functions (for example, as an advocate for their members who they also supervised for AML/CFT compliance) care must be taken to ensure potential conflicts of interest are managed appropriately. In the UK, this was a particular focus for OPBAS when assessing supervisors who maintained both an AML and advocacy role. Robust governance in place within the supervisor helps mitigate this risk.

Source: United Kingdom
3.9. Domestic co-operation, including between AML/CFT supervision and prudential supervision

95. Co-operation and information exchange between AML/CFT supervisors, other supervisors, FIUs, and other competent authorities, including tax authorities and law enforcement, is important to ensure that all stakeholders have a good understanding of, and can act to mitigate, ML/TF risks. Co-ordination with LEAs and the FIU can help to assess the effectiveness/usefulness of the outputs of entities’ AML/CFT programs and provide coordinated messages on risk prioritisation.

96. Prudential and AML/CFT supervisors should establish an effective co-operation mechanism regardless of the institutional setting to ensure that ML/TF risks (informed by NRA processes) are adequately supervised in the domestic and cross-jurisdictional context for the benefit of the two functions. Even when a prudential supervisor is not part of an integrated supervisory authority with the AML/CFT supervisor, and that authority therefore does not have direct responsibility for supervising or monitoring compliance with AML/CFT requirements, it will often be responsible, among others, for licensing, and will monitor implementation of systems and controls from a prudential perspective that may be relevant for AML/CFT purposes. For further details see the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s Guidelines for the Sound Management of Risks relating to Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism at Annex 5 “Interaction and Co-operation between Prudential and AML/CFT Supervisors”. Jurisdictional examples are provided in the FI Compendium at Section 7.5.

97. In addition to risk understanding, domestic co-ordination mechanisms (especially the NRA process) should also allow the allocation of resources to AML/CFT supervision based on ML/TF risks (see section 2.1.2). As a practical matter, supervisory attention of different sectors may be affected by available resources. For example, a well-resourced supervisor of a lower risk sector may apply a disproportionate amount of resources to monitoring compliance with AML/CFT requirements, because it has strong funding arrangements. Conversely, a poorly resourced supervisor of a higher risk sector may fail to apply a adequate proportion of its resources to AML/CFT supervision since the resources available to it are insufficient. National Risk Assessment processes and co-ordination between supervisors should aim to help to allocate resourcing in a risk-sensitive manner.

3.10. International co-operation to achieve a risk-based approach to supervision

98. Many regulated entities routinely operate across national borders and may therefore be subject to AML/CFT supervision by several supervisory authorities in multiple jurisdictions. The ML/TF risks in question are frequently cross-border in nature, and systems and control failings in one part of the group can be replicated elsewhere. Taking a risk-based approach to supervision requires international co-operation, particularly in relation to groups operating across multiple jurisdictions. Co-operation between supervisors is important to mitigate those risks and is covered under Recommendation 40.28

99. International co-operation increases the effectiveness of the risk-based approach by:

- Enhancing risk understanding – including understanding the group’s attitudes and understanding of risks. Broader information on risks could also be shared to increase awareness among supervisors of emerging risks or to develop a common understanding of risks associated with particular types of initiatives, sectors or activities (for example, sharing risks associated with MVTS corridors for financial inclusion purposes). Sharing risk and controls assessments among supervisors would strengthen their collective understanding of the group’s risk profile, and its impact on their respective regulated entities.

- Harnessing synergies in supervisory efforts – to coordinate on supervisory interventions and follow-up, and to identify and drive synergies by sharing supervisory priorities, strategies and programs. Supervisors may conduct inquiries on behalf of foreign counterparts and authorise or facilitate the ability of foreign counterparts to conduct inquiries themselves in the country, in order to achieve effective group supervision.

- Ensuring effective risk mitigation – to assess implementation of preventative measures and the strength of control and audit functions at a group-level.

100. There are challenges to international co-operation between AML/CFT supervisors that in turn may limit the effectiveness of supervision such as a lack of common understanding about the AML/CFT information that should be shared or where there could be legal obstacles to information sharing with counterparts and non-counterparts across borders. Data protection and privacy provisions often inhibit sharing of relevant personal information for fit and proper tests. In some cases, information on ongoing cases being pursued by supervisors is not shared with foreign counterparts due to fear of tipping off or causing undue alarm. Cross-border contact between AML/CFT supervisors may be ad hoc, rather than ongoing, even when it concerns an ongoing cross-border risk.

101. Supervisors of higher risk entities operating in groups should actively communicate with other relevant supervisors and there should be official channels in place for co-operation amongst supervisors of groups of higher risk entities, including spontaneous sharing of information that may be relevant to other supervisors. The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s Guidelines for the Sound Management of Risks relating to Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism includes guidance on the roles of home and host supervisors and sets out guidelines for supervision of group-wide AML/CFT measures for financial institutions. In the EU, supervisory co-operation can occur in AML/CFT colleges in relation to entities active in multiple EU member states (see box below). Even though co-operation between supervisors of DNFBP sectors is less well developed, there are efforts to increase international co-operation on DNFBP supervision. For example, DNFBP supervisors are involved in the “International Supervisors Forum” which includes supervisors from Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States.
Box 3.6. AML/CFT supervisory colleges in the European Union

AML/CFT and prudential legislation in the European Union (EU) establishes an obligation for competent authorities to co-operate and exchange information, but it does not set out in detail how this should be achieved. In the absence of a common framework, co-operation and information exchange between prudential and AML/CFT supervisors for the purposes of AML/CFT supervision can sometimes be difficult.

To address this, the European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs) issued Guidelines on supervisory co-operation and information exchange in December 2019. These Guidelines lay down the rules on the establishment and operation of AML/CFT colleges.

As is the case with prudential colleges, AML/CFT colleges serve as a forum for collaboration and exchange of information. They support the development of a common understanding, by all supervisors, of the ML/FT risks associated with a bank or financial institution and inform the AML/CFT supervision of that bank or financial institution. For example, the Guidelines set out how AML/CFT supervisors can use AML/CFT colleges to adopt a common approach and agree on coordinated actions.

The Guidelines provide that AML/CFT colleges be set up for all banks and financial institutions that operate in at least three EU member states. All EU AML/CFT supervisors involved in the supervision of the bank or financial institution for which a college is set up are permanent members of that college.

EU prudential supervisors and the AML/CFT supervisors of non-EU countries where the institution operates are invited to participate in the AML/CFT college as observers. Prudential supervisors from non-EU countries and the FIU of the EU member state where the lead supervisor is located may be invited to participate as observers as appropriate.

All observers have to be subject to confidentiality rules equivalent to those in force in the EU. They are expected actively to participate, including by exchanging information within the AML/CFT college. Observers that are prudential supervisors are further expected to take action to ensure that information from AML/CFT college meetings is shared with colleges of prudential supervisors and acted upon as appropriate.

FIUs from other jurisdictions, as well as other relevant persons, may be invited to participate in the AML/CFT college on an ad hoc basis as necessary.
4. Cross-cutting issues

4.1. Use of technology by supervisors (“SupTech”)

102. This section is intended to share experiences of how supervisors have leveraged technology for their supervisory work and how they have benefited from the use of such tools in the conduct of risk-based supervision. It does not advocate any specific technological tools which must be adopted for supervision.

103. New sources of data and advanced analytical tools can help supervisors be more efficient and effective at detecting and mitigating ML/TF risks. There are also new technologies available for supervision, in particular collecting, storing, analysing and transforming supervisory data to sharpen risk assessment, as well as to improve the supervisory process.

104. By harnessing the benefits of new technologies where appropriate, supervisors can more effectively and efficiently achieve their supervisory objectives.

- Technologies can automate routine processes and free up valuable supervisory resources allowing supervisors to focus on tasks that require human judgement expertise and experience.

- Advances in data processing capabilities, network-linked analysis techniques, robotic process automation, machine learning and artificial intelligence in general provide opportunities for supervisors to glean additional useful supervisory insights and identify risk trends across sectors and groups of regulated entities. Some supervisors have access to a far greater pool of information than any individual entity and, while it should not perform the role of an FIU, technology that enables analysis of system wide risk should be shared with other agencies and, as appropriate, the private sector, so as to collectively manage risk and preserve the integrity of the financial system.

- The opportunities for harnessing the use of new technologies for greater supervisory effectiveness are present in almost all areas of supervisory work. Some examples include:
  - Risk assessment of regulated entities: Technology could enhance supervisors’ risk assessments of regulated entities, and across the sector.
  - System-wide risk surveillance: Technology could strengthen overall risk surveillance capabilities, supporting activity-focused supervision to augment entity-focused supervision so as to target evolving risks more effectively.
  - Supervisory reviews: Technology could enhance the effectiveness of on-site/off-site supervisory reviews by augmenting supervisors’ manual reviews with machine-assisted analyses of large datasets.

- Technology could also enable deeper collaboration, including by strengthening linkages with regulated entities. Technology could open more effective channels for information sharing between regulators, law enforcement agencies and regulated entities, and strengthen collective defences against financial crime. Where regulated entities are using technologies to assist with AML/CFT functions or are providing technology-
based services, effective supervision also necessitates good understanding of the use of technology by these entities and the resulting impact.

- Supervisors must also consider the potential risks of adopting new technologies including the possible amplification of cyber-related risks (by making the impact of cyberattacks or operational failures much more serious than when using traditional procedures), over-reliance on tech-models and reputational risks (if incorrect algorithms are input into technological applications that result in wrong supervisory assessments and actions). Some practical limitations may also persist, including cost/benefit considerations and the availability of underlying data. There is also a need to periodically review the effectiveness of the technological solutions and enhance the solutions where necessary, to ensure it remains relevant and accurate. In decentralised systems, supervisors may not be of sufficient size and scale to harness SupTech. Efforts to mitigate potential risks, such as running new technology in parallel form to the existing process for a reasonable period of time, should also be evaluated to ensure the resulting level of residual risk can be effectively managed.

- FATF is exploring the risks and opportunities of new technologies under its current project on digital transformation. For practical examples of the use of technology to risk-rate entities, conduct ongoing monitoring and better target supervisory resources see section 7.2.

4.2. Engagement with the private-sector

105. To develop a good understanding of the risks facing supervised entities, supervisors should maintain ongoing engagement with the private sector. ML/TF typologies evolve rapidly and the private sector may be able to detect these changes and inform supervisors. The private sector is likely to identify these changes before supervisors since they have direct contact with customers. On-going co-ordination between supervisors and other government authorities in their engagement with the private sector ensures clear messages are sent on expectations for risk management. In more recently regulated sectors, industry engagement should include education and awareness raising. Some of the features of a well-coordinated inter-agency and private sector dialogue system could include:

- Ongoing and regular dialogue between a range of government agencies (supervisors, law enforcement agencies and the FIU, for example) and a range of participants from regulated sectors. In some jurisdictions, this takes the form of standing consultation forums, conferences or committees. This provides an opportunity to discuss risks, and also supervisory guidelines or other developments. While the primary purpose of these events is not to provide specific feedback on an entity’s compliance, they can help to raise awareness of common challenges and responses.

- Regular information sharing, education and outreach with and across the private sector to improve understanding of risks, including through public-private partnerships. This can help supervisors and other authorities achieve a more sophisticated and up to date understanding of risks faced by the private sector. It can also help entities develop their understanding of risks (see the example at 7.4.2).
4.3. Use of third-parties

106. Supervisors may use third parties (such as external consultants or auditors) to support their AML/CFT functions. While these activities can provide useful expertise and conserve key resources for the most important functions, ultimately the responsibility remains with supervisors to ensure compliance with their supervisory obligations. This section highlights some of the opportunities and risks that supervisors should be aware of in this context.

107. It is essential to strike the right balance between internal capacity building and use of third parties. The priority should be building the internal capacity of the supervisory authorities to fulfil their functions effectively and independently. This includes adequate number of in-house staff who are equipped with a range of skills and qualifications. Using third parties in AML/CFT tasks may have some efficiencies. However, overreliance or dependence on third parties can undermine the building of internal expertise and capacity.

108. Use of third parties has become more relevant especially as the financial sector’s level of sophistication has increased with respect to innovations in financial products and services (e.g., ‘FinTech’), business models, and IT capabilities. Therefore, the ability to tap into the expertise of financial engineers, IT experts, data scientists, and other professionals in supervisory activities becomes essential for effective supervision.

- Some financial products involve financial engineering that can go into the design of even a single transaction or contract (so-called ‘exotic financial products’). While supervisors need to develop their own understanding of these products and associated risks, in some cases access to specialist expertise and skills may assist in developing this understanding.

- The rapid changes in the information processing, analysis, and storage technologies, and innovations such as distributed ledger technology or artificial intelligence increase the importance of supervision and oversight of technology employed to undertake AML/CFT functions.

- AML/CFT supervision of the banking sector and other large financial institutions cannot be undertaken without a thorough examination and understanding of their IT systems (so-called MIS) including their monitoring systems, parameters and third-party AML/CFT compliance solutions.
109. The use of third-parties to assist in monitoring lower risk sectors or entities can also help supervisors focus on higher risk entities. The FATF Guidance on a risk-based approach to the MVTS sector highlights that engaging third parties to assist in performing periodic reviews of lower-risk MVTS providers can help supervisors focus on the higher risk MVTS providers and avoid being overwhelmed by the broader population.

110. The use of third-parties can aid supervisors to monitor entities’ remediation efforts. For example, in the UK, the Financial Conduct Authority can require an entity to engage the services of a ‘Skilled Person’ to carry out a review and provide a report to the FCA.29 The Skilled Person can test a firm’s systems and controls, identify weaknesses, and in some cases, remediate the weaknesses identified.

111. Supervisory authorities’ employment practices should allow enough flexibility to ensure that supervisors can access technical expertise necessary to meet their regulatory requirements. External assignments and secondments can also help these staff to diversify and deepen their experience. When engaging a third party, the supervisor should:

- Have processes to evaluate and recruit third party candidates (e.g., competencies, credentials, experience in the risk area, potential conflicts of interest, etc.)
- Have and relevant data protection laws.
- Put in place controls to ensure that the third parties carry out their tasks efficiently, effectively and independently, and in line with the tasks or instructions provided by the supervisor
- Ensure adequate protocols for communication of issues identified
- Have processes in place to oversee and monitor the quality of work being delivered, and
- Have third-parties request permission for controlled access to supervisors’ confidential information and require compliance with clear terms of reference and manual and electronic processes to protect sensitive information, including with respect to relevant data protection laws.

112. The steps set out above are important for supervisors to satisfy themselves that the expertise being provided is of high quality and delivering the expected outcome and that the supervisor is aware of systems and controls problems identified within entities.

113. Another increasing trend is the use of the third parties by the reporting entities to carry out some of the AML/CFT functions (such as record keeping, some components of customer due diligence, monitoring of terrorist individuals and entities identified as per the relevant UN Security Council Resolutions, and monitoring of PEPs). In such cases, the legal responsibility to comply with AML/CFT obligations remains with the reporting entity. However, at least through the reporting entity, the supervisors should have the power to examine the capabilities and effectiveness of these third-parties in fulfilling the contracted AML/CFT tasks.

29 www.fca.org.uk/about/supervision/skilled-persons-reviews
## Annex A. Overview of supervisory tools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Understanding and profiling risks</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AML/CFT returns</strong></td>
<td>Regular or ad hoc requests to entities for quantitative and qualitative data and information relating to key ML/TF risk indicators (e.g. business lines, product segments, types of customers) and general information about the entity and the nature and scope of their activities. The collection of regular AML/CFT returns could be automated and aims to help supervisors gain a better understanding of the ML/TF risks to which their sector is exposed, to aid in the risk profiling of the supervised entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Engagements with Board and Senior Management</strong></td>
<td>Regular engagements with the Board and Senior Management of supervised entities, particularly those that are systemically important, could enable supervisors gather timely information on potential changes in business strategy or focus which could impact the inherent ML/TF risks of the entity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ongoing surveillance of emerging risks and trends</strong></td>
<td>Supervisors look to identify key risk trends and systemic risks through mechanisms such as engagements with other regulators, mining of system-wide risk-relevant data, conversations with regulated entities, and ongoing news monitoring. This would help in more dynamic and up-to-date ML/TF risk assessments of the regulated entities. Results from surveillance would also directly impact the calibration of supervisory response (e.g. thematic inspections to address systemic weaknesses, or specific areas of focus for individual entities).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessing AML/CFT systems and controls</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Questionnaires on AML/CFT risk management controls</strong></td>
<td>These questionnaires, which are typically updated on a regular basis, enable supervisors to form an early view of the adequacies of an entity’s controls in mitigating ML/TF risks, and to formulate a purposeful supervisory engagement plan. The questionnaires could encompass various aspects of entities’ AML/CFT risk management controls including the governance framework in place, updates on relevant policies and procedures, robustness of controls execution, etc. Observations from entities (e.g. common weaknesses noted) at a sectoral level could also serve as feedback to supervisors on whether thematic reviews should be conducted, to improve industry’s risk understanding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Review adequacy of board and management reporting and oversight</strong></td>
<td>Supervisors could assess robustness of the entities’ governance structure and framework, and adequacy of AML/CFT reporting to board and management, as an indication of the risk culture of the entity. The reviews could be done on site or off site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Review adequacy of policies and procedures</strong></td>
<td>This enables supervisors to assess the sufficiency and effectiveness of an entities’ policies and procedures in mitigating ML/TF risks. It could also provide supervisors with opportunity to corroborate the findings and results of the ML/TF risks assessment conducted by the entity. The reviews could be done on site or off site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Review of internal and external audit reports</strong></td>
<td>These reports could help supervisors identify any potential areas of weaknesses in regulated entities for further supervisory engagements. The reviews could be done on site or off site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviews with staff of various functions and seniority including Boards and senior management</td>
<td>These interactions enable supervisors to assess the level of understanding and ability of employees of the regulated entity to effectively identify and mitigate ML/TF risks through the execution of controls. Discussions with the Board and senior management of the entity allow supervisors to assess their competency, risk awareness and risk appetite towards ML/TF risks, and get a sense of the tone from the top. In turn, interviews with staff executing the controls, typically performed during inspections, allow supervisors to assess the ‘echo from the bottom’ to ensure alignment of the working level risk culture with the tone set by the Board and management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entity-specific inspections/reviews</td>
<td>Entity specific inspections or reviews could be performed onsite or offsite, depending on the supervisory intensity required under the risk-based supervisory approach. In sectors with large numbers of small lower risk supervised entities, off-site inspections and virtual meeting can be effective. Scheduled onsite or offsite inspections or reviews are arranged in line with the risk-based approach and generally encompass a review of the existing frameworks and policies mentioned above. The intensity and scope of the reviews could vary depending on the purpose of the inspection or review. For onsite inspections, sample testing are often performed to validate the effectiveness of controls execution. This is usually not performed for offsite reviews. Triggered onsite or offsite inspections or reviews are more targeted and triggered by a specific event, such as whistleblowing, public allegations of wrongdoing (such as the Panama papers), a new ML/TF typology or findings from another supervisory action such as an assessment of wider internal controls, or findings from an AML/CFT questionnaire.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thematic inspections/reviews</td>
<td>Similar to entity-specific inspections or reviews, thematic inspections or reviews could be conducted onsite or offsite. Thematic reviews are performed on a number of entities, often from the same sector, focusing on one or a few specific aspects of the entities’ AML/CFT systems and controls, such as transaction monitoring treatment of PEPs, or specific risks such as TF, proliferation financing and trade-based money laundering. Thematic reviews often serve to help supervisors gain a better understanding of the way specific ML/TF risks are managed by a sector, or particular types of entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking of rectification of lapses identified in past inspections</td>
<td>This allows supervisors to monitor if past observed weaknesses have been satisfactorily remediated in a timely manner, and if additional supervisory actions may be warranted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outreach to industry</td>
<td>Supervisors may also conduct outreach activities to convey supervisory expectations to entities, and to educate entities on emerging ML/TF issues that are applicable sector-wide. This may include workshop, training, seminar or periodic engagement with industry associations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PART TWO:
STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS COMMON CHALLENGES IN RISK-BASED SUPERVISION & JURISDICTIONAL EXAMPLES

Objectives and scope

114. This section identifies common challenges in applying risk-based supervision and presents potential strategies to address these challenges, but does not oblige authorities to take any of the specific measures outlined. It should be read alongside the FATF Standards and the Guidance in Part One of this paper.

115. The examples covered in this section and in Part 3 should be considered in light of the supervisory frameworks in place in those jurisdictions – the strategies may not be appropriate in all contexts. The inclusion of examples in this report is for illustrative purposes only and does not constitute the FATF’s endorsement of the effectiveness of the country’s supervisory framework for the purposes the FATF mutual evaluations or otherwise. Readers are advised to bear this in mind when drawing reference to these examples.

Overview of challenges identified in Mutual Evaluations

116. While mutual evaluations demonstrate some successes in applying the risk-based approach to supervision, in three out of four evaluations, major and fundamental improvements are required. The majority of the 102 countries evaluated against the 2013 FATF Methodology are rated “moderate” for IO.3. A Core Issue by Core Issue review shows that the largest gaps to achieving “substantial” ratings are in the implementation of the risk-based approach to supervision (Core Issue 3.2) and the application of sanctions for non-compliance (Core Issue 3.4). Analysis of a sample of 59 evaluations suggests that only 24% of FI supervisors and 7% of DNFBP supervisors have conducted an updated risk assessment. Analysis of Core Issue 3.2 of these reports reveals that the ability to apply supervision on a risk-sensitive basis is not necessarily connected to sector supervised, but rather to the overall quality of supervision (i.e. means and tools available to supervisors). Supervisors with more resources and tools were able to mitigate, although not eliminate, this gap and adequately supervise both FI and DNFBP sectors.

117. Countries are performing generally very well in terms of technical compliance with requirements related to supervision, with largely compliant to compliant ratings obtained in most Recommendations. However some weaknesses remain with 44% countries rated NC on R.28, related to the supervision of DNFBPs.
118. The evaluations highlight different degrees of supervisory focus and resources put on financial and DNFBP sectors. Implementation of risk-based supervision is generally more advanced for FIs than it is for DNFBPs. The DNFBP sectors are often newer to regulation and there are challenges for the supervisors and the industry. Entities in DNFBP sectors often have insufficient understanding of their obligations and sectoral and –entity level- risk assessments, when available, are less developed. Often there are also limitations within the agencies responsible for supervising or monitoring DNFBPs (i.e. lack of capacity/expertise and resources to supervise the large sectors, agencies new to supervision, overlapping responsibilities, etc.). In addition, these sectors often include a large number of entities that vary widely in size, nature and sophistication while also involved in a diverse range of activities, creating challenges in risk assessment and risk-based supervision. The challenges in relation to VASP supervision can be similar to those faced in other sectors but are also unique due to a number of factors, including the novel nature of the sector, its global reach and the speed at which transactions can take place.

5. Strategies to address challenges in assessing ML/TF risks

5.1. Disconnect from, or misalignments with, the NRA

119. National Risk Assessments (NRAs) are intended to inform the national AML/CFT policy and strategies and implementation of a risk-based approach to both AML/CFT regulation and supervision. They provide a point in time view of the risks of ML/TF that the country is exposed to. NRAs should be regularly reviewed and kept up to date. If the ML/TF risks at national or sectoral level are not assessed comprehensively, or there is a disconnect or misalignment between the NRA findings and the AML/CFT supervision framework, AML/CFT supervision cannot be effectively risk-based. For example, while working on the design and development of risk-based AML/CFT supervisory frameworks, some jurisdictions have noticed gaps and deficiencies in their NRAs, as the NRAs did not comprehensively identify all the ML/TF risks or provide the necessary insights and information on the risks. This has led these jurisdictions to revisit their NRAs and supplement them with additional analysis, particularly on sectoral risks. Another example of possible issues in NRAs is the lack of information on medium-risk and low-risk areas/sectors, and ML/TF risks in the DNFBP sectors, which are also essential for effective risk-based approach to AML/CFT supervision. The NRA and the SRA do not have align perfectly in terms of risk scoring etc., but there should be a general coherence between the findings of both assessments.

120. Strategies to address this challenge:

- Supervisory authorities should participate in the NRA process and share and discuss their understanding of sectoral risks with other stakeholders. The NRA report and findings should be accessible to supervisory authorities and should be taken into account in the development of supervision strategies. If the NRA is not complete or comprehensive enough to inform the risk-based supervision framework, it should be reviewed and improved.

- Authorities should ensure ongoing communication among supervisors on the NRA to ensure identified risks remain current and to understand emerging risks that need to be reflected in NRA updates.
5.2. New areas of supervisory responsibility – identifying the regulatory population

121. If a supervisor’s authority is extended to include a sector not previously supervised for AML/CFT purposes, a first step is to identify the regulatory population and begin to understand the risk environment. This is particularly important, as it underpins a number of decisions, including what resources, skills and experience are needed to effectively supervise the sector. This task is often more straightforward if the authority is being extended to cover activities carried out by entities that are already regulated for other purposes (the challenge may be to track down and share this information among authorities). Identifying the population is more challenging when it involves entities that are not already supervised for another purpose (e.g. VASPs in most jurisdictions). For example, it can be difficult to accurately predict the size of the population before the registration/licensing process begins. In one jurisdiction that was early to introduce AML/CTF regulations for VASPs, the supervisor estimated that approximately 50 VASPs would register as obliged entities. However, when the regime came into force, the actual number of registrations received was around 350. The challenge can be more acute where there are no trade associations or industry bodies and there are numerous smaller operators. Additional challenges occur when entities are physically based outside the jurisdiction but are able to operate within them (e.g. online casinos or VASPs).

122. Even when it is not a new area of responsibility, there may be fluctuations and changes in the regulatory population or failures to fully identify the regulatory population. For example, in the UK, the Office for Professional Body Anti-Money Laundering Supervision (OPBAS) found at the end of its first year in operation, 18% of relevant DNFBP supervisors had not fully identified their supervised population. Following a series of workshops in June 2019, by the end of that year, this had been rectified.

123. Strategies to address this challenge:

- A number of other domestic and international authorities or organisations may hold relevant information. For example, revenue and tax agencies, corporate registries and trade or professional associations. Already supervised entities may also provide a source of information (e.g., banks will hold information on activities of customers).

- Open source information (e.g., web searches or industry contact directories) may also be of assistance in this regard. Outreach actions and workshops may also assist the supervisor not only in understanding the risk environment but also in identifying the regulatory population (e.g., outreach actions towards representative bodies of DNFBP or VASP sectors).

- Supervisors should continue to identify and verify their regulated population on a periodic basis to capture fluctuations and reassess supervision strategies and resources required to deliver them. Where point-of-consumption regulation applies, supervisors should establish communication channels with jurisdictions that have a concentration of entities located, but not operating within them (e.g., jurisdictions that host a large number of online casinos that are mainly used by customers in other jurisdictions).

- See VASP sector examples at section 9.1.
5.3. New areas of supervisory responsibility – identifying and understanding the risks

124. Where supervisors’ mandates have been expanded to include new activities not previously subject to AML/CFT supervision, supervisors may not have a good understanding of the risks in the sector or the strength of mitigation measures and need to consider how best to integrate entities engaging in such activities into their risk models.

125. Strategies to address this challenge:

• As a starting point, supervisors should focus on the potential level of ML/TF risk in the sector (i.e., inherent risks). Supervisory authorities should seek to build an initial understanding of the inherent risk that these new activities could present and seek to supplement this knowledge through engagement with law enforcement authorities, other supervisory authorities which are already supervising and licencing/registering such entities and through engagement with the entities themselves (for example, through issuing a ML/TF questionnaire, engaging in meetings with the sector or with specific entities as part of registration or licensing processes). To ensure that this process does not result in diverting resources from existing higher risk sectors, additional resources may be required or sought. These resource considerations should be part of planning and rolling out regulation to new sectors. Supervisors can also learn from other jurisdictions that are already supervising the activities (i.e. where regulation has been introduced by their international counterparts).

• Putting in place a dynamic risk assessment process which is kept under review and duly updated as the understanding of the sector develops (including appropriate re-rating of sectors and entities), can help ensure resources are targeted at the highest risk areas. See guidance on updating risk assessments at section 2.4, including incorporate findings from supervision work and feeding in other sources of information.

• In some cases, existing information from regulated entities can help supervisors obtain information on newly regulated entities.

• Where a significant number of entities are entering a market or seeking licencing or registration at the same time (e.g., VASPs), it may be useful for supervisors to ensure that sufficient flexibility is built into their approach, to allow for prioritisation of incoming requests. This could involve identifying and prioritising entities carrying out the highest risk activities for early registration, monitoring key risk indicators, or increased emphasis on ad-hoc onsite and off-site reviews, and engaging regularly with industry bodies.

5.4. Difficulties in assessing risks at the entity-level

126. In certain situations, an entity may not have developed a risk assessment, or the risk assessment that was developed may be overly broad and does not provide sufficient granularity or analysis.

---

30 Cooperating licensing and registering authorities can help develop an understanding the ML/TF risks at an entity level. Any exchange of information would need to have a legal basis and/or memorandum of understanding to facilitate this exchange.
127. Some sectors have a large number of (mostly smaller) active institutions and it is difficult to develop comprehensive risk profiles for each individual entity. In the case of newly established institutions or recently regulated sectors, there may not be in-depth knowledge about the risks presented by those individual entities’ business models and activities, and the results from the supervisory authority’s own audits or other supervisory activities are not yet available.

128. Strategies to address this challenge:

- Undertake sectoral risk assessments as a first step. The sectoral risk analysis primarily provides a good overview of the risks to which an institution is exposed as a result of its business activities in this sector, and therefore important insights can be gained for the risk profile of the individual institution. It also makes it possible to provisionally apply the sectoral risk rating as a default rating to newly established or recently regulated institutions.

- Depending on the specificities of the regulatory population, develop clusters of entities that share common characteristics, where the risks of ML/TF affecting the entities in the cluster are very similar.

- Encourage the supervised entities to leverage the sectoral risk assessment created by supervisors as a starting point or model to develop their own risk assessment over time. Supervisors could also consider making application to register conditional upon preparation of a risk assessment (reviewed at time of application).

- The larger, more comprehensive and higher risk the business activities of an entity are, the greater degree of granularity in the assessment of risks should be carried out when developing a risk profile. On the other hand, this means that, for small entities with very limited business activities, risk profiles can be developed based on the sector analysis combined with the entity’s key financial figures (e.g. turnover, transaction volume, cross-border transaction volume).

- To improve entities’ risk assessments, identify themes and common shortcomings that may be addressed through guidance and feedback. Ensure a number of channels are used to disseminate the outcomes of the NRA or supervisory risk assessments. E.g. Jersey recently produced a video explaining the key ML/TF risks entities in the jurisdiction are subject to. Other jurisdictions have produced summarised information to provide a snapshot of risks, etc.

- Provide clear guidance to entities for their institutional risk assessments. Consider developing ready to use templates that will guide them in their institutional risk assessments. If the entities do not have the analytical capacity, these templates may target to collect low risk information (i.e. the volume of certain products or services, number of non-resident clients) which can be the basis for the risk assessment by the supervisory authority.
5.5. Building risk understanding over time

129. Developing a supervisory risk assessment methodology for the first time, or updating the methodology, to provide more nuanced risk assessment, can be a daunting task.

130. Strategies to address this challenge:

- Supervisory authorities should seek to build an initial understanding of the inherent risk in the sectors they supervise and the national context from the NRA, sector experts and engagement with other relevant authorities. This will ensure that the risk factors assessed are adapted for ML/TF purposes.

- Supervisors should seek to identify and use quantitative and qualitative data when starting or updating a risk assessment. Ideally, risk assessments should be performed with a set of up-to-date, accurate, relevant and consistent data. This data can be obtained through a questionnaire or data return from entities which can include information such as data on ML/TF alerts, STR activity, staff training (among other quantitative data), as well as information on the financial and economic activity of the entity.

- Supervisory authorities’ risk understanding will develop over time through the experience and knowledge gained from carrying out supervisory work, engagement with law enforcement and other supervisory authorities, and from regular participation at domestic and international AML/CFT operational and policy fora. This enhanced understanding should be incorporated into supervisory authorities’ risk assessments and supervisory authorities should have processes in place to ensure that risk assessments are subject to regular review and update. Supervisory authorities’ processes should seek to undertake risk assessments at the individual entity level when applying supervisory tools and these individual risk assessments should feed into the sectoral risk assessments.

- Supervisory authorities should seek to enhance and strengthen their models for risk understanding by supplementing the qualitative approach to risk understanding with quantitative information. Supervisory authorities that are applying supervisory tools as part of their supervision models through which they are routinely collecting data from supervised entities or that have access to data from other sources, should ensure that relevant data is integrated into the risk assessment process. Supervisors should also consider adapting the data requested via questionnaires or data returns to address the latest risks. See case study 7.1.2.

- While developing a risk assessments methodology, supervisors should opt for the models that provide results at various levels (e.g., at individual risk category for one or across multiple entities, provide consolidated views, trends year-over-year, etc.). The methodology should allow supervisors to form a view on the levels of risks across the entities of similar size and operations, or within the same sector. Supervisors should be able to obtain from entities or generate reports on changes in the risks and quality of controls from one risk assessment period to another.

- As the risk model becomes more sophisticated it may be adapted to provide greater distinction of the relative risks of entities within and across sectors.
(e.g. more specific risk rating categories may be added). Supervisors should review periodically their risk rating approach to assess whether it remains adequate and proportionate to the regulatory population.

- The methodology and results of the supervisors’ risk assessment should be well supported with a clear rationale and understanding of how risks are identified and weighted. These should regularly be revisited in accordance with the changes in the risk environment.

5.6. Engagement with other authorities to supplement the risk assessment

131. Other authorities hold important information that should inform supervisory risk assessments. For example, regulated entities report suspicious activities to FIUs that are further investigated by other authorities and supervisors need to obtain feedback on this reporting and on typologies to better understand the risks facing the entities they supervise. In the same vein, prudential authorities or other foreign authorities can be aware of new activities in a regulated entity that supervisors are not aware of, which can give rise to new AML/CFT risks.

132. Strategies to address this challenge:

- Supervisors should diversify the sources of inputs of their risk assessments by engaging with other stakeholders, especially other AML/CFT or prudential supervisors, the FIU, law enforcement agencies, and relevant foreign authorities. Some ways to facilitate this are secondments and liaison officers for pertinent relationships and joint meetings or guidance for regulated entities. In some jurisdictions, the FIU provides regular reports on the quality and quantity of STR filings by regulated entities and/or specific warnings that highlight deficiencies or weaknesses identified in some regulated entities’ internal control systems. See section 3.9 and case studies at 7.5.

- Building strong co-operation with the prudential authorities or other authorities regulating the sectors being supervised. Where the same authority is responsible for supervising both ML/TF and prudential risk of FIs, there can be significant synergies for the ML/TF supervision but information sharing and co-operation continue to be critical as in cases where these functions are performed by different agencies. Synergies can be found in terms of understanding FIs’ business models, internal governance arrangements and internal control system weaknesses.

- Building strong co-operation with foreign authorities: this can be achieved through informal and proactive exchanges of information, establishing international supervisory colleges and official channels for communication, participating in supervisors’ forums and having regular meetings with other authorities. See section 3.10 for further detail.

- Co-operating across public/private partnerships: For example, the UK has published its Economic Crime Plan, which sets out the actions being taken by the public and private sectors to ensure that the UK cannot be abused for economic crime. Inputs and outputs on the plan are being considered at ministerial as well as working level, to ensure the right risks are identified, shared and mitigated across the financial service and DNFBP sectors.
5.7. Data collection issues

133. Data collection is an important way for supervisors to identify and monitor risks, but it can be time consuming and burdensome for entities and supervisors when it is done inefficiently. Entities may have difficulties collecting data required by supervisors or providing data where their systems are not compatible with that of the supervisor. Supervisors may also face challenges in handling and processing data, particularly large-scale data sets. Some of the common data collection challenges include:

- a lack of relevant historical quantitative data or the data requested is not retained by the entity in the form requested by the supervisor
- lack of information in digital format or held in multiple databases
- high volume of information
- inconsistent definitions may affect the quality of the data collected and there may be compatibility issues among the data from different institutions
- information requires data cleaning before using, and
- cost of collection, validation, storage, processing and dissemination.

134. When developing or revising data collection from regulated entities there are several challenges that can arise. For example, entities may not understand the requirements or interpret them differently creating consistency and comparability issues and ultimately leading to inaccurate outcomes because of the data quality issues. Although supervisors are increasingly using technology and need to feed their automatic tools with data, they should also consider that any request of a new set of data may require the supervised entities to adapt their information system to be able to report adequate and reliable data, so advance notice is needed.

135. Strategies to address this challenge:

- Effective co-ordination and information sharing within the supervisory agency to ensure information already collected by a department is not requested by another. For example, in the UK the FCA has an Information Governance Board to ensure that uniform requests for data are justified by meeting certain criteria, including that the data has not already been collected. It is also prudent to consult with other relevant authorities, such as the FIU that may also seek or hold relevant data from regulated entities.

- Regulated entities should be consulted early in the development of data collection tools. In France, there is a consultation phase with FIs before issuing the yearly ML/TF questionnaire. Presenting the new questions and the rationale for any changes of the questionnaire (i.e. quantitative and qualitative data) is an opportunity to present the priorities if the changes result from an increasing attention to a specific risk. It helps supervised entities understand the purpose of any new or amended question and to answer it accurately and specifically. It also gives an opportunity for regulated entities to raise any difficulties they may face in answering the questionnaire (difficulty in implementing new regulations, availability of data requested that may need IT developments, etc.). This prior consultation facilitates the collection of better data.
Increase the type of information requested gradually, starting with information already collected and moving towards information not collected, thereby giving entities the time to start collecting data. Automated data collection should also be considered. Carefully assess which data is required at a minimum to make an informed assessment of ML/TF risk, bearing in mind that more information does not necessarily translate into a better risk assessment. Give sufficient prior notice to the regulatory population to adapt its information system and to ensure the quality and reliability of the reported data and provide adequate time for entities to adapt to the new or revised requirements.

- For significant providers of data, supervisors may liaise with the entities’ technology providers so they can build in back-end/output supervisory requirements to front end/input data collection portals.

- For sectors involving fast-paced changes in technology and or changes in the market environment (e.g., the VASP sector), authorities could engage with industry bodies or self-regulating bodies to understand the technology and adapt its data collection accordingly.

### 5.8. Special considerations for DNFBP supervisors

136. Some sectors, in particular DNFBPs, have a very large number of entities such that understanding ML/TF risks of each entity is difficult as supervisors may have no or little data on individual entity activities. In addition, the range of sizes of entities (from sole traders up to groups operating internationally) and the diversity of activities undertaken by DNFBPs often makes understanding and assessing ML/TF risks across all sub-sectors challenging, in the absence of highly specialised resources (supervisors) who are knowledgeable and experienced in the specific activities carried out by all types of DNFBPs.

137. On a more practical level, data collection from DNFBP sub-sectors may be difficult due to:

- the sub-sectors having little or no capacity to generate or produce the type of comprehensive and reliable data required by supervisors to assess risk, due to a lack of understanding by the entities
- a lack of legal authority to collect data (particularly in the case of self-regulating bodies (SRBs))
- challenges in identifying reporting entities or determining whether a person/company is a reporting entity, especially in those sectors that are not directly regulated or licensed by any licensing authorities or self-regulating bodies (SRBs), and
- the absence of compliance data on individual entities (e.g. in lower risk sectors, or newly regulated subsectors with no history of supervision or regulatory relationship); meaning that assessing the effectiveness of control frameworks and hence residual risk in some DNFBPs is a particular challenge.

138. Strategies to address these challenges:

- Supervisors of these sectors may seek to identify sub-sectors or market segments or clusters within the sector and understand their respective
features or characteristics so that risk profiles can be established at the sub-sectorial or segment level.

- Supervisors may develop simplified risk assessment templates for less complex entities with lower risk profiles for ML/TF and other illicit financial activity. Such templates may collect the information from institutions on their business and transactions, products and services, client profiles etc. Supervisors can form a broad judgement about the risks based on this data.

- In addition, supervisors may coordinate and liaise with licensing bodies and sectoral associations to obtain information on the entities in the sector, subject to a legal basis to share information between the supervisor and these bodies. Licensing bodies and sectoral associations could help to identify entities for supervisory focus based on criteria developed by the supervisor.

- Supervisors may introduce and strictly enforce obligations to submit risk and activity information (e.g., an annual report or similar). These obligations need to be augmented by provisions in law together with sanctions for non-submission.

- For sectors with little data available, supervisors may initially implement a relatively simple risk-based supervisory strategy (e.g., driven by broad indicators of inherent risk). More complexity may be incorporated into the approach as better data becomes available and supervisory engagement increases, allowing an effective consideration of control frameworks and residual risk. Also see sections 5.4 and 6.3.

- Supervisors may undertake on-sites of a random sample of sectors where there are data gaps (e.g. lower risk subsectors that are not subject to regular inspection cycles). These may be used not only to assess control frameworks but also to confirm a supervisor's risk understanding of that sector and/or confirm the validity of risk information provided.

5.9. Other guidance

- Supervisors should have skilled and trusted personnel who can assess and understand risks, including recruitment through fit and proper tests or integrity testing as appropriate. This also requires these authorities maintain high professional standards to ensure that individuals have the necessary skills and expertise to carry out this work, which should be commensurate with the complexity of the entity’s operations and risk profile and comply with integrity standards.

- Consider a balance between having staff specialised in particular sectors or entities for a number of years to build up knowledge/experience and building in rotation or other safeguards to ensure objectivity and sharing of expertise within supervisory teams. Secondments from industry are also a good way of complementing knowledge and experience.
6. Applying risk-based supervision

6.1. Sequencing to establish risk-based supervision

139. Where there are new supervisory responsibilities or AML/CFT supervision is applied to new sectors, it may be difficult to achieve a fully effective risk-based supervision over the short term.

140. Strategies to address this challenge:

- Consider building into the supervisory strategy a step-by-step approach to risk-based supervision. For example, below is the process followed by the Anti-Money Laundering Compliance Unit in the Irish Department of Justice which supervises several DNFBP sectors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 6.1. Step-by-step approach to establishing risk-based supervision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Develop legal framework and define scope of the regime (e.g. what activities or types of entities will be regulated). Think about powers needed for the specific sector based on the risks it presents. For example: specific powers to enter premises, remove files etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Establish a preliminary understanding of the sector, including identifying an estimate of the entities in scope, the size of their operations, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Establish supervisory authority and staff (think about needs, e.g., knowledge and skills gaps, additional technology, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Programme of staff training (Who should deliver it? Who should you involve? What training is available?)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Develop inspection procedures around obligations in legislation, international best practice (e.g. FATF/EU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Think about frequency (e.g. more often for high risk) and focus (e.g. particular cohort challenges) of inspections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Learn about your cohorts – identify inherent risks by understanding the specific threats and vulnerabilities in each sector. Review any existing information (e.g., national risk assessments or assessments by other authorities) or international documentation on sector and risks it faces e.g. FATF, EU etc. (see section on risk assessment) and identify missing information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Think about the balance between off-site reviews and onsite inspections. Sometimes it is difficult to establish residual risks in certain cohorts without an on-site visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Identify residual risks after applying AML/CFT measures.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Undertake outreach with sector before commencing inspections e.g. information booklets, templates etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Think about undertaking capacity-building inspections for both the entity and the supervisor.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
• Share information within the AML supervisor. For example, internal team meetings every fortnight to share findings, discuss issues arising, FATF/EU guidance, trends, media, strategies for improvements etc.

Source: Department of Justice, Ireland
Note: In reality, many of these steps may happen in a different order or in tandem.

6.2. Insufficient resources or inexperienced staff

141. There may be a lack of, or inadequately trained staff, to conduct a proper risk-based supervision. Teams conducting AML/CFT supervision may be new or covering new sectors or AML/CFT responsibilities newly assigned to existing regulators. There may be a lack of supervisory tools and technologies.

142. Strategies to address this challenge:

• Allocate the limited supervisory resources based on sector’s/entities’ risks in an effective manner. In allocating resources, based on the outcome-focused approach (See Section 3.4), supervisors should focus not only on the headcount but also the capability and training of the AML/CFT staff.

• Ensure that there is requisite senior management support and buy in within the supervisory body. Use the results of the risk assessment to secure additional resources by demonstrating the risks that remain unmitigated. For those who are part of a larger agency, consider designating specific resources for AML/CFT to build expertise and support other supervisory staff. If staff lack AML/CFT expertise, or expertise in relation to a particular sector, develop strategies to build capacity and consider appropriate use of other experts. Consider seconding staff from more experienced AML/CFT supervisory authorities to transfer knowledge and expertise. Consider appropriate use of third parties or consultants as an interim measure (see section 4.3 for more detail).

• When designing the supervisory approach and determining the target operating model, conduct a detailed training needs analysis and allocate resources for training. Where a supervisor is taking on supervision responsibilities for a newly regulated sector, it is unlikely that they will have existing staff with both the technical knowledge of the sector and experience in carrying out risk based supervision. It is also unlikely that they will be able to easily recruit individuals to meet this need. Providing tailored training and forming teams with a mix of skilled supervisors and technical experts is an approach to addressing this issue.

• Provide AML/CFT training courses or learning opportunities to AML/CFT supervisors and adequate provision of budget and staff time for learning and development, along with exploring opportunities to gain insight into best practice from more established AML/CFT supervisors. This may include, for example: a resource centre that has job aids, templates, and other tools that can assist less experienced staff in a time of immediate need; access to financial crime training courses or online or pre-recorded training material that staff can access and participation in international or regional training or experience exchange with supervisors in other jurisdictions.
6.3. Supervising sectors with a large number of entities and limited risk information

143. Strategies to address this challenge:

- See the advice in the section above on strengthening the risk assessment. If adequate information is available, using risk rating scales that include more risk ratings (e.g., high, medium high, medium, medium low, and low) ratings may help provide greater distinction of the relative risks of entities within and across sectors with a large number of entities than a lower number of ratings in a scale, for example a three-risk rating scale. With greater distinction, supervisors can further tailor their supervisory approach.

- Identify key players in the sector, for example those that make up a large percentage of market share or those that belong to a sub-sector presenting higher risks. It may also be possible to engage with entities providing AML/CFT compliance services for a large number of entities in a sector e.g. outsourcing of transaction monitoring or CDD. It may be possible to use economies of scale by leveraging off an inspection to one entity by making some assumptions about other entities using the same service provider, subject to any particularities/refinements adopted by individual entities and any differences in the use of the product or service.

- Identified sub-sectors or clusters of entities can be grouped together by similar, factual inherent risk characteristics such as services offered in a specific location, for example, conveyancing in London. Supervisors can supervise these sub-sectors by picking entities using criteria under a risk-based sampling methodology for further attention via on-site or off-site supervision. Where the outcomes of these assessments are significantly varied, the sub-sector may not be specific enough and not appropriate to be clustered together for supervision purposes.31 Where the outcomes are similar, trends can be identified and supervisory strategies can target the entire sub-sector. This allows supervisors to effectively target resource in the most appropriate way.

- Identifying and engaging with AML/CFT compliance officers in these entities to increase awareness of risks and regulatory requirements.

- Ensure communications and guidance are used to set expectations and provide feedback on good and poor practices. This can be achieved through a number of channels including, industry outreach, publishing the outcomes of thematic reviews and detailing specific failings in enforcement notices. This enables businesses that may receive less direct supervisory engagement to conduct gap analysis on their systems and controls to ensure they align with good practice.

6.4. Poor independent audits of entities

144. Many supervisors of financial institutions make use of FI’s internal and external audits as an important source of information on FI’s AML/CFT controls (many smaller DNFBPs do not have internal audit functions). Independent audits with an inadequate scope or of poor quality may present a challenge for the supervisor. In

---

31 The effectiveness of mitigations and controls may lead to greater diversity in end risk ratings despite the inherent risk being consistent and may help supervisors further distinguish between entities.
some systems, supervisors may rely heavily on audit information regarding the entity’s specific risks, to understand how these risks are being managed and controlled, and the status of the compliance program. Therefore, if the entity’s independent audit is inadequate, those independent audit findings cannot be leveraged to tailor the review areas covered by the supervisory authority and to allocate the resources necessary to assess the entity’s compliance program. Moreover, poor independent audit report(s) and supporting paper work can hinder supervisors in understanding audit coverage and the quality and quantity of transaction testing that was performed as part of the independent audit. Without this knowledge, supervisors may be limited in their ability to risk-focus and identify areas for greater (or lesser) review.

145. Strategies to address this challenge:

- To prevent this issue, supervisory authorities should assess whether the entities have processes in place to ensure the audit scope and depth is appropriate and that audits are performed by competent, qualified and reputable independent auditors and take steps to satisfy themselves that the audits performed are of sufficient quality, for example by carrying out sample checks. Moreover, supervisors should confirm that the financial institution or DNFBP’s independent audit plan assesses the effectiveness of AML/CFT controls across and within the entity or group’s operations.
- Cross-compare findings from supervision activities and independent audit to help detect the deficiencies in independent audit and auditors.

6.5. Special considerations for DNFBP supervisors

146. Challenges in data collection and assessment of risk are detailed in section 1.9 above, while further challenges to risk-based supervision of DNFBPs include:

- Difficulties in ensuring an adequate level of DNFBP supervision (where risk models/Supervisory programmes usually focus on larger FIs like banks). This is discussed in the context of monitoring in Part A, but is particularly relevant to DNFBP supervision in a single supervisor.
- Notably, in order to achieve “statistical significance”, a meaningful number of supervisory engagements (whether on-site or off-site) need to be carried out relative to the population size. In the case of DNFBP sectors with large populations, achieving statistical significance may not be attainable. In these cases a supervisor could instead focus on a sub-group or selection of entities within the population that presents the highest risk.
- Difficulties in ensuring supervisors are specialists and/or sufficiently trained, experienced and knowledgeable in relation to the widely diverse activities carried out by supervised entities.
- DNFBP supervisors, in particular self-regulatory bodies, may not have full legal authority to carry out supervision on all entities within the sector.

147. Strategies to address these challenges:

- Intensive outreach and engagement with and via sectoral associations (which may not be necessarily the self-regulatory bodies), including the provision of specific DNFBP sectoral typologies.
• Comprehensive training for supervisors on the business models and activities of the various DNFBP sub-sectors.

• Ensuring that random, reactive and event-driven supervisory activity provides sufficient coverage across DNFBP subsectors which are not subject to cyclical on-site programmes.

• Defining a strategy which is adapted to the sector and degree of risk presented by entities.

• As set out at section 5.8 above, supervisors may initially implement a relatively simple risk-based supervisory strategy (e.g., driven by broad indicators of inherent risk in a subsector). More complexity may be incorporated into the approach as better data becomes available and supervisory engagement increases, allowing an effective consideration of control frameworks and residual risk in individual entities.

6.6. Role of self-regulatory bodies for DNFPBs

148. According to the FATF Standards, a jurisdiction may decide to assign all or some of supervisory tasks and responsibilities to self-regulatory bodies (SRBs) of DNFBPs (except for casinos). However, this arrangement needs to consider the jurisdictional context and may not be optimal for all jurisdictions. In general, SRBs may lack the power and the tools of government supervisory agencies, particularly the sanctioning power. There may be conflict of interest and independence related issues for some SRBs (particularly where SRBs are dependent upon membership fee income). In addition, many SRBs have serious human resources and other capacity constraints, or are not adequately focused on, or adequately trained/experienced in relation to, AML/CFT issues.

149. Strategies to address this challenge:

• The designation of the appropriate AML/CFT supervisory authorities should carefully analyse these factors before deciding the possible role of the SRBs in supervision accordingly. Based on this analysis, a jurisdiction may decide that the role of the SRBs can be more complementary in nature, for example, contributing to implementing market entry controls, awareness raising, training, and guidance.

• If an SRB is chosen as a supervisor laws and regulations need to be drafted/amended to ensure that they have the necessary powers and tools. The laws and regulations should also ensure the conflict of interest situations are dealt with.

• There should be some level of oversight/supervision by a competent authority over the AML/CFT work of SRBs. In the UK, OPBAS was set up as a supervisor of SRBs designated as DNFBP supervisors under the Money Laundering Regulations to ensure there is a consistent approach to AML/CFT supervision across the relevant DNFBP sectors and to assess whether they are effectively meeting their obligations set out in legislation. While further improvements in the effectiveness of AML/CFT supervision remain, there has been significant progress made. OPBAS continues to deliver its second phase of supervisory work and expects to publish its third report in 2021.
6.7. Lack of clarity in the division of supervisory roles and responsibilities

150. In many jurisdictions, there is a lack of clarity in the division of the labour and responsibilities between AML/CFT supervisory authorities, particularly between the FIU and the other supervisors but also between prudential and AML/CFT supervisors or AML/CFT supervisors that are responsible for the AML/CFT supervision of different aspects of the same entity’s activities. In those cases, it is not always clear which agency has the primary role and responsibility for AML/CFT supervision.

151. Strategies to address this challenge:

- Ideally, the law should clearly identify which agency has the primary responsibility of AML/CFT supervision of a sector. To this end, any ambiguities in the laws should be addressed, and the overlaps and conflicts between AML/CFT laws and sectoral supervision laws should be examined and eliminated, as necessary. In addition, as appropriate, memoranda of understandings can help define the respective roles the authorities and the principles for collaboration and information sharing among them. Such arrangements and clear division of AML/CFT supervision roles and responsibilities becomes particularly essential when a multinational authority and/or a federal authority have AML/CFT supervisory responsibilities over domestic or local entities.

- Set up mechanisms to ensure co-operation and a consistent approach between those agencies and ensure that information flows freely and in a timely manner.

6.8. Zero-tolerance or zero-failure approach

152. A zero-tolerance approach that does not tolerate imperfections, particularly in areas identified to pose lower risks, is counterproductive to an effective AML/CFT system and for risk-based supervision. This is valid both at the supervisory agency and in terms of an entity’s approach to meeting its requirements. In certain cases, it may be difficult to develop institutional support for taking a risk-based approach due to fears of missing compliance failures in areas deemed as lower risk. It also requires deep knowledge of sectors and providers, critical thinking and subjective judgment by supervisors. As set out in section 3.7, there may be valid reasons for supervisors to take remedial or other action across the risk spectrum if, for example, the failure is due to repeated, knowing or wilful non-compliance with AML/CFT requirements. At the entity level, a zero tolerance approach could lead to indiscriminate cutting loose of entire classes of customer, without taking into account, seriously and comprehensively, their level of risk and risk mitigation measures for individual customers within a particular sector.

153. Strategies to address this challenge:

- Especially in the introductory stages of the implementation of a risk-based approach to AML/CFT, supervisors should explain the approach to their regulatory population and clearly explain and provide guidance on how it should be applied. In justifying their approach internally, supervisors should seek high-level support for their supervisory strategies by explaining its rationale and be able to demonstrate the benefits of this approach.
• The development and senior management sign-off of supervisory risk statements and frameworks would also be an appropriate strategy.
• Supervisors should introduce the RBA gradually, and give greater flexibility to the sector as their expertise and risk assessment capability increases.
• Supervisors should make clear that it is inappropriate to indiscriminately terminate or restrict business relationships of entire classes of customer, without taking into account, seriously and comprehensively, their level of risk and risk mitigation measures for individual customers within a particular sector.

6.9. Integrated vs. Standalone AML/CFT Supervision

154. While some supervision agencies have dedicated AML/CFT supervision programs and teams, some others conduct their AML/CFT supervision as an (integrated) part of general or prudential supervision program. Both approaches may have pros and cons. For example, in an integrated supervision framework, on-site inspection plans may depend heavily on prudential risks leaving prudentially sound entities with higher ML/TF risks out of the inspection plan, which is not in line with the RBA to supervision. On the other hand, when AML/CFT supervision is conducted on a standalone basis, co-ordination and collaboration with the prudential supervisors and other aspects of supervision is often challenging.

155. Strategies to address this challenge:
• When choosing one of these approaches or a combination of both, authorities should carefully consider these advantages and disadvantages. See the diagram below and please refer to Basel Committee's guidance on co-ordination between AML/CFT supervision and prudential supervision for further guidance on this topic.

Table 6.1. World Bank comparison of integrated and stand-alone inspections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>by GENERAL OR PRUDENTIAL SUPERVISOR</th>
<th>by SPECIALISED AML/CFT SUPERVISOR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| INTEGRATED AML/CFT INSPECTION | All supervisors are or can be involved in AML/CFT inspections as an extension of the prudential inspections.  
Pros: All supervisors gain AML/CFT experience and are involved in AML/CFT agenda.  
Co-ordination between prudential and AML/CFT inspections will be smoother.  
Cons: Prudential risks will determine the inspection plan. AML/CFT risks may not be always parallel to the prudential risks.  
Supervisors may tend to see the AML/CFT as a secondary issue compared to prudential risks.  
Specialisation in and the depth of AML/CFT inspections may remain limited. | A specialised AML/CFT supervisor joins the team during the prudential inspection and conducts the AML/CFT inspection.  
Pros: A group of experts will excel in AML/CFT, leading to deeper, and higher quality AML/CFT inspection.  
Co-ordination between prudential and AML/CFT inspections will be smoother.  
Cons: Prudential risks will determine the inspection plan. AML/CFT risks may not be always parallel to prudential risks. |
| STAND-ALONE AML/CFT INSPECTION | Standalone AML/CFT inspections conducted by general or prudential supervisors. (Possible but not common).  
Pros: All supervisors gain AML/CFT experience and involved in AML/CFT agenda. | AML/CFT inspections done by specialised supervisor, independently from prudential inspections.  
Pros: A group of experts will excel in AML/CFT, leading to deeper, and higher quality AML/CFT inspections. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>There will be a separate AML/CFT inspection plan that is independent from prudential side, allowing better alignment of AML/CFT supervision to ML/TF risks.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cons</td>
<td>Specialisation in and the depth of AML/CFT inspections may remain limited. Co-ordination between prudential and AML/CFT inspections may require more effort.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Integrated with prudential supervision. AML/CFT inspection is conducted as a sub-component of prudential supervision plan and activities.
Source: World Bank

- Standalone AML/CFT supervision teams should seek input from other supervision areas in formulating a sector risk assessment and in terms of identifying specific risks and areas of focus for the assessment of particular entities. For example, AML/CFT supervision teams may want to understand if there are any concerns from a cyber-security or client assets perspective when considering AML/CFT risks, as these concerns may indicate a vulnerability for exploitation by financial criminals. The AML supervision teams should also ensure supervisory findings, either derived from offsite or onsite activities, are shared with the prudential supervisors as major AML/CFT issues may lead to or indicate critical prudential concerns.

- Although prudential and conduct risk may inform supervisors’ understanding of ML/TF risks, AML/CFT supervision should be driven by ML/TF risks rather than prudential or conduct risks.

- For those jurisdictions with dedicated AML/CFT supervision teams, supervisory resources may be categorised as teams/supervisors/responsibilities for 1) high risk supervision 2) medium risk supervision 3) low risk supervision 4) responsive supervision 5) risk analysis, data collection, horizon scanning, or the split may be divided by the type of supervisory intervention (e.g., on-site and off-site). The appropriate sub-categorisations used by the supervisory authority will depend on the size, characteristics and risks presented by the supervisory population.

6.10. Risk-based supervision strategies should be up-to-date and dynamic

156. Through the advances in finance and technology today, the risks can change faster than before. Outdated assessments can undermine risk-based supervision. As set out in section 2.4, it is important to keep risk assessments under review and updated so that resources can be targeted to the highest risk areas.

157. Strategies to address this challenge:

- Supervisory authorities should also be fast and agile in understanding the risks and, if possible, take the advantage of SupTech in monitoring the risks in real time/on a continuous basis. They also need to have the flexibility to adapt their supervision approach and plans to promptly address the emerging ML/TF risks. See the section on ‘use of technology’.
6.11. Logistical challenges in performing on-site inspections

158. In jurisdictions that allow businesses located outside the country to operate within their regulatory perimeter (for example, provision of services online), or certain functions of an entity are located in different locations (e.g. where an organisation operates as a group), on-site inspections are challenging and resource intensive. External factors (current global pandemic) can also make it difficult for on-site inspections to go ahead.

159. Strategies to address this challenge:

- Utilise tools such as video-conferencing to simulate the types of testing that would occur at an on-site inspection, ensuring adequate vigour and spontaneity. For example, the UK Gambling Commission supervisors online casinos that offer services in the UK and it has used various tools to undertake effective supervision including: Microsoft Teams assessments over a number of days with key individuals and the ability to view real time data and interrogation of their systems. Prior to the Microsoft Teams assessment, materials are requested and reviewed (including, the entity's risk assessment, policies, procedures and controls) and the initial findings assist to steer the assessment and it is only during the live assessment that we usually specifically advise operators which customer accounts will be assessed. Additionally, the Gambling Commission requires annual assurance statements from highest impact operators that cover around 90% of the market and asks entities to complete ‘calls for information’.

6.12. Useful resources for further reading

On supervision

- FATF Guidance on Effective Supervision and Enforcement by AML/CFT Supervisors of the Financial Sector and Law Enforcement (October 2015)
- Basel Committee on Banking Supervision Guidelines on Sound Management of risks related to money laundering and terrorist financing (revised in July 2020)
- Financial Stability Institute, Closing the loop: AML/CFT supervision of correspondent banking (September 2020)
- Joint Forum Principles for the Supervision of financial conglomerates Core Principles (BSBC, IOSCO and IAIS)
- European Supervisory Authorities Joint Guidelines on Risk-based supervision (November 2016), under revision
- United States Supervisory Authorities Joint Statement on Risk Focused AML/CFT Supervision (July 2019)32

32 US Statement on risk-focused AML/CFT supervision published by U.S. Federal Banking Regulators and Financial Intelligence Unit
**On risk-based measures**

- FATF Risk-Based Approach Sectoral Guidance on:
  - Banks
  - Life Insurance
  - Securities
  - Money or value transfer services
  - Virtual Assets and Virtual Asset Service Providers (and VA Red flag indicators)
  - Legal Professionals
  - Accountants
  - Trust and company service providers
  - Prepaid cards, mobile payments and internet-based payment services
  - Casinos
  - Dealers in precious metals and stones
  - Real estate agents
- **FATF Guidance on AML/CFT Measures and Financial Inclusion, with a supplement on customer due diligence**
- European Supervisory Authorities Joint Guidelines on Risk Factors (January 2018 - also available in all EU languages)
- Basel Committee on Banking Supervision Guidelines on Sound Management of risks related to money laundering and terrorist financing (revised in July 2020)
- Bank of International Settlements Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures Correspondent banking – final report (July 2016)
- Relevant publications and initiatives by the AML/CFT private sector bodies such as, but not limited to:
  - The Wolfsberg Group, Correspondent Banking Due Diligence Questionnaire (October 2020)
  - The Wolfsberg, International Chamber of Commerce and Bankers Association for Finance and Trade, Trade Finance Principles (2019 amendment)
  - GSMA Proportional risk-based AML/CFT regimes for mobile money and GSMA Mobile Money Certification
OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

161. This section should be read alongside the FATF Standards and the Guidance in Part One of this paper. The country examples covered in this section should be considered in light of the supervisory frameworks in place in those jurisdictions – the approaches mentioned may not be appropriate in all contexts. The inclusion of examples in this report is for illustrative purposes only and does not constitute the FATF’s endorsement of the effectiveness of the country’s supervisory framework for the purposes the FATF mutual evaluations or otherwise. Readers are advised to bear this in mind when drawing reference to these examples.

7. Supervision of financial institutions

7.1. Assessing risks and risk-based supervision

7.1.1. Belgium

162. In Belgium, the National Bank of Belgium (NBB) is the AML/CFT supervisory authority for banks, life-insurance undertakings, investment firms, and payment and e-money institutions. The NBB makes use of three tools centred on information from an Annual AML/CFT questionnaire completed by the regulated entities.

163. The periodic AML/CFT prevention questionnaire

164. The NBB uses an AML/CFT questionnaire to obtain an understanding of the ML/TF risk environment of each entity (the inherent AML/CFT risk it faces, its vulnerability to these risks, including the completeness and effectiveness of the mitigating measures it applies). In order to tailor the AML/CFT questionnaire to each sub-sector of financial institutions supervised by the NBB (banking, securities, insurance and payment sectors), four different questionnaires have been developed for each subsector, with the concern nevertheless to maintain consistency and comparability between these four variations of the questionnaire. The four questionnaires can be found on the NBB’s website.

165. Automated QLB Response Analysis Tool (“FRA”)

166. The AML/CFT supervision group at the NBB developed an internal tool to automatically analyse and score the responses provided. This tool is known as the Automated QLB Response Analysis Tool (“FRA”), which assigns one of the following
risk profiles to each financial institution: High, Medium High, Medium Low or Low. The FRA also makes it possible to visualize and compare the responses to the questionnaire provided by all financial institutions or by a group of them. In future, it will also enable comparisons over time.

167. In addition to being designed as a tool for automated and systematic pre-analysis of the responses to the periodic questionnaire, the FRA is also a tool for the AML/CFT supervisory staff to carry out ad hoc analyses on an institution-by-institution basis. Through visualization techniques, the AML/CFT supervisory staff can quickly identify the main risks generated by the financial institution’s activity as well as any shortcomings in its internal procedures as revealed in the second part of the questionnaire relating to weaknesses in the financial institution’s AML/CFT control environment.

168. The tool for refining the individual risk analyses (“Scorecarding”)

169. The risk profiles assigned automatically by FRA (see above) are based exclusively on each financial institution’s responses to the AML/CFT questionnaire. These profiles are therefore influenced by the quality of these responses.

170. The tool is limited in design in that it does not incorporate the following information:
   - other relevant information provided to the NBB by these same financial institutions, particularly in the context of their reporting on their overall risk assessment, the annual report of the AML/CFT Compliance Officer (AMLCO), or the internal audit reports that can be requested by the NBB
   - the results of previous off-site supervisory actions and on-site inspections
   - information that can be provided by other national or foreign AML/CFT supervisory authorities regarding the same financial institution or the group to which it belongs
   - relevant prudential information received by the AML/CFT supervisory staff
   - information provided by CTIF/CFI, particularly in relation to the intensity and quality of the reporting of the individual financial institutions
   - information submitted by the legal authorities on investigations or criminal prosecutions in cases potentially involving the financial institution, and
   - all publicly available relevant and reliable information.

171. Moreover, more subjective elements such as, for example, the assessment of the expertise, transparency or reliability of the AMLCO or the managers of the financial institution, and the assessment of the overall view of the situation (“supervisory judgement”) are not taken into account in the risk profiles allocated by FRA.

172. In order to be able to integrate in an orderly manner all the information listed above into the individual assessment of the risks associated with each financial institution, and thus to refine or even correct the risk profile allocated in an automated manner by "FRA", the NBB has developed an additional tool called "Scorecarding", in which the results of the analyses carried out by FRA are transferred and in which the AML/CFT supervisory staff can make, when it appears necessary, the required modifications for a correct assessment of the risks.
173. This “Scorecarding” tool should be fully operational in 2020, following certain IT developments and after the risk profiles assigned automatically by FRA on the basis of the responses to the periodic questionnaire submitted to the NBB by 30 June 2019 are supplemented with external information and with the results of the analyses and knowledge of the NBB’s staff.

7.1.2. France

174. In France, the financial sector supervisor, the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (ACPR) requests its supervised entities complete a questionnaire that contributes to feed both assessment of the entity’s inherent risks (questions related to the nature of activities, type and level of risk of customers, type of distributions channels, etc.) and the assessment of the mitigating factors (questions related to the systems of internal controls, transaction monitoring, asset freezing, etc.). This questionnaire evolved over the years; for instance, the ACPR added questions on the screening devices and TF risk assessment in light of increasing terrorist threats since 2015 and updated the information sought based on updated regulatory requirements in the EU. Quantitative data requests with the entity questionnaire have also been increased (e.g. data on training, STR activity, number of alerts from the transaction monitoring tools, time needed to process alerts, etc.).

7.1.3. Germany (BaFin) – entity-level risk ratings

175. BaFin introduced a system of risk classification for AML/CFT supervision according to which each supervised entity is assigned to different risk classes. The risk classification takes into account the individual abstract risk situation of the respective financial institution on the one hand and the quality of the financial institution’s AML/CFT measures and safeguards in place on the other hand.

176. For the assessment of the quality of an institution’s AML/CFT measures and safeguards, the fulfilment of duties from different categories are rated and scored. For the overall rating, the quality of several individual criteria tailored to the financial sector is checked.

177. The scoring system needs different multipliers for the categories of preventive measures giving substantial deficiencies much more weight for the rating than average or low deficiencies (Result: The more a deficiency derogates the efficiency of a safeguard-measure the lower is the rating for the preventive system of an institution).

178. Finally missing or unclear findings in the annual audit reports lead to uncertainties in the evaluation of the quality of the risk management. The rating procedure takes into account lacking and unclear findings in the annual audit reports.

179. For the purpose of a final risk classification the results of the ratings for the potential threat of ML/TF and the quality of AML/CFT-prevention have to be combined (matrix) and each entity has to be allocated to a risk class to deduct the intensity and scope of its supervision.

7.1.4. Ireland: AML/CFT risk model and AML/CFT Supervisory Strategy

180. The Central Bank of Ireland maintains a Financial Sector Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing Risk Assessment model (ML/TF Risk Assessment), which identifies and assesses ML/TF risks from a supervisory perspective in order to
ensure that the Central Bank applies a risk-sensitive approach to AML/CFT supervision.

181. The ML/TF Risk Assessment is managed and maintained by a specialist risk team in the Central Bank’s Anti-Money Laundering Division (AMLD). The ML/TF Risk Assessment is an iterative process, given the evolving and changing nature of ML and TF risk in the financial sectors supervised by the Central Bank.

182. AMLD (in consultation with other supervisory divisions in the Central Bank) is responsible for analysing and determining the ML/TF risks of its supervisory population. There is a specialist risk team in AMLD that works with the AML/CFT supervisory teams and the policy team to analyse risk and the full division meets regularly to discuss risk and policy. The risk, supervisory and policy teams also meet with prudential and conduct supervisors on a regular basis (at least every quarter).

183. AMLD, through its supervisory engagements, its outreach programme and interaction with, amongst others, law enforcement, national and international policy makers and other regulators (national and international) keeps informed of developments that may impact ML/TF risk ratings and incorporates these developments into the ML/TF Risk Assessment. AMLD also communicates and shares information with prudential supervisors to ensure that the ML/TF risk profile of the financial sectors included in the ML/TF Risk assessment is kept up to date.

Risk assessment model and risk analysis

184. The Central Bank became competent authority for AML/CFT supervision of financial institutions in July 2010 and as it was developing its AML/CFT supervisory process it determined that its prudential risk assessment framework, the Probability Risk and Impact System (PRISM), prudential risk ratings were not appropriate indicators for ML/TF risk purposes because the underlying metrics used for PRISM ratings are based on the impact of a financial institution’s failure on financial stability. It became apparent that there was a distinction between the focus of prudential supervisors and AML/CFT supervisors as whilst a financial institution may be lower risk from a prudential (systemic) perspective, the same financial institution may be high risk from an ML/TF perspective. For example, while a money remittance firm may not be considered a high impact firm under prudential risk ratings, the jurisdictional reach and services provided by money remittance firms means that they may be high risk from an ML/TF perspective.

185. The Central Bank devised a separate risk assessment model that would assess financial institutions based on their ML/TF risk in order to inform the AML/CFT supervisory strategy. The ML/TF Risk Assessment sets out the Central Bank’s understanding of the ML/TF inherent risks and the overall level of controls and mitigants in each sector. While the ML/TF Risk Assessment analyses the risks of each sector in accordance with established categories, this is not a mechanistic process. It is necessary to consider not only the vulnerability of sectors to ML/TF but also what the Central Bank understands from its engagement with other agencies, e.g. intelligence gathering from law enforcement and the Revenue Commissioners concerning relevant sectors and ML/TF threats and vulnerabilities. The final rating assigned represents the Central Bank’s full ML/TF risk assessment, taking on board its findings and information and intelligence gathered in respect of ML/TF.
186. There are four categories of ML/TF risk (high, medium-high, medium-low and low) assigned to sectors. AMLD has created within the high category an ultra-high risk sub-category for the purposes of informing its inspections strategy. In determining these ratings, the supervisory risk model considers both inherent and residual risks. A high inherent risk rating generally indicates the need for closer supervisory attention, so that supervisors can assess and intervene where necessary to strengthen the entity’s risk mitigation. The residual risk rating influences the intensity/scope of supervision, and where necessary can be used to prioritise between entities. Under the Central Banks ML/TF risk model, inherent risk carries 80% weight of the overall risk score and is the main driver of the risk rating.

**Supervisory strategy and AML Supervisory Engagement Model**

187. AMLD formulates its annual supervisory strategy and allocates its supervisory resources commensurate with risks identified with a view to ensuring that supervisory coverage is maximised as far as possible. AMLD’s supervisory strategy is focused on bringing about compliance and ensuring awareness of AML/CFT obligations and ML/TF risk.

188. AMLD adopts a graduated approach to AML/CFT supervision where the primary tool used to monitor compliance is through the use of on-site measures that consist of inspections (and follow-up measures) and review meetings. AMLD uses off-site measures consisting of AML/CFT returns, pre-authorisation reviews and other desk top reviews. It also utilises an expansive outreach and awareness building programme that maximises supervisory coverage of a wide range of types of financial institutions to ensure that there is an awareness of and compliance with AML/CFT obligations and ML/TF risk.

189. The Central Bank’s AML/CFT supervisory activities are risk-sensitive and it has developed an engagement model based on ML/TF risk assessment as set out in the table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ultra High</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Medium High</th>
<th>Medium Low</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inspection Cycle</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Spot check &amp; Responsive</td>
<td>Spot check &amp; Responsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML/CFT review</td>
<td>Annually</td>
<td>Annually</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Spot check &amp; Responsive</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meetings (Years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AML/CFT Returns</td>
<td>Annually</td>
<td>Annually</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Spot check &amp; Responsive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship Manager</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

190. While there are four categories of ML/TF risk (high, medium-high, medium-low and low) assigned to sectors, AMLD has created within the high category an ultra-high risk sub-category for the purposes of informing its inspections strategy. The financial institutions that are classified as ultra-high are at the apex of AMLD’s engagement strategy. These financial institutions have a relationship manager assigned, who acts as a point of contact between the financial institution and AMLD.

---

33 As a result of being able to automate the data return, the Central Bank of Ireland is planning to move to annual completion of AML/CFT returns by all firms irrespective of risk profile.
to help ensure the timely flow of AML/CFT information between AMLD and the financial institution.

7.1.5. Russia: Assessing entity level risks

191. In 2013, the Bank of Russia’s supervisory mandate and powers were extended to a range of non-credit financial institutions. The Bank of Russia was required to accomplish within short time frames the organisation and implementation of AML/CFT supervision of these entities while facing scarce resources, lack of information and an insufficient regulatory framework to address deficiencies.

192. The Bank of Russia recognised that non-credit financial institutions are always customers of banks, which are legally required to implement AML/CFT obligations and that information on their transactions via these banking accounts is largely available through the Bank of Russia’s payment system. This information was analysed to address the information gaps and understand the risks associated with non-credit financial institutions. This approach has served as a kind of a strategic ‘bridge’ for the launch and subsequent development of the AML/CFT supervisory framework for non-credit financial institutions.

193. The Bank of Russia is using the following criteria to assess risks at the entity-level:

- The extent to which the entity is involved in transactions of a complex or unusual nature that have no apparent economic or visible lawful purpose.
- The entity’s level of technical compliance with the requirements of the AML/CFT legislation.
- The effectiveness and efficiency of the entity’s AML/CFT system.

194. In addition to the above principal criteria, the Bank of Russia also uses the following additional assessment criteria:

- Information provided to the Bank of Russia by FIU (Rosfinmonitoring), law enforcement and tax authorities;
- Prudential information (breaches of relevant legislation, lack of transparency of the business model and/or specific transactions effected by the entity, its lack of financial resilience and heightened risks for its lenders and depositors);
- Information or requests received from foreign banking supervisors or financial market regulators through AML/CFT co-operation.

7.1.6. Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

195. The AML/CFT Department in the Saudi Central Bank (SAMA) uses a Risk Matrix Tool to assist in implementing a risk-based approach to supervision. This tool identifies and assesses each financial institution for its ML/TF risks as Very High, High, Upper Medium, Lower Medium, or Low. This assessment is determined based on residual risk derived from the risk matrix after assessing the financial institution’s internal controls that are weighted against the inherent risks as well as the impact of the financial institution on the Saudi financial sector.

196. The Risk Matrix Tool has four main elements:

---

34 Professional securities market participants, asset management companies, insurance entities, non-state pension funds, microfinance organisations, consumer credit cooperatives, agricultural consumer credit cooperatives, pawnshops.
• The first element is the assessment of the inherent risks of the financial institution through quantitative analysis i.e. data collection. It analyses structural information e.g. the number of branches, number of employees, number of customers, and volume of transaction as well as the business risk factors i.e. high risk customers, products and services offered, geographical risks, and service delivery channels. Each criterion is weighted according to its importance to calculate the degree of inherent risk.

• The second element is assessment of internal controls applied by the financial institution to mitigate the ML/TF risks. Based on the assessment of these controls, a weight is given to each criterion to determine the effectiveness of the internal controls implemented.

• The third element after calculating the inherent risks and the effectiveness of internal controls, the residual risk is determined by deducting the internal control ratio from the inherent risk, and, based on that, an assessment of residual risk is given.

• The fourth element is the extent of the financial institution’s impact on the financial sector and thus, on the overall ML/TF risk of the sector. This is measured by two factors; the size of the assets and the financial institution’s reputation in the financial sector.

197. The risk profile of the financial institutions is updated based on the outcomes of the Risk Matrix Tool, inspections and compliance reports, media news, and any other trigger events such as change in the size of the company, merger or acquisition, changes in ownership, and offering of a new product or service. Accordingly, this will result in:

• Planning inspection visits on a risk sensitive basis.
• Determining inspection frequency, intensity, and scope.
• Conducting off-site supervision on a risk sensitive basis.
• Determining the inspection mechanism.

Planning on-site visits on a risk sensitive basis

198. In order to ensure an effective Risk-based approach to AML/CFT supervision and proper allocation of supervisory resources in Saudi Arabia, the Saudi Central Bank has developed the Supervisory Prioritizing Tool, which organizes the inspection and follow-up visits on a risk-sensitive basis pursuant to the outcomes of the risk assessment, taking into consideration the availability of resources and any trigger events i.e. new product/service provided by the financial institution, changes in ownership, mergers and acquisition.

199. This tool prioritizes the inspection and follow-up visits by calculating a score for each financial institution. This score is determined by the date of last visit, the result of the risk assessment of the financial institution specifically, and the risk of the sector in general. Therefore, the higher the score, the higher will be the priority and intensity of the visit.

200. For sectors with higher ML/TF risks, there is a dedicated AML/CFT on-site inspection plan that is independent from the prudential supervision. On-site inspection visits are carried out by the AML/CFT supervisors with the participation
of prudential supervisors to encourage co-operation and information sharing between supervisors, whilst focusing on ML/TF related risks. Conversely, for lower risk sectors, on-site inspection is carried out by prudential supervisors with the participation of AML/CFT supervisors. The scope of inspection covers both AML/CFT and prudential supervision but requires a fewer number of AML/CFT resources.

7.2. Use of technology by supervisors (“SupTech”)

7.2.1. Singapore: Risk-rating, risk surveillance and preparing onsite inspections

Use of technology to risk-rate entities

201. The approach for the inherent risk assessment of banks typically involves the regular collection of some aggregate data from each bank to assess their respective level of ML/TF risks. It is often a labour intensive and time-consuming process, involving a desktop comparison of data across peer banks, and can involve a considerable amount of qualitative judgement.

202. Recognising the potential of data analytics in enhancing ability to collect and process large amounts of data, supervisors have worked with data professionals to compile a comprehensive list of relevant ML/TF risk indicators, designed a form to collect the required data in machine readable format, and developed a risk scoring methodology that is to be applied consistently. Today, the inherent ML/TF risk rating of each financial institution (FI), together with a report on their key risk drivers can be quickly generated once data is received. This has allowed supervisors to better identify and target higher risk FIs for greater supervisory scrutiny. Where unexpected material risk profile changes year-on-year are identified in specific FIs, more timely supervisory intervention can be initiated with the FIs concerned.

Use of technology in risk surveillance

203. Applying techniques such as network link analysis in ML/TF risk surveillance could enable better analysis of risk-relevant source data and yield useful supervisory insight.

204. One such data source is STR data. Using network analysis techniques, supervisors have developed an analytical tool to detect networks of entities and individuals who are connected across different STRs filed over various time periods by different regulated entities. The networks are enriched with transactional data of the entities mentioned in the STRs (e.g. size of transactions and counterparties), and companies’ profile information (e.g. business activities and key appointment holders) from its corporate registry. By performing network analysis on this multi-dimensional dataset, supervisors can identify higher risk activities and financial institutions for targeted supervisory scrutiny.

Use of technology to inform on-site inspections

205. Technology could also transform the manner in which on-site inspections are conducted. For instance, supervisors use an analytical tool during inspections to enable them to target unusual accounts and transactions for deeper examination, including where the entity concerned had failed to file STRs. This automated analytical tool examines the inspected entity’s entire pool of transactions over 2-3
years at the outset. It has removed the need for inspectors to manually sight and review transactional data of sampled accounts for the unusual behaviour.

206. More importantly, it has enabled supervisors to be much more risk-targeted during inspections, and facilitated deeper dialogues with senior management of the FI on their risk governance, culture and controls, with discussions framed around actual case examples.

7.2.2. United Kingdom (Financial Conduct Authority): Targeting supervisory resource

207. The FCA is leveraging technology by developing a series of supervisory tools that will enrich their picture of the supervisory landscape and increase the effectiveness of their risk-based AML Supervision. This includes the successful completion of a proof of concept stage of a data & analytics tool that will assist supervisors to identify firms that require supervisory attention – both offsite and onsite – based on indicators that are collected from regulated firms through various returns.

208. It is still in early stages of development and will require further work over the coming months to successfully embed it into their business as usual data led supervisory work. However, they anticipate that it will create a framework to leverage data and overlay with supervisory judgements and intelligence to allow the FCA to point focus on both large and small size firms which display features that create vulnerabilities that could be exploited by criminals. To support this, they are consulting on the extension of financial crime reporting requirements to more supervised firms.

7.2.3. Brazil: Off-site supervisory reviews

209. Supervisors are increasing exploring the possibilities of using technology to transform the way supervisory reviews are conducted, allowing for off-site reviews to become more intrusive.

210. For example, Brazil has applied SupTech tools to review of entities’ policies, procedures and controls, analyse customised data, test samples, and interviews management and key personnel. New technologies are also used to cross-verify data provided by entities against other supervisory data and public information. See related case study 7.4.1.

7.2.4. Mexico: SupTech Inspection Tool

211. Since January 2019, the Supervisor of the Financial Institutions in Mexico began using a SupTech tool during inspection visits to receive various operational information from regulated entities (databases of clients and transactions, alerts, reports). The tool allowed supervisors to validate this information in a matter of hours instead of days through the use of application programming interfaces (APIs). As the tool utilised machine learning to identify risk patterns and unusual scenarios based on risk criteria established by supervisors, the tool was useful in generating supervisory recommendations to optimise the warning systems of the regulated entities; carry out an analysis of the operations of the regulated entities and make a comparison with the sector to which it belongs, as well as generate reports for the purposes of supervision and development of policies in matters of AML/CTF.
212. Additionally, the tool helped supervisors to analyse large volumes of information provided by the regulated entities during the inspection visits, such as databases and regulatory reports that, on some occasions, could exceed up to ten million records. The results of the analysis could be summarised in dashboards. The tool also helped supervisors in the selection and review of client files from regulated entities.

7.2.5. Tunisia: Use of Blockchain technology to assess cross-border cash transportation risks and target supervision of entities

213. In 2017, cross-border cash transportation and smuggling was identified as a high risk activity under the Tunisian National Risk Assessment. As a result, Tunisian authorities including the Tunisian FIU, the Central Bank, Customs and the Ministry of Interior in partnership with the private sector (banks and currency exchange offices) developed a national platform using the blockchain technology called “Hannibal” to gather, storage and analyse related data from all of the mentioned stakeholders.

214. The platform generates dynamic dashboards to enabling better analysis of the ML/TF risks related to cross-border cash transportation. It also helps FIU, LEAs, banks and currency exchange offices to identify and detect networks of cash couriers. The AML/CFT supervisor, the Central Bank, can also use the platform to identify higher risk banks and currency exchange offices to better target its supervisory missions.

7.3. Engagement with the private sector

7.3.1. Saudi Arabia: Ongoing engagement with private sector

215. The financial supervisors, the Saudi Central Bank (SAMA) and the Capital Market Authority (CMA) maintain an ongoing outreach and awareness program that includes workshops, dialogue, and committees that maximises supervisory coverage of all risk and ensure awareness of ML/TF risk in the financial sector, ensuring compliance with AML/CFT obligations.

216. Both supervisors maintain an ongoing engagement with the private sector on a monthly basis through a number of permanent committees.

217. The purpose of these committees is to assist both supervisors to understand the risks faced by the private sector and react accordingly and also assist the private sector to share the latest developments and best practices to combat money laundering and terrorist financing and discuss the common risks, issues and concerns that are prevalent in the industry, raising awareness of any emerging risks in the financial sectors and come up with consolidated recommendations and analysis of such issues.

7.3.2. Russia: Know Your Customer database

218. In October 2019, a roadmap for the SupTech and RegTech solutions of the Bank of Russia, listing the major projects and initiatives in the field of supervisory and regulatory technologies, was approved. The technologies will make it possible to reduce the regulatory burden on supervised entities and to improve internal processes, including internal monitoring.
219. One of the initiatives contained in the roadmap is the creating of Know Your Customer platform (KYC Service). While conducting real time analysis of large amounts of data, the KYC Service will generate relevant up-to-date assessments of the ML/TF risk level of each FIs’ customer (except for natural persons) on a daily basis. The KYC Service will break down customers into three risk categories (rated them as high, medium or low risk) and provide this information to FIs. FIs will use this information for their compliance procedures. The KYC Service is planning to start in 2021.

7.3.3. United States: Public-private partnerships

220. U.S. regulators, law enforcement, and other entities have developed robust programming for exchanging illicit finance trend and risk information with the private sector. The Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN), the U.S. FIU, shares risk and trend information through several channels. These include the Bank Secrecy Act Advisory Group and the issuance of public and confidential advisory bulletins on illicit finance trends and threats. In 2017, FinCEN built upon these existing initiatives by establishing FinCEN Exchange, a voluntary public-private information sharing partnership among law enforcement, FIs, and FinCEN aimed at effectively and efficiently combating ML, TF, organised crime, and other financial crimes; protecting the financial system from illicit use; and promoting national security. FinCEN has convened FinCEN Exchanges on several emerging issues, including the illicit use of virtual currency, ransomware, and business email compromise schemes. FinCEN Exchange was codified in January 2021 with the passage of the Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2020, which also permits the discretionary sharing of information with the appropriate Federal financial institution regulators.

221. Other components of the U.S. Department of the Treasury, including the Office of Terrorist Financing and Financial Crimes (TFFC), regularly engage private sector practitioners and leaders, both domestic and international, across the full spectrum of ML and TF issues. For example, TFFC convenes multilateral and bilateral public-private sector dialogues with key jurisdictions and regions to discuss mutual AML/CFT issues of concern and publishes national risk assessments on ML, TF, and PF.

222. Several U.S. law enforcement agencies, including the Federal Bureau of Investigation and Homeland Security Investigations, regularly engage U.S. FIs and others on ML typologies, methods, and trends, as well as ongoing investigations (where appropriate). U.S. federal financial regulators – the federal banking agencies, Securities and Exchange Commission, and Commodity Futures Trading Commission - and self-regulatory organisations (SROs) also publish guidance on ML/TF risks for the FIs they supervise.

223. Sharing information through these public-private partnerships supports more, and higher-quality, suspicious activity reports and assists law enforcement in detecting, preventing, and prosecuting terrorism, organised crime, money laundering, and other financial crimes, as well as assisting FIs in prioritising their own internal efforts. Additionally, it assists supervisors in understanding current trends in illicit finance and risks to supervised institutions, and enhances the examination process by evaluating whether institutions are aware of these risks, have incorporated these risks into their risk assessments and, where necessary, have mitigated these risks through their AML/CFT compliance programs.
7.4. Offsite supervision tools

7.4.1. Brazil: IT systems for ongoing monitoring and engagement

224. The Central Bank of Brazil (BCB) applies a methodology called Conduct Continuous Monitoring (ACC) for the highest risk financial institutions which means that at least one supervisor is in charge of continuously assessing the corporate governance, risk management and compliance of each of these institutions. The ACC methodology provides the BCB with an updated risks profile for each of these financial institutions. For less risky banks and non-banking institutions, the BCB developed a methodology and an IT system for carrying out off-site inspections, called APS-Siscom (BCB SupTech). With this technology, remote compliance inspections (ICR) assess AML / CFT policies, procedures and internal controls. All interactions with the institutions, as well as requesting and analysing documents and information, are carried out through APS-Siscom. If any breach is detected during the ICR, the institution is notified and requested to present an action plan, which is approved and followed by the supervisor through APS-Siscom. Depending on the ICR outcomes, the supervisor may propose remedial actions or sanctions, including termination of the business.

7.4.2. Russia: RegTech solution to provide ongoing feedback to the private sector

225. The Russian FIU, Rosfinmonitoring, implements a RegTech solution it calls 'Personal Account' to provide feedback to entities on STRs filed but also the specific risks the entity is exposed to, based on a range of information including compliance with AML/CFT requirements – see the diagram below.

226. The Information Quality Index is communicated to the reporting entities as well as to supervisory authorities via the Supervisory Authority’s Personal Account on the website of Rosfinmonitoring.

227. The supervisor uses the information provided by Rosfinmonitoring in its risk assessment models. Information about the inspections, preventive measures, their results, as well as about the elimination of violations of mandatory AML/CFT requirements by a specific reporting entity is entered by the supervisor through the Supervisory Authority’s Personal Account. Through the Supervisory Authority’s Personal Account, Rosfinmonitoring also provides the supervisory authorities with information on current ML/TF risks, typologies and trends in the supervised sector, as well as with visualized statistics, etc.

228. This enables the private sector to identify on a rolling basis what their deficiencies are and to address them and potentially relieve the burden on supervisors although verification has to take place. When entities report on adjustments to their AML/CFT measures, the risk-level automatically recalculates.
7.5. Domestic Co-operation

7.5.1. Argentina: Co-operation between the FIU and financial sector supervisors

229. Argentina’s FIU oversees AML/CFT supervision of the financial and DNFBP sectors. The FIU collaborates closely with other financial sector supervisors such as the Central Bank of Argentina, the National Securities Commission, the National Insurance Authority and the National Supervisor for Co-operatives and Mutual Associations.

230. In Argentina, the financial sector supervisors assess the risks of entities under their supervision and prepare Annual Supervision Plans (ASPs) that establish the type, level and frequency of supervisory activities. The FIU approves the risk matrices used by the financial sector supervisors to assess entity-level risks, and in doing so informs the risk assessment from an AML/CFT perspective. The FIU also reviews the financial sector supervisors ASPs and supervision procedures and is empowered to suggest modifications. The FIU can participate in the oversight of the financial sector supervisors and carry out direct supervision of regulated entities in the sector. The analysis of the results of supervisory activities are managed in working groups between the financial sector supervisors and the FIU.

7.5.2. Australia: Legal, Organisational and Functional Framework to Enable and Facilitate Domestic Co-operation

231. In Australia, there are several domestic co-ordination mechanisms to minimize operational challenges and facilitate co-operation. Below are the key mechanisms:
• Memorandums of Understandings (MOUs) to act as a framework to share information between authorities involved in AML/CFT supervision.

• Regular meetings between supervisors. For example, Australia’s FIU (AUSTRAC) has regular meetings with the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority to ensure strong domestic co-ordination between Australia’s AML/CTF regulator and its prudential supervisor. The benefits of such co-ordination include making each party aware of investigations or enforcement actions given the overlap of regulated entities.

• Adoption of the dual-model of AML/CTF regulator and financial intelligence unit within one agency, to ensure that the AML/CTF regulator and the FIU are within the same agency such as AUSTRAC. The dual model approach enables AUSTRAC to use its knowledge of regulated entities, industry trends and ML/TF risks to direct our supervision towards vulnerabilities and high-risk entities, which increases resilience to criminal abuse within the financial sector. AUSTRAC’s supervision and engagement with regulated entities improves the volume and value of financial intelligence provided and then subsequently disseminated to partner agencies.

7.5.3. China: Co-operation between AML/CFT and prudential supervisors – a phased approach

232. At the start of 2019, the AML Bureau within the People’s Bank of China (PBC) entered an agreement with the Banking Inspection Bureau within the Chinese Banking and Insurance Regulatory Committee (CBIRC) to strengthen co-operation. Based on this agreement, they undertook their first joint on-site inspection of a large bank. Supervisors reported that the benefits of the joint inspection were:

• Broadening of each supervisor’s knowledge and expertise - the prudential supervisor brought its understanding of the entity’s corporate governance, internal controls, products and business processes to the inspection, while the AML/CFT supervisor brought its specialist expertise to the table. The joint action complemented each supervisor’s understand of risks with expertise from the other.

• Better quality intervention which looked at mitigation measures holistically with reduced costs for the entity by reducing supervisory overlap.

• Both supervisors became more aware of how to ensure regulated entities comprehensively and systematically embed the AML/CFT requirements into their products and business processes.

233. Based on the positive results of the exercise, the PBC and CBIRC signed an MOU at the ministerial level and established a formal mechanism to exchange regulatory information, conduct joint risk evaluations and carry out joint inspections.

7.5.4. Ireland: Central Banks’s engagement with law enforcement and other agencies/supervisors

234. As part of its information gathering for the ML/TF Risk Assessment, the Central Bank meets with an Garda Síochána (the police agency which houses the FIU), the Revenue Commissioners (tax agency), the Director of Public Prosecutions and the Criminal Assets Bureau (CAB). In addition, the Central Bank researches publicly available information, including annual reports of the relevant agencies, crime
statistics and information regarding relevant predicate offences and seized assets. Such engagement and research is useful in gaining an understanding as to the nature of the most significant ML/TF threats and how the financial system is being used for ML and TF - for example threats associated with the use of certain sectors such as banking, money remitters and bureaux de change were identified and incorporated into the relevant sectoral ML/TF risk assessments. Additionally, in keeping with the iterative nature of the assessment, any information emerging from the National Risk Assessment (NRA) or Supranational Risk Assessment (SNRA) process is considered and incorporated into the ML/TF Risk Assessment, as necessary. This ensures the on-going alignment of the ML/TF Risk Assessment with both the NRA and the nascent SNRA in this regard.

235. In assessing the threats to particular sectors, the Central Bank also has regard to information available from an Garda Siochana and from Revenue in relation to Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs).

236. The Central Bank participates at meetings of the national Anti-Money Laundering Steering Committee (AMLSC). The AMLSC meets on a regular basis and provides an information sharing and collaboration forum for the various Irish government departments, agencies, and competent authorities with AML/CFT responsibilities under the Irish legislative framework. The AMLSC provides the opportunity for the Central Bank to be updated on ML/TF threats/vulnerabilities, which may impact the financial institutions it supervises, other sectors outside its direct remit and any interplay between the various sectors as a whole. Such information is incorporated into the ML/TF Risk Assessment, where relevant.

7.5.5. Spain: Co-operation between prudential and AML/CFT supervisors

237. In the financial sector, SEPBLAC, as the FIU and devoted AML/CFT supervisor, coordinates its supervisory activities with the prudential supervisors: the Bank of Spain, Directorate-General for Insurance and Pension Funds (DGSFP), and National Securities Exchange Commission (CNMV), which also perform AML/CFT supervisions.

238. In particular, SEPBLAC and the Bank of Spain work closely and have regular exchange of views, experiences and information for its respective supervisory activities through a Standing Committee that meets 3 / 4 times per year. The legal framework and the MOU in place foresee such co-operation and information exchange.

7.5.6. United States of America: Consistent messaging by banking supervisors, including on lower risk sectors/entities

239. For example, in the United States, the banking supervisors issued multiple statements describing their approach to risk-based supervision with respect to planning and performing AML/CFT inspections (referred to as examinations in the US), including at lower risk entities. Specifically, the joint statement established how
banking supervisors tailor examination plans and procedures based on the risk profile of each bank.

240. Common practices for assessing the bank’s risk profile include:

- monitoring changes to the institution’s business model, complexity, and risk profile between using publicly available information
- tailoring requests for information to the institution’s business model, complexity, and risk profile
- leveraging available information, including the bank’s AML/CFT risk assessment, independent testing or audits, analyses and conclusions from previous examinations, and other information available through the off-site monitoring process or a request letter to the bank, to determine the financial institution’s risk profile and the scope of the next
- contacting banks between examinations or prior to finalising the scope of an examination to help inform an examiner’s assessment of an institution’s risk profile
- considering the bank's ability to identify, measure, monitor and control risks when risk-focusing examinations, and
- Following-up between examinations on institutions’ actions taken to address areas in need of improvement.

241. After assessing this information, banking supervisors generally allocate more resources to higher-risk areas, and fewer resources to lower-risk areas. This approach promotes financial inclusion by allowing supervisors to tailor supervisory attention based on the risk profile of their supervised entities, including lower risk entities.

7.6. Special considerations for the MVTS sector

242. The MVTS sector encompasses a wide variety of players. Some MVTS providers are specialised in money transfer in specific geographic areas with limited outlet locations and operate only in one or two jurisdictions while others have a global footprint and transfer funds internationally to a large number of geographic areas (or “corridors”) using very dense networks of agents. These two broad categories of MVTS providers often use the same agents (such as grocery stores, internet cafés, bureaux de change, etc.) who offer the services of several MVTS.

243. MVTS are a powerful enabler of financial inclusion in many developing countries. In many jurisdictions, either the whole sector or a sub-sector of MVTS providers are considered to be exposed to significant ML/FT risks. These risks need to be frequently (re)assessed and carefully monitored. Such assessment and monitoring should be conducted both at the sectoral and entity levels, in order to develop a sharp and accurate understanding of the threats and vulnerabilities. Supervisory authorities need to ensure a risk-based approach to mitigate against financial exclusion or unauthorised MVTS activities that will increase the ML/TF risks in the jurisdiction. For further information, see FATF Guidance for a risk-based approach to MVTS.
244. The FATF Guidance for a risk-based approach to MVTS includes various examples of how strategic analysis and off-site supervision can assist in implementing risk-based supervision of the MVTS sector:

- In the Netherlands, De Nederlandsche Bank N.V. (DNB) analyses all money transfers made in the Netherlands each quarter and performs (network) analysis on these transfers. Based on this (network) analysis, DNB is able to detect potentially unusual transaction patterns and take direct action by arranging on-site inspections. DNB leverages this technique to supervise around a thousand locations in the Netherlands.

- In Spain, payment institutions are required to send monthly statistical information broken-down by country and agent. This requirement expanded the statistical information which the Bank of Spain had been collecting and which was accessible by SEPBLAC and it enabled SEPBLAC’s Supervision Area to conduct strategic analysis on the money remittance sector. The findings of this strategic analysis were used to implement additional risk-based supervisory measures, selecting the targets according to the level of risk detected in the analysis and to adapt SEPBLAC’s operational analysis to be more useful for competent authorities.

7.6.1. Australia: Developing an MVTS corridor risk assessment

245. In Australia, remittances to Pacific Island countries form a key source of income for recipients. One issue that has been facing MVTS providers for several years is ‘derisking’ or ‘de-banking’—that is, the termination or restriction of business relationships with remittance providers by financial institutions and the withdrawal of correspondent banking relationships, based on the perception of high ML/TF risk. This subsequently affects the costs and availability of some remittance services.

246. Australia conducted a risk assessment in close consultation with industry to better understand, and provide public information on, the money laundering and terrorism financing (ML/TF) risk environment associated with remittance corridors from Australia to Pacific Island countries through remittance providers. The study brought together extensive expertise from the remittance sector, and was a collaboration between Australia’s financial intelligence and regulatory agency and AML/CFT supervisor, AUSTRAC, and the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT).

247. Four main intelligence inputs informed the risk assessment: analysis of transaction reports and other AUSTRAC intelligence holdings, intelligence holdings of law enforcement agencies, interviews with remittance providers, banks and industry experts, and a survey of the remittance providers that remit funds from Australia to the Pacific. Five key areas were examined: criminal threat profile, customer profile, transaction profile, the purpose of remittances, and detection/mitigation controls.

248. The risk assessment found that the ML/TF risks associated with non-bank remittances from Australia to the 14 South Pacific Island nations were low. The risk assessment provided valuable information for banks and remittance businesses on the risks of money laundering and terrorism financing in the region.

36 Cook Islands, Federated States of Micronesia, Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Nauru, Niue, Palau, Papua New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Tuvalu and Vanuatu
249. Identifying that these activities were low risk has encouraged several new initiatives aimed at reducing cost barriers and increasing access to remittance services from Australia to the Pacific. These include simplified customer due diligence procedures, developing further industry-specific guidance, and the commencement of development of a “know-your-customer utility” to enhance the capacity for Pacific-based remitters to confirm the identity of their customers, while not increasing costs.

7.6.2. **France: measures to assess risks in the MVTS sector**

250. In France, the Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution (ACPR) the same risk assessment methodology for MVTS sector as it used for other FIs. However, specific data is collected on the MVTS sector to better assess risks. Since 2015, a dedicated team in the ACPR is assigned to MVTS off-site controls. This team collects dedicated MVTS data (economic data and compliance checks with regulation) to better understand characteristics of this sector, to define a tailored supervisory strategy and to launch on-site inspections. Since 2015, ACPR’s supervisory practices have been adapted to take into consideration the risks associated to this sector (notably the use of agents). For example, ACPR uses a specific tool to supervise MVTS providers that are only present in France via agents and the interactions with the FIU have been strengthened in relation to co-operation on MVTS providers.

7.6.3. **Malaysia: Outreach with the private sector to address potential de-risking**

251. In order to address the risk of de-risking on the MVTS sector (i.e. money services business entities), there are ongoing engagements among the entities, government agencies and banks. The objective of these engagements is to ensure the relevant stakeholders understand and are aware of the regulatory framework and oversight provided by the regulator on MVTS entities as well as the overall risk assessment of the sector under the National Risk Assessment.
8. Supervision of DNFBPs

8.1. Risk assessment

8.1.1. Brazil

252. The Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU) of Brazil, named Council for Financial Activities Control (COAF, in its Portuguese acronym), supervises the AML/CFT obligations of those who perform the following activities: a) factoring, b) trade in jewelry, gems and precious metals, c) trade in luxury or high-value goods, and d) some kinds of business involving rights of transfer related to athletes and artists. As at August 2020, there were 20,334 entities under COAF’s supervision.

253. COAF’s risk model uses a matrix that plots variables of impact and probability and determines a risk and priority rating. This process is applied on entities registered with COAF as well as natural or legal persons that are not registered but are carrying our regulated activities. Based on the matrix’ ratings, COAF applies the appropriate risk-sensitive supervisory tools.

254. While the focus is on higher risk entities, the use of technology to assess entity-level risk enables supervisory efforts to achieve a broader range of regulated entities, including those of lower risk. This approach allows COAF to balance enhanced and simplified measures depending on the risk level shown by the matrix.

255. The main tools applied in COAF works of inspection are: a) the Electronic Compliance Assessment (AVEC, in its Portuguese acronym); b) the Preliminary Objective Assessment (APO, in its Portuguese acronym), and the Comprehensive Preliminary Assessment (APA, in its Portuguese acronym).

256. The AVEC is an electronic inspection instrument that assesses the degree of compliance of groups or whole sectors of supervised persons with their AML/CFT obligations (i.e., it can reach many supervised entities simultaneously). The AVEC is a fully automated IT platform, through the standardised channel used for communication between COAF and its supervised persons that have already been registered, consuming less effort and time by COAF’s workforce. The AVEC’s results impact the risk and priorities matrix.

257. The APO, on the other hand, is designed to assess issues at an individual entity level and requires some involvement by the supervisor. The APO is also on an IT platform and is used to verify the compliance of certain natural or legal persons with some of their obligations, focused on lower-risk situations. In case of supervised persons that have already been registered, the APO also can be conducted, at least in part, using the above mentioned standardised channel of communication.

258. The APA, in turn, is the inspection procedure for higher complexity and risk situations. It involves requiring, besides information more easily verifiable by simple confrontation with the databases accessible by COAF, documents that, added to information of those data-bases, allow deep analysis in order to identify compliance gaps.

8.1.2. Malaysia: Shift from DNFBP Sectoral Analysis to Entity Analysis

259. In Malaysia, the Central Bank of Malaysia (Bank Negara Malaysia – BNM) is the main AML/CFT supervisory authority for DNFBP sectors. Due to the large size of DNFBP
sectors, risk-based supervision on the sector is crucial. The application of risk-based is cut across from selection of entities, supervisory activities and actions.

260. In terms of identification higher risk DNFPB entities, Malaysia shifted its risk analysis from a “sectoral basis” to an “entity basis”. In the early implementation of risk-based supervision, BNM focused the inspection on higher risk sectors as identified under the National Risk Assessment (NRA) with specific entities were selected based on risk factors relevant to the sectors. For example, risk factors of dealers in precious metals and stones are mainly based on the degree of vulnerabilities in the supply chain such as luxury segments and large retail chains. Over the years, the risk identification process has been improved by adopting more granular data which allows for analysis on specific entities rather than sector-only as a whole, which contributes to a more accurate and robust selection process of entities.

261. DNFPB supervisory activities and actions became risk-based depending on the risk and context of entities, ranging from comprehensive review inspection, abridged review inspection or off-site supervisory tools including submission of annual Data and Compliance Report (DCR). The DCR is the method in which information about inherent risk is collected and analyzed. The type of information requested in the DCR include the following:

- Data on customers (profile of customers, i.e. natural persons, legal persons, legal arrangements, PEPs status, customers from high risk jurisdictions;
- Products (e.g. cash based, nominee product, easily transferable products)
- Delivery channel (e.g. face-to-face or non-face-to-face, agent relationship)
- Geographical location
- Business information (size, turnover, revenues, types of activities)
- Other risk factors that may be specific to the sector (e.g. exposure to nominee relationship for TCSPs)

262. During the inspection process, the risk-based assessment methodology is used in assessing the ML/TF risks and controls measure whereby all components assessed are rated accordingly and final ratings are assigned. For each component, the assessment is guided by baseline parameters and the ratings of inherent risk and control measures will determine the net risk (residual risk) of an entity inspected. The net risk rating will be a deciding factor on the actions to be undertaken on the entity which can be in the form of supervisory actions or enforcement actions, depending on the severity of the issues identified.

8.2. Introducing a risk-based approach to supervision of DNFBPs

8.2.1. United Kingdom: The supervisor of DNFBP supervisors (OPBAS) experience

263. Financial Institutions have historically been more tightly regulated for AML/CFT than the DNFBP sectors. This has driven significant investment in FI AML systems and controls; for example, technology to monitor transactions. Similar oversight by the DNFBP supervisors of their relevant firms has been lower in places, although, through OPBAS’s work with SRBs, that has started to change.
264. SRB designated as DNFBP supervisors under the money laundering regulations are overseen by OPBAS and cover a wide range of sub-sectors including tax advisory, audit, insolvency, conveyancing and trust company formation, and cover roles including accountants, bookkeepers, solicitors, barristers and notaries across England and Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The vulnerabilities can be specific to each activity the supervised entity undertakes. Risks in these sectors are continually developing, for example sham litigation, or planting Organised Crime Gang members into a firm due to weak staff screening processes.

265. At the start of its regulatory work in 2018, OPBAS identified a number of concerns. For example, it needed to obtain buy-in around the value of AML systems and controls; some supervisors, and some firms within their supervised population, didn’t view AML as a core function.

266. A lack of focus on AML supervision by some DNFBP supervisors meant their systems and controls lacked sophistication, with some viewing AML as a tick box exercise.

267. Another challenge has been the need to ensure supervisors have separated advocacy from regulatory functions. This has happened with the legal sector supervisors; however, this is not always clear in the accountancy DNFBP supervisors. Without a clear demarcation of AML/CFT supervisory responsibilities, supported by robust governance, there can be a conflict of interest, with the need for robust regulatory action against member firms potentially weighing against the need to protect member interests and membership revenue.

268. While there is still progress to be made, DNFBP supervisors with focused support and challenge from OPBAS continue to take positive steps in developing their ability to deliver effective AML/CFT supervision in their sectors.

Remote review of files to enable off-site AML/CFT supervision of SRBs who supervise DNFPBs

269. OPBAS conducts its regulatory activities through a combination of on-site and off-site activities. In both sectors, OPBAS can request from a DNFBP supervisor a remote review of relevant files, which are delivered securely and electronically.

270. Accordingly, OPBAS can review these files to identify concerns with AML/CFT risks or indicators of non-compliance with UK AML/CFT legislation. Any negative outcomes can warrant further investigation and prompt additional evidence gathering by OPBAS, which can alter its risk rating of the DNFBP supervisor if any shortcomings are proven. OPBAS also analyses yearly data provided to the UK government. This can be cross-referenced with other reports and information accessible to conduct forward-looking risk analysis to determine an AML/CFT risk profile and then, if required, adjust any ratings assigned to the DNFBP supervisor.

8.2.2. Singapore: ACD’s experience as a new DNFBP supervisor

Supervising a large number of entities and with limited risk information

271. The Anti-Money Laundering/Countering the Financing of Terrorism Division (ACD) under the Ministry of Law was established in 2019 to regulate and supervise the precious stone and precious metal dealer (PSMD) sector in Singapore. Approximately 1 900 PSMDs are currently registered with ACD.
272. As the AML/CFT regulatory regime for the PSMD sector was new, there were initially limited information on the type of risks that PSMDs faced which could be used for the entity risk assessment. To overcome this, a survey was conducted in February 2020 to all PSMDs to gather more information on their business and risk profile but only 73% of PSMDs responded to the survey. In December 2020, ACD imposed a semi-annual reporting requirement on the PSMDs to improve the quality and timeliness of the data collected for risk assessment and off-site monitoring purpose. ACD had also reached out to law enforcement agencies (LEA) to share suspicious transaction reports (STR) and intelligence reports involving PSMDs to better understand the ML/TF typologies and identify higher risk dealers in the PSMD sector. Together with the results from probity checks obtained during registration and our environmental scanning, this information was fed into the supervisory risk model for the PSMDs’ entity risk assessment, which was completed in April 2020.

273. ACD adopted a risk-based approach to supervision, and subjected higher risk PSMDs to more intensive supervisory scrutiny, e.g. more frequent and intense inspections in addition to the regular off-site monitoring. Each PSMD was risk-rated based on the risk assessment methodology which considered data collected from the PSMDs, intelligence from LEAs and existing and emerging typologies in the PSMD sector. ACD would review and re-calibrate the risk rating of PSMDs on a periodic basis. The review would also take into account inspection outcomes, ongoing surveillance, off-site monitoring and financial intelligence received on the PSMDs.

274. To ensure that its officers were familiar with and well equipped to supervise the sector, given its more nascent supervisory regime, ACD participated in AML/CFT-related capacity building or training initiatives to learn regulatory best practices and understand regional ML/TF typologies.

275. ACD also complemented its supervision model by engaging a third party professional firm to conduct compliance reviews on PSMDs who were rated as medium-high risk, but with no identified risk factors. A process has been set in place to monitor the quality of work delivered by the third party. This arrangement allowed ACD to channel its focus on higher risk PSMDs that require closer scrutiny.

**Working with private sector**

276. ACD has been working with Industry Associations (IAs) to continue to educate and raise the PSMD’s sector ML/TF risk awareness. The IAs represent diverse sub sectors within the PSMD sector, such as the jewellery retailers, watch dealers, diamond dealers and bullion traders. ACD has partnered and consulted with IAs to elevate the sector’s ML/TF risk awareness, AML/CFT standards and capabilities and co-developed educational materials for the sector. ACD also provided guidance on common AML/CFT issues raised by members of the IAs through regular broadcasts. Besides engagements with IAs, ACD has published a number of information and fact sheets and conducted various outreach programmes to educate and raise AML/CFT awareness for the PSMD sector to help better understand the different ML/TF risk typologies and concerns each sub sector face so that a more targeted risk-based supervision approach could be designed.
8.2.3. United Kingdom (Gambling Commission) – monitoring low-risk entities

277. The UK Gambling Commission uses a three-year full assessment cycle to monitor lower risk entities. To be considered lower risk, the business must have demonstrated compliance with required regulatory requirements. During the three-year cycle, lower risk entities are assessed during thematic and targeted compliance activity. Under this approach the supervisor is reassured that this part of its supervised population remains lower risk.

8.3. Co-ordination and information sharing

8.3.1. United Kingdom - Office for Professional Body Anti-Money Laundering Supervision (OPBAS)

278. In 2019, OPBAS established two new Intelligence Sharing Expert Working Groups (ISEWGs) with the National Economic Crime Centre (NECC). The ISEWGs are loosely based on the UK’s existing Joint Money Laundering Intelligence Taskforce (JMLIT) model involving law enforcement and the financial services sector, and are globally pioneering in public private intelligence sharing forums for the legal and accountancy professions.

279. There is an ISEWG for each sector with members consisting of DNFBP AML supervisors, law enforcement (via the NECC), Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs, the Financial Conduct Authority and OPBAS. Both ISEWGs have agreed published Terms of Reference. The ISEWGs have two distinct functions: strategic and tactical. The strategic element involves discussion and consideration by all members on the high-level threats and emerging risks for their sector. Members give anonymised real-life case examples of where they have found a specific money laundering risk identified from their supervisory work, along with mitigating actions. The strategic sessions have also seen the development of a drafting group of volunteer supervisors who receive JMLIT alerts and redraft them to make them relevant to their sector.

280. The tactical element is a confidential disclosure meeting between members, under the relevant legal gateways, relating to a live investigation. To participate in an ISEWG tactical session, members have agreed to be security vetted and have secure email addresses for correspondence. As part of the terms of reference, members also commit to feeding back anonymously to the wider membership in the next strategic session on any overarching themes from tactical sessions. This enables a better understanding of inherent money laundering threats to their sector. Since inception, the ISEWGs have delivered a significant improvement in the collaborative working relationships, engagement and trust between AML supervisors and law enforcement. They have also enabled an improvement in the effectiveness of supervision across the member supervisors through sharing of best practice, themes and trends. Another benefit from the ISEWGs has been a more consistent flow of high-quality information and intelligence sharing in both sectors and increased SARs reporting. We expect the impact of the ISEWGs to continue to grow throughout 2021 as the work of the groups is adopted by and embedded in the member organisations.
8.3.2. Singapore: ACD’s experience

281. To assist ACD in identifying and understanding the ML/TF risks posed by the PSMD sector, an inter-agency PSMD Workgroup comprising relevant AML/CFT supervisory authorities, LEAs and FIU was set up to improve the ML/TF risk understanding of the PSMD sector, strengthen the AML/CFT regulation and enhance the enforcement of the PSMD sector. This also helps to ensure a coordinated and risk-based supervisory effort on the sector.

282. To remain updated on current and developing ML/TF typologies involving the PSMD sector, ACD also launched a monthly Open Source Intelligence (“OSINT”) Bulletin. The ACD OSINT bulletin collates typologies/media articles from environmental scanning of ML/TF and crime trends involving the PSMD sector, and highlights red flag indicators observed in the articles. This bulletin is also circulated to agencies under the PSMD Workgroup for knowledge sharing purpose.
9. Supervision of VASPs

9.1. Identifying the VASP population

9.1.1. Canada

283. There are a number of factors that pose challenges during the identification of the VASP population in a jurisdiction. Despite the challenges, early outreach and engagement can help with estimates and complement analysis and research. Canada introduced regulation for VASPs in July 2020. In November 2019, FINTRAC invited VASPs to register early. This enabled the authorities to better anticipate the resources required for supervision and to develop its supervisory strategy. The approach also benefitted the VASPs, as they were able to better understand the requirements with early engagement with the regulator. Although VASP regulation is new in most jurisdictions, this does not mean that all entities within the population are new to regulation. There are a number of examples where FIs, in particular money service businesses involved in cross border exchanges, have integrated a VA exchange component into their business model and where casinos exchange fiat to crypto for their customers. This reiterates the importance of supervisor co-operation, particularly where there are multiple supervisors with entities that provide VASP services, where this may not be their primary activity.

9.2. Identification of risk in the VASP sector

9.2.1. Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

284. The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has conducted a ML/TF risk assessment on VAs and VASPs to identify, assess, and understand the ML/TF risks associated with this sector.

285. At the data collection phase, which aims to identify the current level of exposure to VAs and VASPs, questionnaires were circulated to a number of public sector bodies and private sector entities. Those questionnaires captured statistics and information related to STRs, cases under analysis, investigations, prosecutions and convictions, international co-operation requests involving VAs/VASPs, the internet traffic on VA or VASP activities, the nature and type of services provided on the websites and host countries, the number of business relationships held by private sector entities with VASPs, and any transactions involving VA.

286. Additional information has also been captured to determine the overall level of risk, as follows:

- How many foreign legal persons/arrangements, which are VASPs operate within Saudi Arabia?
- How many ICOs were organized through a Saudi legal entity or a foreign entity registered in KSA?
- What type of activities/operations do these VASPs conduct: a. exchange between virtual assets and fiat currencies; b. exchange between one or more forms of virtual assets; c. transfer of virtual assets; d. safekeeping and/or administration of virtual assets or instruments enabling control over virtual assets; and e. participation in and provision of financial services related to an issuer's offer and/or sale of a virtual asset.
What type of products and services do these VASPs provide to KSA customers?
Where are these VASPs operating from?
Where are these VASPs registered?
How many legal persons/arrangements registered in Saudi Arabia provide VASP services?
What type of products and services do these VASPs provide?
What type of customers do these VASPs serve?
In what geographical regions are these VASPs providing their services?
Where do their customers come from?
Have VAs been frozen under TF/PF-related targeted financial sanctions?

287. Workshops were held for all relevant public sector bodies and representatives from private sector entities to discuss the data and information gathered through the questionnaires and provide expert judgement. The risk assessment is intended to shed light on the extent to which VASP operations are taking place in KSA, the level of use by the population of VAs and the extent to which VAs/VASPs have been misused for criminal purposes. The risk assessment also looks into vulnerabilities within the KSA framework, particularly the ability of the authorities to detect, deter and repress criminal activity involving VAs/VASPs. The outcomes of the risk assessment have been discussed with other relevant authorities in order to determine the policy responses to the risk identified.

9.2.2. Japan

288. In general, JFSA annually collects AML/CFT statistical and qualitative data from obliged entities for JFSA to assess their risk exposures, and assign risk rating on individual obliged entities based on the methodology JFSA developed, which will be then used to develop annual off-site monitoring plan. Those source data collected from obliged entities are approximately 60 Key Performance Indicator data, which are tailored to each sector. For the VASP sector, JFSA collects the following non-exclusive list of information which is subject to annual revision:

- Whether blockchain analysis tools are used for transaction monitoring and/or risk analysis purposes
- Type of virtual assets offered to customers
- Numbers of customers detected to have used mixers and/or tumblers
- Percentage of hardware or paper wallet usage allocation
- Whether or not a VASP accepts corporate clients as customers (number of accounts, transaction value)
- Whether or not a VASP offers business payment services
- Attributes of counterparty VASP (geographical distribution and transaction volume)
- Number and geographical location of VA-ATMs a provider manages
9.3. VASP sector outreach and guidance

9.3.1. Japan

289. Because most VASPs are new to AML/CFT regulation, common shortcomings can emerge based on a lack of awareness of requirements. For example, when it first started supervising VASPs in 2017, the Japanese FSA (JFSA) found consistent failings in quality of KYC/CDD and record keeping as well as a lack of regulatory understanding and expertise in key positions. Dialogue with the sector can be an important way to address these issues and present best practice. The JFSA has periodically reached out to VASPs through mainly the Japan Virtual and Crypto assets Exchange Association, SRO in Japan, to provide feedback on issues it is encountering and to stress the importance. Those explanatory sessions covers topics such as, but not limited to: scope of AML Risk Assessment, recent cases of suspicious transaction reporting in VASP sector, terrorist Financing, the revised National Risk Assessment, AML Internal Audit, Recent AML Law revision/e-KYC, Travel Rule – INR.15 (7b) revision and FATF 12 month review report. JFSA has found its initiatives so far have worked to enhance industry’s awareness and its AML/CFT controls. In addition to the above, JFSA participated in several domestic and international seminars held by private sector stakeholders, industry associations or technology vendors, to cover VA involving AML topics for a wider audience.

9.3.2. United States

290. In the US, the FIU Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) and other functional regulators issue regulatory guidance to clarify regulatory expectations to the sector. For example, in May 2019 FinCEN issued guidance that consolidated all previous FinCEN statements on regulatory applicability of the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA) to VASP and VA activities, as well as outlining how BSA regulations apply to certain commonly observed business models in the VA market. This guidance assists the industry in understanding regulatory obligations, as well as assist other supervisors and law enforcement in effectively identifying when a person may be operating as an unregistered VASP. FinCEN has also maintained consistent engagement with the VA sector around AML/CFT regulatory expectations, compliance challenges, and illicit finance trends through public remarks at financial conferences and public-private private partnerships, such as the FinCEN Innovation Hours Program and the FinCEN Exchange Program.

9.4. Use of technology in VASP supervision

291. The nature of blockchain and other distributed ledger technology means that most VA transactions are recorded on a ledger, and some information may be publically available. Blockchain analytical tools can be used to understand certain aspects of these transactions. A number of jurisdictions are using, or exploring using, blockchain analytics services to assist with their supervision. The services can be used in a number of ways, including to pinpoint areas that supervisors may wish to focus on during assessments in individual firms and helping to categorise the highest risk firms based on their activity, as well as in assessing more strategic and global risks to support developing of risk-based regulations and development of national ML/TF risk assessments. While such tools can support risk monitoring and supervision, using such tools requires financial resources and requires recruitment.
and training of a workforce able to use such tools. Additionally, not all VAs are covered by all vendors. Blockchain analytics are also widely used by VASPs and some FIs to monitor their own exposure to risk (e.g. transactions that have passed through mixer or tumbling services or that have originated from known illicit websites), so supervisors should understand how they function in order to adequately assess a VASP’s implementation of their risk-based framework and internal controls.

292. Supervisors that use blockchain analytics should consider how the use of the data derived from these solutions meets the data protection requirements in their jurisdictions.

9.4.1. Singapore

293. In Singapore, the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) has been using its surveillance capabilities in its supervision for money-laundering and terrorism financing (ML/TF) risks in the VASP sector. For example, the MAS uses data analytics techniques to detect unlicensed VASP activities for enforcement action, using both public and other data sources (such as corporate registry information, intelligence and STRs). It also uses real-time blockchain information to augment statutory information collected from licensed entities. This allows for timelier prioritisation of supervisory measures to target emerging risks and typologies. Key insights from these analyses are also shared with industry to raise risk awareness and vigilance.

9.5. Recruitment and training of VASP supervisors

9.5.1. United Kingdom (Financial Conduct Authority)

294. It is unlikely that many supervisors new to VASP supervision will have existing staff with both expertise in the technical nature of VAs and VASPs and supervisory knowledge and experience. Furthermore, individuals with this combination of skills and knowledge are also currently difficult to recruit.

295. To address this issue, the FCA established a specific multi-disciplinary team largely comprising of experienced supervisors with financial crime and AML skillset, supplemented by external and internal recruits with expertise in VASPs. In addition, the FCA procured training from an external provider on blockchain and virtual assets to ensure all members of the team had at least a certain level of sector and supervision understanding as a starting point.

296. This ensured that from the start of the regime, the team had the ability to understand complex business models, analyse VASP activity, identify risks and also employ the most appropriate supervision tools and interventions. FCA continues to enhance the technical knowledge and supervisory expertise of VASPs.

9.6. Multi-jurisdictional operations and supervisory co-operation on VASPs

9.6.1. Singapore

297. VASPs can operate across borders and establish relationships with customers in multiple jurisdiction fairly easily without the need for a physical presence in those

---

FATF delegations may wish to refer to the 2019 Heads of FATF FIU Forum Virtual Assets Project Paper as a resource
countries. As a way to develop a better understanding of the global presence of VASPs applying for registration, several supervisors, such as Singapore have indicated that they specifically include a question requesting information on registrations or applications in other jurisdictions. This enables the supervisors to identify international counterparts that they may wish to reach out to better understand the risks involved.
10. Supervision in the COVID-19 context

10.1. Risk-based flexibility for reporting entities and clear communication of expectations and provision of Guidance

298. Disruption to supervisory authorities and regulated entities have highlighted the importance of the risk-based approach in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. In some cases, FATF members have continued onsite inspections or hybrid or virtual on-sites, prioritising high-risk sectors or entities. Some supervisory authorities have indicated they have provided risk-based flexibility on the filing of annual reports and other data returns and have delayed issuing new licenses, particularly for some sectors that are not permitted to operate due to lockdowns.

299. Communication, guidance and outreach has played an important role in balancing access and controls. The FATF’s report on COVID-19 Risks and Policy Responses includes a range of examples at Annex B. As a further example in the context of COVID-19, banking supervisors in the United States reminded banks that offer financial services to NPOs to avoid viewing the charitable sector as a whole as presenting uniform or unacceptably high ML/TF risks. Consistent with a risk-based approach, banks should evaluate NPOs according to their particular characteristics to determine whether they can effectively mitigate the potential ML/TF risk. Banking supervisors provided non-binding guidance of factors that banks should consider in identifying the AML/CFT risk profile of NPOs.


300. As a response to the COVID-19 crisis, the Saudi Central Bank (SAMA), who is the country’s AML/CFT supervisor, requested financial institutions to submit remote working plans of their AML/CFT departments in order to assess and monitor their ability to work remotely and effectively during periods of lockdown.

301. Moreover, for monitoring purposes, SAMA established a new monthly data collection form and questionnaire focusing on the provision of digital financial services. These returns provided information on measures applied by regulated entities to the change in consumer behaviour during the pandemic, including details on their financial activities such as the volume, frequency and destination of cross-border activities.

302. Finally, SAMA’s AML/CFT department established a process of supervising FIs remotely on a risk-sensitive basis during lockdown by completing most of the inspection work off-site to reduce the number of employees required on premises and to reduce the duration of the inspection without compromising on effectiveness.

---

Glossary

**AML/CFT systems or controls** are the measures in place within an entity to mitigate ML/TF risks, including the preventative measures set out in the FATF Recommendations (see section 2.2.2).

**Core Principles** refers to the Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervision issued by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, the Objectives and Principles for Securities Regulation issued by the International Organization of Securities Commissions, and the Insurance Supervisory Principles issued by the International Association of Insurance Supervisors.

**Designated non-financial businesses and professions (DNFBP)** means:

- a) Casinos (include ship and online casinos)
- b) Real estate agents.
- c) Dealers in precious metals.
- d) Dealers in precious stones.
- e) Lawyers, notaries, other independent legal professionals and accountants (when performing the activities outlined in the FATF Glossary definition of DNFBPs)
- f) Trust and Company Service Providers (when performing the activities outlined in the FATF Glossary definition of DNFBPs).

**Emerging risks** is a broad term used to refer to recently identified but not fully explored ML/TF threats or vulnerabilities or other phenomena. Previously identified risks that become apparent in new or unfamiliar conditions can also be considered emerging risks.

**Financial group** means a group that consists of a parent company or of any other type of legal person exercising control and coordinating functions over the rest of the group for the application of group supervision under the Core Principles, together with branches and/or subsidiaries that are subject to AML/CFT policies and procedures at the group level.

**Financial institutions** means any natural or legal person who conducts as a business one or more of the activities or operations listed in the FATF Glossary definition of “financial institutions” for or on behalf of a customer.

**Inherent risk** refers to the ML/TF risks present in an entity or sector before mitigating measures are applied. Inherent risk is often assessed based on entities’ customer base, products, delivery channels and services offered and the jurisdictions within which it or its customers do business.

**Inspection/examination:** These terms are used interchangeably to refer to intrusive/vigorous reviews of an entity’s AML/CFT systems and controls in practice. In addition to a review of the entity’s policies and procedures, an inspection or examination includes an assessment of the entity’s implementation of those policies through inter alia interviews with key personnel, testing of systems used in the AML/CFT compliance and a review of risk assessment and customer files (see Annex B). Inspections are commonly an on-site intervention; however, the greater adoption of technology may allow inspections to happen off-site.
Internal controls: as defined in the FATF Standards under R. 18 and INR.18, refer to the implementation of programmes against ML and TF which should include:

- the development of internal policies, procedures and controls, including appropriate compliance management arrangements, and adequate screening procedures to ensure high standards when hiring employees;
- an ongoing employee training programme; and
- an independent audit function to test the system.

Management Information (MI): refers to systems and processes used to provide an entity’s Boards, management and the dedicated officers with timely and appropriate information about the entity’s risk management and internal control framework.

Monitoring in the broadest sense refers to processes aimed at controlling the effective application of legal and regulatory AML/CFT requirements and the effectiveness of mitigation measures applied, starting from the detailed examination of real life documents, identification files, transactions or activities, and aiming at identifying in a second stage the “root causes” of weaknesses or breaches identified in the first stage of the process with the view to (impose to) remedy them effectively. Monitoring tools enable supervisors to observe changes in risk profiles or detect atypical behaviour. See section 1.2.

Money or value transfer services (MVTS) refers to financial services that involve the acceptance of cash, cheques, other monetary instruments or other stores of value and the payment of a corresponding sum in cash or other form to a beneficiary by means of a communication, message, transfer, or through a clearing network to which the MVTS provider belongs. Transactions performed by such services can involve one or more intermediaries and a final payment to a third party, and may include any new payment methods. Sometimes these services have ties to particular geographic regions and are described using a variety of specific terms, including hawala, hundi, and fei-chen.

On-site supervision refers to on-site supervisory work in which supervisors independently verify that adequate policies, procedures and controls exist at regulated entities, determine that information reported by regulated entities is reliable, obtain additional information on the regulated entity and its related companies needed for the assessment of the condition of the regulated entity, monitor the regulated entity's follow-up on supervisory concerns.

Off-site supervision (including monitoring and risk surveillance) refers to off-site, or desk-level, supervisory work to regularly review and analyse the financial condition of regulated entities’, follow up on matters requiring further attention, identify and evaluate developing risks and help identify the priorities, scope of further off-site and on-site work.

Regulated entities refers to FIs, VASPs and DNFBPs.

Residual risks are ML/TF risks that remain after AML/CFT systems and controls are applied to address inherent risks. See section 2.2.3.

Risk tolerance: Taking a risk-based approach means recognising that residual risks will never be zero. ‘Risk tolerance’ refers to the accepted level of unmitigated or unmitigatable risk. An entity’s risk tolerance (a factor of its risk appetite) refers to the boundaries within which the entity is comfortable operating given residual ML/TF risks will exist after mitigation measures are applied. A supervisors’ risk tolerance
refers to the level of unmitigated residual risks that supervisors are willing to accept, taking into consideration the potential impact. In this regard, supervisors’ risk tolerance is generally lower for entities with higher ML/TF risks yet weaker controls, or where AML/CFT control failures could have a material impact on the rest of the financial system. On the other hand, risk tolerance may be higher in situations where entities have demonstrated ability to monitor and mitigate any escalation in residual risks.

**Risk indicators:** are risk metrics and/or statistics that provide insight into an entity’s risk exposure and used to monitor the main drivers of exposure associated with key risks. In AML/CFT, risk indicators are commonly used to assess and monitor the level of inherent risks, however risk indicators can also be established to monitor the quality of AML/CFT control measures.

**Robotic Process Automation (RPA)** is a form of business process automation technology based on metaphorical software robots (bots) or on artificial intelligence (AI)/digital workers.

**Self-Regulatory Body (SRB).** A SRB is a body that represents a profession (e.g. lawyers, notaries, other independent legal professionals or accountants), and which is made up of members from the profession, has a role in regulating the persons that are qualified to enter and who practise in the profession, and also performs certain supervisory or monitoring type functions. Such bodies should enforce rules to ensure that high ethical and moral standards are maintained by those practising the profession.

**Supervisor/s** refers to the designated competent authorities or non-public bodies with responsibilities aimed at ensuring compliance by regulated entities with requirements to combat money laundering and terrorist financing. Non-public bodies (which could include certain types of SRBs) should have the power to supervise and sanction financial institutions or DNFBPs in relation to the AML/CFT requirements. These non-public bodies should also be empowered by law to exercise the functions they perform, and be supervised by a competent authority in relation to such functions.

**Supervisory risk assessments** (SRA) help supervisors develop, document and update their ML/TF risk understanding by undertaking a supervisory risk assessment. See sections 2.1 and 2.2.

**Supervisory strategy:** Taking into account the supervisory risk assessment, a supervisory strategy helps supervisors plan their activities in a risk-sensitive manner by determining how much attention to give relevant sectors and entities within those sectors. It sets clear objectives for AML/CFT supervision, explains how supervisors will address the ML/TF risks they have identified across their sector(s) and how they will respond to emerging risks. See Section 3.1.

**Systems for monitoring:** the ongoing observation of the activities of regulated entities to identify any weakness or breaches in compliance but in a manner that is generally less intrusive than traditional supervision regime. See R.14, 15, 26 and 28 and paragraph 13.

---

39 [https://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs195.pdf](https://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs195.pdf)

40 Including Core Principles supervisors who carry out supervisory functions that are related to the implementation of the FATF Recommendations.
Three-lines of defence: See the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision’s Guidelines for the Sound Management of Risks relating to Money Laundering and Financing of Terrorism at page 5. As a general rule and in the context of AML/CFT, the business units (e.g. front office, customer-facing activity) are the first line of defence in charge of identifying, assessing and controlling the risks of their business. The second line of defence includes the chief officer in charge of AML/CFT, the compliance function but also human resources or technology. The third line of defence is ensured by the internal audit function.

Targeted financial sanctions: The term targeted financial sanctions means both asset freezing and prohibitions to prevent funds or other assets from being made available, directly or indirectly, for the benefit of designated persons and entities. See R.6 and R.7 of the FATF Recommendations.

Virtual Asset Service Providers (VASPs): In October 2018, FATF extended AML/CFT requirements to VASPs under Recommendation 15. A VASP means any natural or legal person who is not covered elsewhere under the Recommendations, and as a business conducts one or more of the following activities or operations listed in the FATF Glossary definition of VASPs for or on behalf of another natural or legal person.
RISK-BASED SUPERVISION

Supervisors play a crucial role in preventing money laundering and terrorist financing. They ensure that banks, other financial institutions, virtual asset service providers, accountants, real estate agents, dealers in precious metals and stones, and other designated non-financial business and professions, understand the risks facing their business and how to mitigate them. Effective supervisors also ensure that these businesses comply with their anti-money laundering and counter-terrorist financing obligations and take appropriate action if they fail to do so.

FATF encourages countries to move beyond a tick-box approach in monitoring the private sector’s efforts to curb money laundering and terrorist financing. This guidance aims to help supervisors address the full spectrum of risks and focus resources where the risks are highest. A risk-based approach is less burdensome on lower risk sectors or activities, which is critical for maintaining or increasing financial inclusion.